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IN THE

Supreme Court of Appeals
of Virginia
AT RICHMOND
----o,----

Record No. 2664
DAVIS ELKINS and BRISTOL NATURAL GAS
CORPORATION, Appellants
vs.

INDUSTRIAL GAS CORPORATION, Appellee

PETITION
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme Coc.trt of Appeals of
Virgioia:

Petitioners, Davis Elkins, complainant in the trial court,
and Bristol Natural Gas Corporation, one of the defendants
therein, respectfully represent that they are aggrieved by a decree
adjudicating principles of the cause entered June 5, 1942,
which, with one exception, denied the relief prayed for in· the
bill and in the first and second amended and supplemental bills.
Complainant has, in the pleadings and by the trial court, been
designated as Elkins, defendant Bristol Natural Gas Corporation as Bristol, and defendant Industrial Gas Corporation as
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Industrial, and they will be so designated here. From a transcript of the record attached he.reto, in.eluding evidence taken in
open court at the hearing, the following will appear:
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Elkins filed his original bill November 29, 1941, for the
purpo~e of having ascertained and determined the liens and
prioritie[ of a deed of trust executed by Bristol on May 3 1,
2*
* 194 I, the notes and accounts secured by which, aggregating over $50,000.00 are held by him and are not dis-·
puted. He also claimed to he the owner and holder of two
notes aggregating $12,000.00, dated April I·O, 1937, se.cured by
a prior deed of trust on a part of the property of Bristol conveyed by the 1941 deed ·cf trust, described in the record as the
Hedges and Hedges deed of trust, they being the original
trustees.
Industrial was made a co-defendant because of a contract
between it and Bristol, dated Nov em her 2 9, r 9 3 7, and a supplemental agreement dated September 13, 1938, under which
Industrial claimed Bristol was liable to it for tbe ;expense of
drilling what is known as well No. 8, and that it had a lien
therefor prier to the lien of the I941 deed of trust. Industrial
also claimed the Hedges and Hedges deed of trust had in law
been paid, and the.refore the expense of drilling well No. 8
was the first lien on all the leases, wells, etc. owned by Bristol.
That it was entitled to recover that drilling expense at all
was denied by both Elkins and Bristol. There was .also involved whether Bristcl had propzrly .cancelled its aforesaid
contracts with Industrial.
December 3 r, 1941, an amended and supplemental bill
was filed, with particular reference to cancellation of the two
contracts -because of lndustrial's failure to, pay, within fifteen
days after no,:tice of .cancellation, for gas furnished it by Bristol
in September, 1941.
Bristol's answer to the original and amended and supplemental bill was filed December 3 1, 1941, admitting practically
all allegations made, dealing with the drilling and the expense of
well No. 8, the notice of cancellation .of said contracts, and denying that it was indebted to Industrial at all for such expense.
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* A second amended and supplemental bill was filed Feb_ruary Io, 1941, to which East Tennessee Light ~ Power
Company was made a party defendant, by reason of its having
a .contract with Industrial and owed that company for gas which
Industrial in turn had purchased from Bristol.

The Power Company answered the original and both
amended and supplemental bills on March 27, 1942.
Industrial answered the original and amended and supplemental bills on March 3 o, 1942, admitting many of their allegations, so that proof was not required, but in many particulars made by the original exhibits introduced by Elkins and
Bristol. Industrial' s cross bill begins on page 3 2 of transcript.
This cross-bill did not waive answer thereto under oath,
and on March 30, 1942, Elkins and Bristol filed their verified
joint and separate answer thereto, in which will be found a detailed reply to all of Industrial' s claims.
June 5, 1942, the trial court filed a written opinion, and
on the same date entered a decre.e adjudicating the principles of
the cause and awarding judgment against Industrial for $2,764: 50, which was not excepted to. The other holdings were
against Elkins and Bristol and were excepted tn. The injunction prayed for by both Elkins and Bristol was denied.
THE FACTS
Many of the facts appear in the opinion of the trial court,
but for a better understanding we restate the case in order of
dates.
Former United States Senator Davis Elkins, of West Virginia, leased certain properties in Scott and Washington Counties, and on June 24, 1930, began drilling for natural gas
4 * *on one of the leases in the Early Grove section of Scott
County, which was completed June 12, 1931.
first producing well in the State.

It was tne

An entire year was required to drill No. 2-the only completely dry hole drilled. This fact accounts for certain language
in the trial courfs opinion (Tr. 72).
By September 17, 1937, four wells (three producing) had
been drilled.

4
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By deed of trust dated April Io, 193 7, Elkins (his wife
not joining) conveyed to Hedge and Hodges, Trustees, the
Scott County leases on which wells Nos. 1 (Ridgeway), 3 (C.
B. and J. A. Hunsucker) an.cl 4 (G. W. Fleenor~ then about to
be started) were located; all oil and gas wells then or thereafter
drilled upon said leases or any ether lands or leaseholds owned
by Ekins in Scott and Washington Counties and referred to in a
certain named option, together with drilling outfits, tools, etc.
used or usal?le for drilling c-r operation of any such wells.
This conveyance was made to secure payment of money
advanced by John C. Adams and Company (owners of Industrial, later incorporated) for the drilling expense of well No. 4.
One ncte was dated April 10, 1937, for $6500.00, and another
July 1, 1937, for $5500.00, and both were payable April 1,
1938. These notes and the deed of trust are involved in one
of the controverted matters ( original exhibit 3 ; opinion of
trial court, Tr. 68).
The optio,n mentioned on page 6 of this deed of trust and
quoted by the trial court (Tr. 68) was merged into the November 29, 193 7, principal agreement between Bristol and Industrial. J. C. Blair became P1,esident of In'dustrial after its
organization, though principal ownership was and is in
5 * *John C. Adams and associates. No part ·of the indebtedness secured by said deed of trust was paid by Industrial retaining from gas sales and applyi•n.g on the notes ten cents per
thousand cubic feet of gas sales, one reason being that ·there was
another $12,000.00 atdvance under the November 193 7 agreement, paid off by the retention from gas sales methcd, but not
fully discharged until May 1941 (Tr. 50, page 104).
Bristol was incorporated, and at its first meeting of directors fiv.e hundred shares of its fully paid capital stock were directed to be issued to Elkins in exchange for all existing oil and
gas leases, all personal property, pipe and ether equipment in
wells, leases, etc. (Exhibit 4).
Formal afsignment of the leases and transfer of personal
property, equipment, machinery, wells, etc. is dated May 4,
193 7, and provides that in accepting same Bristol will pay all
land rentals, well rentals "and other charges and obligations
which may exist by reason of the aforesaid leases to Davis
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Elkins." Also that the assignment is subje.ct to the $12,000.00
Adams notes secured by Hedges and Hodges .deed of trust.
Well No. 4 was completed Septem her I 7, I 9 3 7, and on
November 29th following, Bristol and J.ndustrial entered into
an agreement whereby Bristol sold to Industrial all natural gas
then or later produced from the leases described therein, until
January I, 1948, and as much longer as gas is produced in paying and marketable quantities from the property described therein, unless socner terminated as therein provided (Exhibit 1,
Clauses I and 2) .
By clause 5 Industrial agreed to advance Bristol $ 12,000.00 in payment for gas to be delivered, to be used by
6* *Bristol in drilling a well or wells upon said leases, and
treated as a loan and repaid from the sale of gas in the manner provided. Bristol agreed to commence the drilling of Well
No. 5 (Smith lease). Drilling thereoi;i began January 5, 1938,
and was completed April ~5th that year (Exhibit 1 1). There
was no requirement for drilling another well.
Clause 7 provides for a stated pressure at the measuring
station, and clause 13 deals with making payments for gas sold
Industrial; .clause 14 with the right of Bristol to cancel for
such non-payment.
By supplemental agreement dated December 13, 1938, it
is recited that Bristol had then drilled four producing wells (in
addition to the dry No. 2) upon its leases, with a "present ag··
gregated daily open flow capacity of between three and four
million cubic feet of gas." Hc,w and by whom the quoted estimate of open flow capacity was arrived at is explained by the
witness Clarkson (Tr. 130) ; that Industrial had completed
its pipe line from the field to the City of Bristol, and was then
negotiating a contract with the lo.cal power ccmpany to deliver
all its requirements in Bristol, Virginia-Tennessee, and that the
parties desired to provide for drilling such number of additional gas wells and maintaining such reserves of gas as would
reasonably assure delivery at all times by Bristol to Industrial
·of sufficient gas to enable the latter to supply its said markets
fer said period. The principal agreement was supplemented.
but by clause six both were to be construed as one instrument,
and in case of inconsistent provisions the supplemental agree-·
ment was to prevail.

6
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*By the first clause Bristol agrees to use its best efforts to
drill
"such number d additional wells, ·not to exceed four in
number, as may be necessary to develop and maintain a
gas reserve sufficient to enable Buyer to supply the requirements of the East Tennessee Light and Power Company
of Bristol, Virginia-Tennessee, and Buyer's other said
markets from time to time, which will be all the drilling required to be done by the Seller in order to, keep up the reserves hereunder, except at Seller's election, during the
period of ten years from and after the date hereof. A gas
reserve sufficient for said purpose shall be construed to
mean an aggregate daily open flow capacity of all wells of
either four million (4,000,000) cubic feet of gas per day
or four (4) times the daily average quantity of all gas sold
per day by buyer in any one calendar month. The location of any and all additional well c,r wells shall be on the
best available 10:cation on the Early Grove Structure. The
drilling of all additional wells hereunder shall be commenced and completed one at a time with due diligence
only after it shall be determined from the sale of gas that
seller does not have a sufficient gas reserve as here· n defined." (Exhibit 2).

Gas pre~-sure is dealt with in clause 7 of original agreement
and reserve in the above quoted language.
By the second clause it is provided that if Bristol shall at
any time drill two wells, successively or otherwise, both of
which shall be abandoned because gas cannot be produced therefrom in paying quantities, Bristo1 shall not be required to do
any further drilling, but that gas shall thereafter be delivered at
field pressure, and the presmre called for by original contract
need not be furnished unless available.
By the third clause it is provided, among other things, that
if Bristol fails tc, commence or complete any well required to be
drilled by it pursuant to the first clause, Industrial shall have
the right to ".carry out the procedure set forth in paragraph first
hereof", which it contends gave it the right to drill well No. 8
and to charge the expense thereof to Bristol, as an addi8 * tional advancement and loan under the * fourth clause and
a clause of the principal agreement therein referred to.
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Other references will be made to the supplemental agreement in
discussing the claim of right to charge drilling expense of well
No. 8 to Bristol.
Drilling of well No. 6 was started August 7, 1939, and
completed Februa.ry 20, 1.940, far into the winter months. Apparent! y there was no, need for or haste in drilling this the first
well after the supplemental agreen:ient of December 13, 1938.
No additional well was drilled or requested to be drilled
during the summer of 1940 or the winter of 1940-4 T. Exhibit
1 o shows there was then no necessity for further drilling, and
none developed until an extremely .cold spell in March, 1941,
explained in the evidence of Clarkson, page 124-29 c,f transcript. He was employed by Elkins and Bristol since 1930, and
jointly by Bristol and Industrial since February or March, 1938
(Tr. 121). None of his evidence was disputed.
On May 1 2, I 941, the drilling of well No. 7 was started
and it was completed October 13, 1941, following Industrial's
request to Bristol of March 1 7, 1941 ( original exhibit r 4;
Clarkson, Tr. 139).
·
Following an exchange of letters between June 2 3, and
August 16, 1941 (Exhibit 13), Industrial began the drilling
of well No. 8 on. the H. S. Miller lease owned by Bristol, and
completed same January 1 8, 1942.
The efforts of Industrial to charge this drilling expense to
Bristol, by withhdding amounts due it for gas furnished under
the original agreement, is one of the major controversies here involved (Op. Tr. 74-5). The court held Bristol was not
9 * obligated under the contracts to drill No. 8 * at the time
Industrial did sc,, but we think made a new contract for
the parties in its further holding (Tr. 77-9). As a result of
such withholding of amounts due for gas. Bristol gave notice
of cancellation of the contracts in accordance with clauses 13 and
14 of principal agreement (Exhibit 1) , and Industrial elected
to refuse to make the payment for Septem her 1941 gas, and did
not do so within the fifteen day period for making good the
default. It also elected not to pay in the future. Bristol's right
to cancel is dependent upon the correctness of the above holding
as to drilling expense of well No. 8 (Exhibit 13-j; original bill,

8
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Tr. 7; amended bill, Tr.
ion, Tr. 74-5).

I

3; Industrial answer, Tr. 29; Opin-

The remaining controversy is the claim of Elkins that he
is entitled to be subrogated to the rights of the holder ·of the
two notes secured by the Hedges and Hodges deed of trust on
.certain of Bristol's property, and is entitled to enforce the lien
thereof. The trial court held otherwise (Tr. 75-7), and the
facts will be set out in discussing that part of the decree and
opm1on.
10*

*ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR

1.
Tf~ court erred in holding that Industrial has a lien
under the two agreements for repayment of th)'! cost of drilfrng
well No. 8, prior to the May 3 1, 1941, deed of trust, and irzthe holdings incidental thereto (Tr. 82).

(a)
tracts.

lndwstrial has no such right cJr lien under the con-

By the seventh clause of original agreement, a pressure of
not less than one hundred pounds was to be maintained by
Bristol at the measuring station, or a lesser pressure if a sufficient amount of gas could thus be delivered and meet Industrial's requirements. That there was such available pressure in
the lines until the March r 94 1 incident was testified to, by W.
0. Clarkson, who was emplo,yed by both companies, and not
denied by anyone. A chart prepared from daily readings confirms his evidence.
That lndustrial's requirements were always met until
March 1941, is likewise without dispute. It is also true that
the actual pressure did not concern the two companies until in
March, because said requirements were furnished (Tr. 13 1-3 6).
The acceptance by Industrial of pressure and open flow
up to March 1941 •.constituted a waiver of compliance with
the contract, even if not lived up to. 1 2 Am. Jur .. Contracts,
Secs. 354-5.
Open flow of the four producing wells which had been
drilled when the supplemental agreement was entered into, was
tested by Industrial before the supplemental contract was·
Ir* *executed, and it recited that the four producing wells
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theretofore drilled had "a present aggregate daily open flow capacity of between three and four million cubic feet of gas." It
was further recited that the contracting parties desired to provide
for the drilling of such additional wells, and the maintaining
of such reserves "as will reasonably assure the delivery at all
times by the seller to the buyer of sufficient gas to· supply the
buyer its said markets".
The first clause of that agreement provided that Bristol
would use its best efforts to drill such additional wells, not exceeding four, as might be necessary to develop and maintain a
sufficient gas reserve to enable the buyer to supply its requirements; that a gas reserve sufficient for said purpose meant an
aggregate daily open flow· capacity of all wells of either four
million cubic feet per day, or four times the daily average quantity of gas sold per day by Industrial in any one calendar
month; that drilling of additional wells should be commenced
only after it should be determined from the sale of gas that a
sufficient gas reserve was not at the time in existence; and that
the drilling of all additional wells under the contract should be
commenced a~d completed one at a time.

In February, I 940, Bristol sold Industrial 8,373,000
cubic feet of gas, a daily' average of 299,000 cubic feet, of
which the power company used 6,619, ooo, a daily average of
236,000 cubic feet. January was the heaviest month of the
winter of 1939-1940. Well No. 6 was not then actually needed, according to the Clarkson Exhibit No. 1 o, and no additio~1al well was drilled or asked for during the summer of 1 940, or
the winter of 1 940- 1941.
The requirements of January, 1940, (the heaviest of that
winter) were first exceeded in December I 940, but no
1 2 * * additional drilling was then deemed necessarf by either
company, and none was had.
,

The same is true 'C.f February, 1941, during which month
the all-time high until then o.f r 3,306, ooo cubic feet, a daily
average of 475,000 cubic feet, was delivered by Bristol. The
power company's monthly and average daily requirements were
higher in February than the following month, and yet there was
no failure to deliver its requirements that month, except by
reason of an unavoidable accident. February brought no occasion for additional drilling.

1o
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Not until the unprecedented winter weather which began
with March 13, 1941, and continued six days, did the field
pressure fall below one hundred pounds. March was the alltime high in requirements, before and since, of I 3,938,000
cubic feet, though the average daily requirements of both Industrial and the power company were less than during the preceding month (Tr. 126-9). The power company used on
March 13th, 481,000 cubic feet; on the 17th, 514,000 cubic
feet; and on the I 8th, 497,000 cubic feet-in each case more
than the highest average daily use (Tr. 13 7; answer to cross
bill, Tr. 55; Exhibit 10). Industrial's requirements, in addition to those 'O:f the po,wer company, were not available at the
trial, but they were correspondingly higher on those days.
Then came the first call by anyone for more gas available
for the following winter-eleven months after completinn of
well No. 6. It was from the power company to Industrial by
letter of March 14, 1941, demanding the drilling of more
wells. Knowing Bristol could be required to drill only one well
at a time, Industrial on March 1 -j wrote Bristol stating that
13 * the power company demanded an additional well *and requested Bristol to start the drilling of an additional well.
Apparently Clarkson was at that time on a trip to see his
Bristol principals on the subje.ct of this additional well (Exhibit
14; Transcript 139, 148). Bristol had no contract with the
power company.
Following the continued excessive use and low pressure on
March 17, 18 and 19th, the following day the power company
wrote Industrial noting its repc.rt that it had called upon Bristol
~ l -+- t to drill an additional well, and calling upon Bristel to drill two
.).\lil,.H\'\~
..
more wells-the added number the power company had required in its contract with Industrial (Exhibit 14).
1

•

April 19th the power company again wrote Industrial.
noting that it was resting up~-n plans for one well at a time, and
claiming the inadequacy of such.
By that time (having in mind the preliminary steps necessary to be taken in advance of actual drilling, as. testified to by
Clarkson) Industrial knew Bristol's plans for drilling were
under way.
April 29th the power company wrote Industrial again.
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noting that it had "no plans to drill more than one well at a
time."
Four days before actual drilling began of well No. 7, Industrial sent a copy of the power company's letter to Bristol.
without comment or request. By that time machinery had been
about placed and the drilling rig was up.
Thus there was no other demand made of ·Bristol while
the power company was clamoring to Industrial for additional
drilling. Industrial. knowing of Bristol's plan to drill one well
at a time according to its contract, did not then claim that
there existed any other or further obligation upon
14 * *Bris.tol. or evidence any dissent from the plans or progress made and being made by Bristol. Indeed, it appears
to have been claiming to the power company that it had no
contract obligation with that .company over and above one well
at a time; the correspondence available leaves such impression.
F.urther correspondence between Industrial and the power
company was not furnished Bristol, but we assume the urging
continued and that Industrial concluded it must do something
with the powe·r company's requests upon it other than pass them
on to Bristol. for after Bristol had been actually drilling well
No. 7 for forty days, out of a clear sky came Industrial's letter
of June 23, 1941 (Exhibit 13).
This correspondence shows that Industrial had de.cided to
drill a well at its own expense before the letter of June 23rd
was written. Its letter of July/~ (second from it in the
series) states it had theretofore made all necessary arrangements
to drill, and Clarkson testified that on July 24th the drilling
equipment shipped to Bristol by Industrial from the midwest
had arrived and was in the railroad yards (Tr. 141-2).
After reaching that conclusion, another was hatched out:
to point out alleged defaults on the part of Bristol (not sustained by the facts and evidence introduced at the trial or found
by the court) and demand that it recognize an obligation not
impo~ed by the contracts between them and submit to and bear
the drilling expense of an additional well as a lien against its
property.
The evidence has shown without conflict that this letter
of June 23, 1941, was an attempted build-up, for the "con-
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tinued defaults" and "repeated notices to you of such defaultsi,
have not been shown. Industrial introduced no oral evidence at the trial. The well then being drilled by Bristol
15 * *was not the first, but the second since the supplemental
contract, and neither was drilled "in an effort to cure such
defaults." There were none to cure.
Well No. 7 was started within a reasonable time after
March, 1941, according to Clarkson, and there is no, other evidence on the point (Tr. 139-40, 148-50).
The first clause of the supplemental contract requi,red no,
additional drilling until after a determination from the sale of
gas that the reserve was then insufficient for Industrial' s requirements. When so determined, Bristol was only required to commence and complete wells required to be drilled thereunder one
at a time.
March sales for the first time determined the insufficiency
of reserves. A well was commenced within a reasonable time
thereafter and completed with due diligence and without complaint. For forty days after actual drilling thereon began Industrial recc-gnized this fact, both in its correspondence with the
power company and its dealings with Bristol.
Bristol was in no sense in default when Industrial' s letter
of June 23, 1941 (Exhibit 13-a) for the first time so claimed,
or at any time thereafter while drilling and completing well No.
7; so that when Industrial on July 2Jrd moved in and comrnen.ced the drilling of well Ne. 8 it had no right to charge the
expense thereof to Bristol, because the drilling was not done
under the terms of the contract, at a time when Bristol had failed
to commence any well required to be drilled by it.
Therefore, it necessarily follows that Industrial had no
right to· charge the drilling expense to Bristol, which it did
16* not even attempt to do until October 20, 1941, after *well
No 7 had been completed. If no right to so charge it, it
could not rightfully refuse to pay for gas purchased and used
and resold by it, or to apply the monthly amounts due for such
gas to the costs; of drilling No. 8. If no such right, the cancel'laticn of contracts was proper, and the court should have so decreed and fixed the Elkins Eens free of the lien herein asserted
by Industrial.
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What is said above under this assignment of error is taken
from our brief in the trial court, and it found ac_cording to our
contention-that there was no default on the part of Bristol on
June 23, 1941, when Industrial demanded that it drill another
well, or on August 22, 1941. when Industrial started to dnill
No. 8, and that it therefore had no contract right to charge the
expense thereof to Bristol or to have a lien established therefor.
In its opinion the court says, "o·n ·March 13, 1941, for the first
time the undisturbed flow of the wells fell short of producing
enough gas to maintain a pressure sufficient to supply the demands of the Pcwer Company and other .customers of Industrial" (Tr. 67). And on page 73-4 that, "According to the
evidence, no one made any compJaint as to the gas reserve until
after the pressure shortages of March * * *. On May 1 2, 1941,
Bristol commenced the drilling of well No. 7''.
The court also found that while the drilling of No. 7 was
in progress Industrial demanded another well, and that ''Bristol
correctly relied upon its contract right to refrain from drilling
more than one well at a time" (Tr. 77). It could not have
found otherwise, for there was rio evidence on the point except •
that of Clarkson, the contract exhibits and certain admissions in
pleadings.
But after such findings, which entitled Elkins and Bristol to a decree that Industrial was not entitled to collect
17* *the drilling expense from Bristol, according to our view
the court stray.ed from its· findings and held that since well
No. 7 did not materiatl y improve the pressure Industrial was
entitled, a reasonable time after completion of that well, to have
Bristol drill another well, and because of that fact the court
would, in effect, say that Industrial was within its contr.ac.t
rights in drilling the well b,efore Bristol was obligated to do so,
and charge the expense against it as a lien upon its property (Tr.
77-8). It applied clause 5 of the principal agreement, as
though Bristol had· borrowed the money from Industrial to do
the drilling or as though it was admittedly in default, or found
to be so in not starting a new well while already engaged in
drilling one. This part of the decree is plainly wrong and directly contrary to the resul.ts which flow from the uncontroverted facts and the findings of the court.
Some reasons are:

The corporate parties in writing agreed,
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after Industrial had .construc.ted a pipe line for transporting the
gas to Bristol and had found a market for it, that no matter
how large its requirements might later be, additional drilling
was required only after it should be determined from the sale
of gas that the reserve was, after such sales, insufficient, and that
Bristol was required to commence and complete only one well
at a time.
From the beginning of its operations Elkins and later Bristol-had only one drilling outfit in this new o.r "wild-cat" field,
and had drilled its wells one at a time, and these facts were
known ·to Industrial when the supplemental agreement was executed (Tr. 140-41). When on June 23, 1941 industrial
18 * demanded that Bristol notify it within ten days *that another well would be started immediately, and completed
with due diligence, the· only drilling equipment owned by Bris-·
tol was engaged in the drilling ·c,f well No. 7, commenced on
May 12th. The demand was one impossible of compliance.
Industrial shipped its equipment with which to drill No. 8 from
Arkansas (Tr. 141), and drilling equipment of this character is
not manufactured or distributed anywhere in Virginia, but only
in or available to established gas fields.
At such time as Bristol may have been obligated tei begin
the drilling of a well following completion of No. 7, to be then
cletermined from the sale of gas, its first problem would have
been the selection of a proper site or lease upon which to do
the next drilling, in the light of past experience, and considering other drilled wells. This duty or privilege was Bristol's,
for all drilling was upon its. leases, and the fir.st clause ofi the
supplemental agreement, quoted on page 7 hereof, dealing with
Bristol's obligations, provides that "The location of any· and
all additional well or wells shall be on the best available location on the Early Grove structure."
By the premature action of Industrial in drilling No. 8,
Bristol was not permitted to make a selectic-n of location for
the next well. Its location upon Bristol's Hubert A. Miller
lease was the sole act of Industrial, and Bristol had no part in
selecting the location (Exhibit 13-e). It was deprived ,of the.
right to exercise its acquired experience and judgment in this
new field by the action o.f Industrial, and the court has upheld
its action in the premises.
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The site selected, Bristol would have dismantled the rig
used in drilling No. 7, moved it to the selected location, and employed· experienced men from established gas fields to "rel 9 * build" the rig, lay a· gas line from an available *source of
supply, using all its own material, and generally prepared
for actual· drilling (Tr. r 40). Then it would have used two
locally trained drillers ·and would have secured the others of
its crew from persons before employed or known to it, and
would have made its own contracts for all this. As handled,
Industrial selected the site, shipped its own equipment from a
distant state, employ~d a crew of its .choice to set up the rig and
another to do the drilling, and generally made its own contracts. It will not be denied th~t the sum of $ r 7,000.00, which
Industrial claims to have expended in drilling No. 8 up to
December r, 1941-five weeks before. completion, allowing
for ~hristmas holidays (Tr. 41) - is considerably in excess
ot the cost of wells drilled by Bristol after it became act}uainted
with the structures and formations of that section of .country.
Bristol has been deprived of this saving by the acti:o,n of Industrial and the court's holding.
Clarkson says No. 7 was not considered a profitable well
(Tr. 157). Industrial and the Power Company agreed in
February 1942 that it was to be considered as not producing in
paying quantities, and that both N·os. 7 and 8 were treated by
them as abandoned wells under their contract (Exhibit 14-f).
Perhaps Bristol would have so treated No. 7. If so, the pipe
used in casing it could have been pulled and used in the next
well drilled, with a further reduction in expense. Industrial
and the decree deprive it of that benefit.
Admitting that it commenced the drilling of No. 8 while
Bristol was engaged in drilling No. 7, Industrial in its answer
and cross- bill in effect claims that it may drill and charge- the
expense thereof to Bristol at its pleasure, ignoring the con20* tract provision that no such drilling *and charging may
be done by it except for a well required thereunder toi be
drilled by Bristol land and not drilled. In effect the court has
so held as to No. 8, even though, as it further held, Bristol was
under no obligation to.start drilling at the time; and in so doing
has imposed obligations upon Bristol outside of and beyond the
contra.ct provisions.
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The theory of the trial court appears to be that because well
No~ 7 upon completion turned· out to be commercially unprofitable and not of material pressure benefit, drilling of another
well would ultimately have been required, and therefore it
should "place the parties. where they would have been if No. 8
had not been drilled out of turn" (Tr; 79), and to treat No. 8
as an obligation of Bristol, though no obligation existed upon
it to drill at tfiie time bwiustrial commenced to do so.
This so clearly changed· the contract terms that no attempted suppc.rting argument seems necessary. Industrial relied upon
alleged defaults and the right to drill when it did so.· There
was no evidence of defaults and the court says Bristol correctly
· relied upon its _right not to start another well while one was
being drilled. The inquiry is not who in equity should pay for
drilling it, but whether Bristol was obligated· to do so at the
time demanded. If the court is right, why have a contract?
And when is one party to kn.ow what its contract rights are?
We cannot lawfully ignore the contracts and rely upon equity
to establish and date back some· default.
Industrial was being urged by the power company to have
more than c,ne well drilled after the March cold spell. It
2 1 * could only require Bristol to drill one at a time, but * there·
was no reason why it could not drill an additional well at
its cwn expense on Bristol leases, and Bristol offered a lease fer
that purpose if additional drilling· was then required- by Industrial's .contract with the power company (Exhibit 13-b).
The opinion quotes Clarkson (Tr. 74).. He: said: that
sometime in the mmmer of 1.94.1, following the March incident
and while drilling No. 7, "we thought we should have two
wells by the following winter" (Tr. 15.2) : that "it is always·
nice to have another well" (Tr. 153), but that if No. 7 had
been a normal well of from 150 to 200,000 feet a day. it wculd
have met the demands of the following winter (Tr. 154).
"We" meant the witness and Blair, and that view would have
been the same if they had known No. 7 would be sufficient for
the winter following, because it is "nice to have another well'~
(Tr. 15 7-8).
This expression,of course, has nothing to do with contract rights or defaults, and is meaningless so far as concerns the
issues of the case.
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22* * (b) Regardless of contracts, Industrial agreed to actually pay drilling, £xpenses of well No. 8, as the work pro~
gressed, and then assert a claim therefor if so advised.

If this contention is sound, Industrial had no right to withhold amounts due Bristol for gas purchased from it and resold
to the power company and its other customers, and if it violated
the understanding, and in doing so vested in Bristol the right
to cancel the contract, the fault lies with it.
In Bristol's answer and in the answer to Industrial' s crossbill will be found the reason for and the history of this agreement (Tr. 16- 1 7, 5 9-60; Exhibit 13 a-f). The only oral
evidence on the question is that of Clarkson, and he testified in
accordance with the answers (Tr. 142-45).
The trial .court did not treat this claim as a real contention
and made no findings. (Tr. 74).
The contention of Elkins and Bristol may be thus stated:
when Bristol did not attempt to stop the drilling of this well by
injunction, but allowed Industrial to go upon its leases and drill
without prejudice, Industrial obligated itself to actually pay the
expenses thereof as the work progressed, and eventual liability
therefor was not to be taken up and settled until completion of
drilling; that when on Octcber 20, 1941, Industrial discontinued making payments admittedly due for September gas, it
did so in violation of such understanding and after it had been
recognized in the months of August and September by making
payment for gas used in July and August; that the cancellation
notice which followed on November 20th was properly given,
and Industrial having failed to pay for September gas with23 * in fifteen days following November 24th, as it *had the
contract right to do, but on the contrary having deliberately refused to do so, has wrongfully and in violation of the
understanding shown by the correspondence attempted to apply gas payments, and that the contracts between them stood
cancelled at· the expiration of fifteen days from and after
November 24, 1941.
After letters of June 23rd, July 3rd and July 16th had
passed (at which time Bristol .claimed exactly what it now
claims), on July 24th Industrial's drilling equipment arrived in
Bristol and was ready to be moved to the Miller lease, theretofore decided upon by Industrial as its selected place for drilling.
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In its letter of July 16th Industrial indicated a desire to reach
an understanding, doubtless realizing it was not acting within
its contract rights. That understanding was reached on July
24th, conditioned only upon telephone authority from Bristol
to then sign the letter. The authority was denied solely because Bristol insisted that Industrial agree in advance to pay its
drilling expense and make no .claim for reimbursement upon
completion of the well. But for this insistence, the letter would
have been signed in Bristol that day by both parties. Then
there was no thought other than that Industrial would pay its
drilling expense as the work progressed, and that the question of
eventual payment, or by whom paid, should be taken up after
completion of drilling, and not by retention of payments for
gas. While the letter was not signed, the· failure was because
of the one hitch mentioned; not because Industrial did not intend to pay for drilling to completion.
It is needless to repeat the correspondence which followed,
under and following which the drilling was done. The
24 * letters speak for themselves. It is sufficient to say *that
the letters show no departure in understanding from what
Industrial was willing to do on June 24th--to actually pay its
drilling expense until completion and then assert a claim against
Bristol if then so advised.
If such was the understanding, as evidenced by the .corres-i
pondence ·and what took place on June 24th, Industrial improperly and without justification or right refused to pay for
gas purchased, and cancellation was proper and effective. The
letter of June 24th and such evidence as was permitted to be in~
troduced concerning it, tcgether with the avowal, aid in showing what the parties really intended by their correspondence
·
·
to do.

We say the correspondence clearly shows the parties in tended that Industrial would pay drilling expense until completion of No. 8 and then assert its claim against Bristol if so advised and the two .could not agree. If this is the correct interpretation, there is no need to call up what happened on June
24th; but if not clear, then the events of that date are most material, not necessarily as a separate verbal agreement, but in aid
of the meaning and intent of the letters exchanged.
"Where a written contract is obscure in its meaning, evi-
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dence of what was said and done at the time of its execution is
competent, not to add to or change it, but to explain it. "Shenandoah Land Company vs. Clarke, 106 Va. 100, 106.
As stated in City of So. Nodolk vs. Wolcott, 140 Va. 611,
622:
"Ordinarily the construction or interpretation of a
written contract is solely the function of the court, but it
frequently o.ccurs especially in contracts to be ·deduced from
correspondence and not made by formal documents signed by the parties, that it is necessary to resort to parol evidence to ascertain the exact intention of the parties.''
25* *See also Jones on Evidence (2d Pocket Ed.), Sec. 453. 2
Willist9n on Con tracts, Sec. 6 2 9.
Sec. 630 is to the effect that previous negotiations are admissible, where the meaning of words is ambiguous, "to show
that the parties attached one appropriate meaning to their
words, rather than another equally appropriate meaning. * *
Their value * * is merely to indicate by the oral statements of
the parties themselves the terms of the contract they intended
to make when they entered into the written contract.''
The oral statements are admissible ''if the words of the
writing will express equally well the intention shown by the
oral negotiations, and another intention.''
The rule of practical construction of the parties, for the
purpose of ascertaining their intention, is against Industrial
here. ''The interpretation given by the parties themselves to
the contract as shown by their acts will be adopted by the .court,
and to this end not only the acts but the declarations of the
parties may be considered." 2 Williston on Contracts, Sec.
623. r 2 Am. Jur., Contracts, Sec. 249. 20 Same, Evidence,
Sec. I 144.
Applying this rule, we find that Mr. Blair had agreed to
accept the letter of June 24th if Bristol would sign it; that the
letter said
"All expense of drilling is to be paid by you as the
work progresses. After such drilling as you desire has ·been
completed on the lease, it is understood that you may
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then assert any claim of which you may be advised
as to our liability under existing contracts for the
expense incurred. If such claim is asserted by you, and no
agreement is reached, either party may take such steps as
it has a right to take, for the purpose of having determined
whether there is liability upon us for the expense of drilling under the agreements."

26* *When Bristol wrote the 'letter of July 29th, it used the
same recitals as the other letter had treated as facts; for
convenience being as follows:

"In case you enter upon the Hubert A. Miller lease in
Scott County, Virginia, and drill thereon, and pay all
drilling expense as the work progresses, as you indicate you
intend to do, and as you began to do yesterday by starting
.construction of a roadway on the lease, over which to haul
machinery, etc. to the well location which you say you
have selected, you do so without our permission or consent and ever cur protest, unless you will now agree that
the drilling is to be done without any claim upon us for
the expense thereof.
"If you proceed to drill, notwithstanding this notice,
and later claim a right to charge us with the expense thereof, under the terms of our existing written agreements, we
hereby notify ycu that we claim no part of such expense is,
or may be, chargeable to us under said agreements or
otherwise.''

The June 24th negot1at1ons were had with J. C. Blair.
President of Industrial. He replied to Bristol's letter of JuTy
29th, and uttered not one word of protest er denial that the
recitals of the letter of June 24th, as to what Industrial was
about to do and intended to do, were incorrect. Then followed
Industrial' s entry upc.n the lease, drilling and payment of drilling expenses, without mention of any intention to later stop
paying fer gas used and to apply the amounts against drilling
expense. Such failure, followed by actual payment and no
claim of right to discontinue payments for gas and apply same
to drilling expense, is a clear r.ecognition of the correctness of
what the letter of June 24th stated Industrial had agreed to be-
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fore entry upon the Miller lease, and shows what the whole
agreement, as evidenced by correspondence, really was.
* 2. The court erred in holding that the $12,000.00
Adams notes secuNd by the Hedges and Hodges deed of
trust had been paid and the lien discharged, and iri· failing to
hold that Elkins is the holder thereof and entitled to the benefit
of the lien. (Tr. 75-7, 82).
27*

(a)

Elkins as the holder by subrogation.

Date and description of these notes and deed of trust will
be found beginning with the fifth paragraph under FACTS,
page four hereof.
The corporate action of Bristol, followed by assignment
of Elkins of his property to it, clearly resulted in Bristol becoming primarily liable for payment of these. notes.
Elkins conveyed to Bristol all that he owned in Scott and
Washington Counties, and Bristol bound itself in the same instrument to pay all land and well rentals "and other charges
and obligations which may exist by reason of the aforesaid
leases". This deed of trust was less than a month old when the
assignment and conveyance was exe.cuted, and only ten days
old when corporate action thereon was taken by Bristol.
That corporate action recited that Elkins had offered to
convey and assign the property in consideration, among other
things, that the corporation assume and pay land and well rentals .. and other charges and obligations which may exist under
the terms of said leases. and will assume and pay all other
27-* obligations of Davis Elkins of *every kind and character
which have been incurred by him in and about the secur-ing of said leases and drilling done and drilling about to be
commenced"; and subject to the $12,000.00 deed of trust notes
in question. The money represented by these two notes was
borrowed before the incorporation of Bristol to cover drilling
expenses, and· the deed of trust so states.
Immediately Bristol entered the notes on its books as one
of its obligations, and they were carried in its "notes payable"
account until paid by Elkins with his personal funds, when
they were taken out cf that account and credited to his account as an advance to the corporation, thus continuing
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*to be .carried as a liability (Tr. 98-9,

I

19).

All rights, obligations or liens which might arise by
reason of the 1938 supplemental agreement (including the cost
of drilling · well No. 8, now asserted by Industrial, and the
$12,000.00 advancement since paid) wer~ by the fourth· clause
thereof made subject to the Hedges and Hodges deed of trust.
By the same clause of the supplemental agreement Bristol
again recognized the Adams notes as its primary obligation by
ass~gning (su:bject to paym:ent_ of the $ I 2,000.00 advance
since paid) to the then holder of the Adams notes "said total
price for gas purchase, together with all rights" of Bristol in
respe.ct thereto until payment of said notes and interest. This
assignment ceased to operate upon payment of the notes from
gas or otherwise, and was never used.
The notes and interest thereon were paid by Elkins in July
r 93 9, for the account of Bristol, out of his own funds, at a time
when Bristol was unable to do so, have not ·been repaid to him.
and are no part of the 1941 deed of trust indebtedness (Op.
Tr. 70; Tr. 102, 107).
Promptly after the Adams notes were so taken up, on
July 22, 1939, Adams was notified of the fact that Elkins
was only seccndarily liable t~ereon and was requested to sign
a suggested endorsement c-n each note. The correspondence, be,. ·1ning with Exhibit 1 2-g shows no such claim was then made
as was later asserted in lndustrial's answer and cross-bill.
Therein several things are claimed, each for the first time. Only
one need be mentioned ( and that is not claimed in the .correspondence) as no evidence was offered as to the other claims,
and the one which follows is sufficient if well taken. It
is that Elkins, though he executed the notes, and fellowing
29* *his conveyance and assigrtment was secondarily liable
thereon as between himself and Bristol, voluntarily and
gratuitously paid them, and that such payment operated to extinguish the obligation and .also the deed of trust lien. The·
trial court so held.
Adams delayed action on the request until February 6,
1940, when he asked for all original leases (he already had a
list in· Exhibit 1) , with a view of preparing some paper net
described (Exhibit 1 2-m). When the notes were finally re-
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turned, at Elkins' request following a great deal of stalling
(without indorsement), they were indorsed as follows, and
will be found in envelope marked Exhibit 3-a:
''This note, having been assumed by the undersigned,
and having been paid by Davis Elkins at request of the
undersigned on account of its inability to do so, belongs to
him as of July r 3th, r 93 9, the date of such payment.
BRISTOL NATURAL GAS CORPORATION
By T. FRANK BURK.
Treasurer''
Under the uniform negotiable instruments a.ct a note is
discharged when the principal debtor becomes the holder thereof in his own right at. or after maturity, but that act applies
to such instruments, and the Adams notes are not negotiable.
The provision of the act just mentioned was not one of the
common law methods of payment or discharge. 8 Am. Jur.,
Bills and Notes, Secs. 780, 830. And even as to negotiable instruments, according to section 785, page 440:·
"There is authority to the effect that the prov1S1on
of the Uniform Act that a negotiable instrument is dis. charged when the principal debtor becomes the holder of
the instrument is not applicable where one who is primarily liable on the instrument by its terms, but who is in
fact a surety, becomes the holder of the instrument for the
purpose of preserving his rights against -his. principal, as,
for example, in the case of the purchase of a note and mortgage by the maker thereof for the purpose of asserting
the equities existing in his favor against the purchaser of
30* the mortgaged property, *who had assumed and agreed to
pay the mortgage. This holding, which admittedly modifies the literal terms of the statute, is based upon the view
that the Uniform Act is not intended to supersede the law
c-f suretyship as previously applied to negotiable instruments. It is not improbable that a different conclusion
might be reached in jurisdictions where the Un1form Act
is regarded as superseding the general principles of suretyship irisofar as negotiable instruments are concerned."
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Mueller vs. Jagerson Fuel Co. (Wis.), 72 ALR 1059, is
authority for the proposition that what complainant and Bristol did here entitles him to assert the lien against the property of
Bristol, and there the note was negotiable.
This court has allowed a joint obligor in a note secured by
deed of trust, who paid the note and took an assignment of
the debt, to become subject to all rights of the obligee against
his co-obligor and to subject the land conveyed by deed of
trust to the payment of his debt. Loughran vs. Kinchelcie, 160
Va. 292, 168 S. E. 362 (see pages 299, 301 for facts).

Swain vs. Bank and Trust Company, 151 Va. 655 (cited
in note Io 1 ALR 28 1) , quotes from the 2 1 ALR note and
holds that a verbal agreement by a purchaser to assume a deed
of trust is "as effective and binding as if it had been recited in
the contract and conveyance." Sale vs. Figg, 164 Va. 4_02, 410.
As between Bristol and complainant, the former be.came
primarily liable for the payment of the Adams notes. Moore
vs. Triplett, 96 Va. 603, and generally see cases and.notes 21
ALR 403-504.

In the new fifth edition of Pomeroy's Eq. Jur., Vol. 4.
Secs. 1205-7, 1212- 13 and notes, we find the following:
A conveyance of real estate subject to a named mortgage
conveys the property burdened with the lien; the grantee may
or may not thereby become personally liable for the debt; the
grantee cannot dispute the validity of the mortgage; no
3 1 * *particular form of words is necessary to create such personal obligation by the grantee, and (Sec. 1 206. p. 61 7)
"An intention to assume the debt may appear from a .consideration of the entire instrument, or the obligation may be made
orally or in a separate instrument."
When .a grantee thus (by one of the means mentioned) assumes payment, as between mortgagor, grantee and mortgagee,
the latter may treat both as debtors and "is bound to recognizethe condition of suretyship, and to respect the rights of the
surety (mortgagc-r) in all his subsequent dealings with him."
(p. 621).

The acts of Bristol supply any needed specific agreement
upon its part to make a case of personal liability. Had it been
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sued on the notes. and had the same evidence of its recognition
of the debt been shown as appears here. a judgment against it
would have been the result. Certainly its recognition of direct
liability in the manner done is more satisfactory than oral evidence alone.
(b)

The trial court's opinion on this question (Tr. 76).

The case Cussen vs. Brandt. 9 7 Va. I, is cited for authority
that the notes were paid by Elkins and the lien extinguished.
There Elam, a third party, purchased the note, and was held
not to have paid it.

Citizer.,.i.s Bank vs. Lay, Bo Va. 436, is cited in the Cussen
case and distinguished. There the one taking up the note
was by separate contract "expressly and primarily bound to
pay it'· and the note was thereby extinguished-as would have
been the case if Bristol had paid the Adams notes with its funds,
which it did not and could not do. In that case no one later
assumed payment of the note.
3 2 * *Both cases are cited in Carter vs. Piercey, I 5 6 Va. 640,

648, where it is held that the question of payment is one
of intent.
The two earlier cases and Carter vs. Piercey are cited and
distinguished in Eastern Shore etc. Asso. vs. Kellem, 167. Va.
132, 141, and in Union Trust Corporation vs. Fugate, 172 Va.
82, 89 (purchase of note by a third party).
The cases are also cited in Bank of Russell County vs.
Griffith, I 76 Va. 1, 8, where it is held the original debtor's
funds paid off his note, and therefore his daughter, to whom it
had been assigned, was not entitled to hold the lien of the deed
of trust. There were no facts like those here involved.
The late decisions of this court indicate an intention to be
liberal with how one in the position of Bristol may assume and
become primarily liable on a note when it intends to do so, and
that the law of suretyship is not superseded, certainly where a
non-negotiable note is involved. Intent is important, and it is
certain complainant and Bristol, long before the present controversy arose, intended to create the relationship we contend
for. There is no law or public policy against it under circumstances existing at the time.
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Holding the Adams notes paid by Elkins, the .court inquires whether in equity he is entitled to have the lien kept alive,
and holds he is not.
The first reason given is not sustained by any evidence,
because Elkins did not himself treat the lien as discharged; did
not lead Industrial to so understand, and it has not "changed its
position upon the strength of that conduct.'' The court
3 3 * refers to no evidence or circumstances to *subst·antiate the
above statement, and none will be· found in the record.'
Industrial' s answer and cross-bill does not even so claim.
Se.c. 4 of answer claims that Elkins, the maker thereof, paid
the notes (Tr. 28). Sec. 17 of cross-bill merely describes the
notes and security (Tr. 32); Sec. 22 is a repetition of Sec. 4
of answer (Tr. 36), and Sec. 24 alleges that new notes were
later given by Bristol to Elkins for the $12,000.00, and that
such new notes are a part of those secured by the 1941 deed of
trust filed as Exhibit 8. Industrial assumed that Bristol's loan
from Dominion National Bank, represented by two notes aggregating $12,500.00 (Exhibit 8) , was made to pay off the
Adams notes, and when it learned the facts (Tr. 102. 105)
abandoned the claim asserted in said section 24 of cross-bill. See
Sec. 22 of answer to .cross-bill (Tr. 5 1) and Exhibit 12-g,
hand i.
Though not in the record, it is a fact that two pages of
the opinion (Tr. 76-7) were considerably revised after first
delivered, because of certain things called to the court's attention, and none of page 76 above eighth line from bottom of
page was in the original opinion. The court may have overlooked that the revised opinion had gotten beyond any contention made by Industrial.

That part of the opinion which says even if Elkins
became owner of the Adams notes, under circumstances entitling him to subrogation, Br:stol has settled the account with
him, as shown by the ledger sheets in evidence (Tr. 76).
34 * * (c)

No such claim was at any time asserted by Industrial, either
in its answer and cro~s- bill or in briefs filed in the trial court,
and hence the evidence offered was not specifically directed to
an explanation of the ledger sheets. They were not introduced on behalf of Elkins and Bristol, and not originally by
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Industrial, though they were on hand -and had been shown Industrial' s counsel prior to. the hearing.- The exhibits closed
with No. I 4 (Tr. 94).. The first reference to the sheets is in
Burk's cross examination, when he handed them to counsel
with reference to w'I~ether two particular items were included
in the 1941 deed of tmst (Tr. I 12). Industrial's counsel then
said he would not ask that the sheets be filed (Tr. 1 I 3). Following an inquiry by the court as to taking the Adams notes
out of the notes payable ac~ount a.nd crediting the amount paid
by Elkins when they were take·n up by him at the bank, and
what entries were then made on the sheets, Industrial asked
that they be made an exhibit, and they were then identified as
"Exhibit r 5-lndustrial Exhibit filed by Burk" (Tr. r r 9-20).
The court's reasoning· is this:
"The documentary evidence in the case shows that
even though Elkins may have become the owner of the
notes, and under circumstances entitling him to subrogation, Bristol has settled the amount due Elkins. The assignment (Exhibit 5) from Elkins to Bristol, and the corporate minutes of Bristol approving the same (Exhibit
4) show that all of the assets of the gas development were
35 * sold *by Elkins to Bristol in exchange for 500 shares of
its stock. The ledger sheets of the account between Elkins
a·nd Bristol (Exhibit r 5) show that Bristol .credited
Elkins with $80, 8 18.oo for the assets, but when it enters
the charge against him for the stock, it only charges him
with $50,000.00. The two entries must balance. Since
there· is a difference of $30,8 r 8.oo· then all of the debit·
balances against Bristol at the end of each year .should be
decreased by $30,818.00. The result would be that as
of February 28, 1941 (the last entry on the sheet) Bristol would have a credit balance of $ r, r 62.04. Since the
amount of the Adams notes with interest, $12,145.99, has
been credited to Elkins in this account as of June 22, 1939,
any supposed indebtedness of Bristol to Elkins thereon has
been paid. This ended for all time any indebtedness upon
these notes, certain} y as between Elkins and Industrial.
This is positively demonstrated from Bristol's own records." (Tr. 76-7).
The conclusion is altogether wrong, and the court was not
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justified in such a finding when the point was not in issue and
evidence not directed to the question.
Burk was asked the general question whether the Adams
notes had been paid by Bristol "the way you have carried them
on your records", and answered: "They have never been paid.
They represent an advance made by the Senator to the company, and the .company has never reimbursed him for it" (Tr.
I 02). This is all the evidence, and the court has held the opposite, giving its own erroneous interpretation of Burk's bookkeeping and disregarding his evidence.
That Bristol "credited Elkins with $80,8 I 8.oo for the
(Va.) assets" is not a correct interpretation of the entry. No
one credit constitutes Virginia assets or advances. The first
credit, August 9, I 935, of $5,000.00 is "cash for well No. 3
Virginia" (actual drilling of which began August 3 I, 193 5).
The next credit on September 1, 1935, is "net assets and
his .... date as taken from Roane County .... books, $80,818.34". Had Burk been asked, it would have appeared
3 6 * that * the Virginia operation was .carried on the books as
a part of the Roane County, West Virginia, operation
until September 1, 1935, when he purchased his sister's interest
in those holdings and the Virginia operation was separated
from Roane.
Bristol was not incorporated until in July 1936, and its
first meeting of directors recited that Elkins had expended in the
Early Grove venture $73,000.00; a valuation of $50,000.00
was placed thereon, and in addition certain debts and obligations
were assumed, and 500 shares of stock issued accordingly. Burk
says the $50,000.00 charge. was "applied against his account
representing advances made by him" prior to incorporation of
Bristol (Tr. 98). The follc-wing book charges appear to balance (approximately) the $73,000.00:
1937 March 31
1941 February 2 8

Capital stock
J. 91

$50,000.00

23,679.14

The stock issued March 31st was intended to square Elkins'
Virginia credits to that date, and ·apparently the last item above
was a bookkeeping entry for that purpose. The first item se-
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.cured by the 1941 deed of trust is a note dated October 29,
1937.
The Adams notes were not taken up by Elkins until July
13, 1939, and on July 23rd that credit to Elkins appears on
the first of the ledger sheets. Immediately following this entry
Elkins had a credit balance of $39,331.09, and all subsequent
entries are credits except the next mentioned.
The last entries on sheet No. 2 are:
1941
Feb. 28

Debits
J 91 $23,697.14

94 r
Credits
Jan. 1 Balance $53,335.10
I

leaving a credit balance to Elkins as shown in ·pencil. of $29,660.96.
The May 3 r, r 941, deed of trust, which includes .certain
items after February 28, I 94 r, and consequently not
3 7 * *shown on the ledger sheets exhibited, shows and secures
a principal balance of $25,489.0 r, and as heretofore
shown, at the trial there was no controversy regarding it.
We think the court fell into error here by a finding on 3
question not in issue, by disregarding the evidence of the witness who made all the book entries, and by placing the wrong
interpretation on the ledger sheets, without requiring explanation thereof if inclined to the view expressed in the opinion.
(d) The holding that the corporate entity of Bristol will
be disregarded for the purposes of the Adams notes transaction,
and that payment by Elkins was payment by Bristol (Tr. 76).

This is one of the holdings not in the opinion as originally
delivered (page 3 3 hereof). Industrial did not so contend (Tr.
36, Se.c. 22). If it had, the rule is that one who has dealt with
a corporation as such is estopped to deny its corporate existence
in an action by it to enforce the contract. 8 Va. and S. E. Digest, Corporations, Sec. 34 ( 3). And one who, in his pleadings and admissions has asserted that a concern is a corporation,
cannot thereafter dispute it. Same, Sec. 3 4 ( 5) . Certainly a
party to a suit should specifically make such a claim in his
pleadings before a court will so hold. A corporation is distinct from its stockholders and they have no ownership in its
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property; and this is so although all its stock is owned by a
single individual.
The exceptions to this rule are few, and there .must be
some good reason for disregarding that entity when a party
to the suit asks such relief. It is prehaps more often
3 8 * * applied at the instance of minority stockholders or
against a parent corporation, and generally when not to do
so would work an injustice or the corporation was organized as
part of a scheme to defraud. · Notes I ALR 61 o and 34 ALR
597. 13 Am. Jur., Corporations, Sec. 6-8, 412. Bank vs.
Gamble (Tex.), 125 ALR 265, 269 and cases cited. Taylor
vs. Standard Gais and Electric Co., 306 U. S. 307, 83 'L. Ed.
669, 676. Mutual Transfer Corp. vs. Com., 172 Va. 622, 18
S. E. ·2d 477.
Before entering into the agreements for sale of gas and
drilling, Elkins cau~ed Bristol to be organized, assigned his
leases and property to it, and the corporation later made two
agreements with Industrial while its president and associates
held the Adams notes. It knew with whom it was dealing and
that Elkins owned all the shares of .capital stock. It was a
normal and logical thing to incorporate, and there was no bad
faith or effort or intent to defraud anyone. We say there is
nothing shown to justify the holding, and that the court has
misapplied an exception to the rule of corporate entity, assuming the proper allegations in the premises had been made.
We understand the trial court to refuse to keep the lien of
the Hedges and Hodges deed of trust alive for the benefit of
Elkins because of the things discussed under (a), (b), (c) and
( d) , beginning on page 2 7 hereof. If it is held by this court that
they were not "paid and discharged by Elkins", only (a) need
be considered. It seems necessary to dis.cuss all, thereby prolonging this petition to a length not desired.
39* *3. The court should have declared the contracts properly cancelled, and removed them as a cloud upon Bristol's
title.

References to this contention will be found on pages 16,
22-24 hereof, and the trial .court's reference to the contention
will be found on page 79 of transcript, to which we add:
When notice of cancellation was given (Ex.

1 3-j)

Indus-
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trial had fifteen days in which to pay for September gas purchased, and thereby avoid all risk of contract cancellation. Had
it done so and· also paid for October and November gas, well
No. 8 having been completed January I 8, I 942, it could then
have demanded payment for drilling expenses, if so advised,
and have brought suit before .cancellation notice could have
been given for failure to pay for December gas. This is what
it agreed to do, as we have pointed out on pages 22-24 hereof.
Industrial could not have been prejudiced in the least by doing
what it had agreed to do--making payment of drilling expenses
to completion of well. If the court had held Bristol liable,
Industrial thereafter would have had all the security for payment o.f any judgment which went with owing Bristol for gas
purchases. As an example, those amounts were $704.50 for
September, $8 5 8. 60 for October, $1201.40 for November and
$l 119.50 for.December (Tr. 18, 82). In addition, it would
have had the security of the contract it now asserts, if it had
established failure to drill a w~ll required by the contracts.
It is recognized that a court of equity may in its discretion
decline to cancel a lea·se for failure to pay rent at the specified
time, where the contract does not provide a period in which it
may be done after the lessor's notice of cancellation, on .condition that the lessee shali promptly tender or pay the rent due:
with accrued interest and damages·; but where the oppor40* tunity to pay is given before notice of *cancellation, as in
this case, there is no reason for the application of such
rule. Industrial had its chance to pay up, which is all the relief a court could have given under the rule stated, and it deliberately chose and determined not to take advantage of it and
to take the consequent risk of cancellation. 2 Pomeroy's Eq.
Jur. (5th Ed), sec. 45 2. Black on Resc. and Cand., sec. 216,
440, 558, 572.
The trial court says Industrial withheld gas payments
under a .claim of right. There· can be no bona fide claim of
right unless there is some reasonable basis for claiming Bristol
was obligated to drill more than one well at a time. Prior to
the March cold weather there had been no default and not even
a complaint or claim of default on the part of Bristol. Industrial offered no evidence showing the bona fides of what the
opinion calls a claim o.f right.
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We submit, under the facts and circumstances herein shown,
that cancellation follows a finding that Bristol was not obligated to drill more than one well at a time or a finding
that the well drilled was not one at the time required of
Bristol under the .contracts. It is, of course, true that the other
relief we ask can be granted without cancellation. Refusal to
cancel does not affect other relief prayed for by Elkins or
Bristol.
CONCLUSION
A copy of this petition was personally delivered to George
M. Warren, Esq., counsel of record for Industrial, on August
3 1, 1942. Original petition and transcript, including original
exhibits, will be mailed to the Clerk of this court at Richmond.

If an appeal is granted, this petition will be adopted as
the opening brief.
41 * *Oral presentation of this petition will be requested.

or the foregoing, and other reasons to, be assigned at bar.
petitioner prays that an appeal be awarded; that this court reverse the decree complained of - and decree that (a) the expense of drilling well No. 8 is not a lien against the property
of Bristol or a claim against the co,rporation; (b) that Elkins
is the holder of the Adams notes and entitled to the deed of
trust lien securing them, and that such lien is prior to the drilling expense, should it also be held to be a lien; ( c) that the
contracts be held can.celled and removed as a cloud upon Bristol's title; (d) that an injunction and incidental relief against
Industrial and the Power Company be granted, and (e) the
cause reversed for further proceedings. in accordance with such
holdings.
DAVIS ELKINS
BRISTOL NATURAL GAS CORPORATION,
By Counsel..
DONALD T. STANT,
BRADLEY ROBER TS,
Attorneys for Petitioners

I. Donald T. Stant, an attorney practicing in the SupremeCourt of Appeals of Virginia, do certify that in my opinion the
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decree adjudicating principles of the cause, of the Corporation
Court of the City of Bristol, Virginia, in the foregoing suit
should be reviewed by said court.
Given under my hand this the 3 rst day of August, r 942.
DONALD T. STANT
Received September 5, r 942,

M. B. WATTS,
Clerk.
October r 3, r 942.

Appeal awarded by the court.

$500.

M.B. W.

Bond
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RECORD
In the Corporation Court of the City of Bristot Virginia.
Davis Elkins
vs.

Bristol Natural Gas Corporatjon and
Industrial Gas Corporation
Be it remembered that heretofore, to-wit, on November
29, r 94 r, Davis Elkins filed his original bill against the above
named defendants therein, which bill, the exhibits thereto, the
answers and cross-bills and all other material proceedings had
in said cause, are in the following words and figures:
page

2

~

ORIGINAL BILL
Filed November 29, I 94 I.

TO THE HONORABLE J. L. CANTWELL, JR., JUDGE:
Davis Elkins, complainant above named, respectfully
shows unto the court:
r. Complainant is a resident of the State of West Virginia, and defendant, Bristol Natural Gas Corporation, is a private .corporation, with its principal office in the State at Bristol, and defendant Industrial Gas Corporation is a public service corporation created under the laws of the State cf Virginia, with its principal office therein at Bristol.
2.
Prior to the incorporation of Bristol Natural Gas Corposition (hereinafter called Bristol), .complainant was the
owner of certain oil and gas leases, leasehold estates, rights, etc.•
gas wells already drilled, drilling equipment and other personal
property located in the Counties of Scott and Washington, in
the State of Virginia, all of which were by him transferred and
.conveyed to Bristol, as will more fully appear herein. While
the owner thereof, complainant executed a deed of trust to
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Grover F. Hedges and Arthur B. Hodges, Trustees, dated April
Io, 193 7, recorded in Washington County in Deed Book 165,
page 39, and in Scott County in Deed Bovk 98, page
page 3 ~ 66, for the purpose of securing one note in the principal sum of $6500.00 and another for $5500.00,
aggregating $12,000.00, and conveying the five oil and gas
leases in Scott County therein described, and also all oil and
gas wells then or thereafter drilled upon any of the aforesaid
leaseholds, or any other lands or leaseholds then owned by complainant in Scott and Washington Counties and referred to in a
certain option therein described, together with drilling outfits,
equipment and tools, lines, ropes, pipe and other fixtures and
equipment used in connection with the drilling or operation
of any such wells or the leases described. By decree entered
November 24, 1941, by the Circuit Court of Washington
County, Donald T. Stant was substituted as trustee in the place
and stead of said Hodges and Hedges, by reason of their being
non-residents of the State of Virginia.
3. By an agreement and assignment dated May 4, 193 7,
recorded in Scott County on May 24, 193 7, in Deed Book 98.
page 138, and in Washington County on June 4, 1937, in Deed
Book, 165, page 285, complainant and wife conveyed to Bristol all his rights, title and interest in all oil and gas leases owned by him in said Counties of Scott and Washington therein
particularly described, and conveyed all other oil and gas leases
which may have been taken in his name or assigned to him and
by oversight not specifically described. He also conveyed by
the same instrument all property, equipment, machinery, gas
wells and personal property of every kind and character owned
by him and located upon any of the leases therein described,
or then being used in connection with the drilling for oil and
gas on any of said properties. Said conveyance included the
property described in the Hedges and Hodges deed of trust, and
was made expressly subject thereto, and to.the notes
page 4

r aggregating $ I 2,000.00 described therein.

By prop-

er corporate action, Bristol accepted said conveyance
subject to the aforesaid $12,000.00 obligation, subject to
well rental and other charges and obligations under the
terms of said oil and gas leases, and assumed all other
obligations of complainant incurred by him in and about the
securing of said leases and drilling already done and then about
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to be commenced. For said conveyance certain shares of stock
in Bristol were issued to complainant. Bristol expressly assumed payment of the $12,000.00 obligation mentioned, and
the interest thereon, as a part of the consideration for said conveyance of May 4, 193 7, and has ever since carried the same
upon its books as its direct obligation.
Upon the due date o.f said notes aggregating $ 12,payment was demanded by the holder and they were
sent to a bank for the purpose of presentment and demand for
payment. Being unable to pay the same, Bristol requested
complainant to do so, and because of such request and his secondary liability thereon he paid both of said notes, with accrued interest thereon, in the aggregate sum of $ ........... .
And upon such payment the notes were turned over to him
without any endorsement thereon, and have ever since been
held by him. They remain unpaid as to both principal and
interest.
4.

000.00

5. Complainant bas all along found it necessary to make
advancements to Bristol, and by its deed of trust dated May 3 1,
1941, to Donald T. Stant, Trustee, recorded June 17, 1941, in
Washington County Deed Book 187, page 377, and July 2,
1941, in Scott County in Deed Book 1 1 2., page 2 3 5, it conveyed all its oil and gas leases in Scott and Washington Counties
which were assigned to it by the May 4, 1937, conpage 5 r veyance already described. and also such leases as
may have been taken, renewed or otherwise acquired
by complainant since those described in said writing, together
with after-acquired leases, an4 also all gas wells, pipe, pipe lines,
casing, equipment, machinery, tools and all like personal property and equipment owned by Bristol and located upon any of
the leases therein described or thereafter acquired, and generally
all after-acquired equipment, machinery, tools and other personal property used or located upon any of the aforesaid leases
and those 'thereafter acquired. Said conveyance was made to
secure the various notes described therein, in the principal sum
of $25,489.01, with 6 per cent interest thereon from the date
of the several notes as shown therein, all of which were payable
to complainant on demand, and demand for their payment has
since been made, but all the notes and interest thereon remain
unpaid.
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Said deed of trust also secured a note dated May 3 1, 1941,
payable to complainant thirty days after its date for $9633.01,
with 6 % interest from date, and also the holder of two notes
therein described, held by Dominion National Bank of Bristol,
in the aggregate principal sum of $12,500.00, with the interest thereon, and any renewals and extensions thereof, the two
notes representing same having been endorsed by complainant,
and also to secure complainant in his endorsement thereof.
Said deed of trust also secured complainant in any and all
advances made or to be made by him for the purpose of drilling a gas well recently theretofore located upon the lands of the
heirs of J. Willis Hunsucker therein described, not exceeding
$ 1 o, ooo. oo and interest from date of advances, whether represented by open account or by notes, which advances have now
been ascertained and aggregate the principal sum of $7778.89,
and no part thereof has been paid.

r 6.

Complainant has called upon the substituted
trustee in the deed of trust dated April Io, 193 7, and
upon the trustee 'in' the deed of trust dated May 3 1. 1941, to
advertise and sell the property described in each o.f said deeds of
trust, but said trustee has recommended against foreclosure by
sale, and has advised complainant to institute this suit for the
ultimate fore.closure of said deeds of trust, for the guidance of a
.court of equity and for the ascertainment of said liens and alleged liens and their priorities, growing out of the following
transactions:
page 6

7. By an agreement dated November 29, 1937, recorded
in Washington County Deed Book 181, page 418, and in Scott
County Deed Book .... , page .... , the two defendants herein entered into an agreement by which Bristol sold and agreed
to deliver to Industrial. natural gas produced from the leases
therein described until January 1, 1948, and as long hereafter
as gas is produced in paying and mat1ketable quantities, unless
sooner terminated as provided therein. The $12,000.00 ad-.
vancement described in clause five thereof has been paid and is
no longer involved.
8. Following the completion of a pipe line by Industrial
from the gas field at and near the Scott-Wasfiington County
line, and an agreement between it and East Tennessee Light and
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Power Company for its gas requirements in supplying Bristol~
Virginia-Tennessee, a supplemental agreement was entered into
between defendants dated December 13, 1938, recorded in
Washington County Deed Book 1 8 1, page 4 1 5, and in Scott
County Deed Book .... , page .... , at which time Bristol
had dnlled four producing natural gas wells, as is recited in said
supplemental agreement. Complainant therein agreed, in the
first clause, to use its best efforts to drill such adpage 7 r ditional wells, not exceeding four in number, as
might be necessary to develop and maintain a described gas reserve; that such drilling should be commenced and
completed, one at a time, only after it should have been determined from the sale of gas that the reserve called for additional drilling. Thereafter Bristol drilled one other producing
well on what is locally known as the Margaret Sproles lease.
and on and pric,r to June 23, 1941, it was engaged in drilling
another well on the J. Willis Hunsucker lease, which drilling
was commenced May 12, 1941, when, as complainant is advised and alleges, in violation of said agreements, and notwith~tanding the provisions of the supplemental agreement that Bristol should not be required to drill more than one well at a time,
Industr!ial demanded that Bristol r:hould immediately cbrn111ence and complete with due diligence the drilling of another
well upon its leases. Certain negotiations and ex.change of correspondence fellowed, following which Industrial moved its
equipment Upon the Hubert Miller lease in Scott County, bwned by Bristol, and proceeded to commence drilling a well thereon over the objection and protest of Bristol. However, it did
offer to furnish a .lease for drilling purposes in case Industrial
would agree in advance that drilling costs were to be paid by it
as the work progressed, and that nq claim should be asserted by
it that Bristol was liable for the cost thereof under the terms of
the agreement mentioned. This .Industrial declined to do, and
on July 29, I 941, Industrial was notified that such drilling
was without its .con~ent and over its protest, and such notice
contained the following clause:

"If we do not attempt to enjoin you from drilling, we reserve the right to claim that such drilling expense is not to be
paid by us in case you now or later disagree with the position
now stated."
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August r 6, r 94 r, Industrial notified Bristol that it

page 8

r would proceed to drill the well regardless of protest,

and that the failure to enjoin drilling should be without prejudice to Bristol. By the letter and spirit of the correspondence and negotiations Industrial. in case it elected to drill over
the protest mentioned, was bound to pay all expenses thereof as
the work progressed, and did so without .calling upon Bristol
for refund until the date hereinafter mentioned. Complainant
is advised that said well will be drilled to completion about the
middle of December, r 94.1,
9. Notwithstanding the foregoing, when on October 20,
94 I, Industrial was due Bristol for gas furnished in the preceding September, it declined to pay the same and advised Bristol that it was
I

"starting to apply all amounts which might otherwise be
payable to you for gas delivered to the payment of the cost of
drilling, equipping, shooting and completing the well which
we are now drilling on said oil and gas leases, all in accordance
with and subje.ct to the provisions of paragraph fourth of said
supplemental agreement."
Industrial thereby attempted to determine for itself the ultimate liability for the cost of such drilling, rather than await
the completion of said well, and then make claim, if so advised.
as to which of'the parties should make the "eventual payment"
therefor. Bristol protested without success, and the payment
due November 19, I 941,for gas furnished in October, has likewise been withheld and not paid. On November 24, 1941, by
registered mail Bristol notified Industrial of its election to cancel the agreement of November 29, 193 7, after fifteen days
notice following said date, and in case the amounts due Bristol
are not paid by Industrial within said period of fifteen days,
complainant will ask leave to amend his bill so as to
page 9 r allege that said agreement and supplemental agreement have been cancelled, and constitute clouds up0n thP. title of Bristol which should be removed by decree of this
court before decreeing sale of the properties.
1 o.
Industrial claims. and is now attempting to determine for itself, instead of asking a court to determine the same
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after completion of the well now being drilled by it, that the
.cost of such drilling constitutes an advancement by it under
clause four of the supplemental agreement, and is therefore subject to the provisions of clause five of the original agreement
and operates as an ''assignment'' by Bristol of the property therein described as security for its payment. Complainant disagrees
with such construction or alleged right to assert a lien, and alleges that no lien can be so secured, now or at any time, and is
advised that no lien can be .created or decreed under the contracts
for such drilling expenses. He is advised that Bristol claims
likewise. If established as a lien, to the extent of the cost of said
well later to be determined, Industrial claims the amount is
prior to the deed of trust dated May 3 1, 1941. In no event can
it be prior to the deed of trust dated April Io, 193 7, securing
notes held by complainant as aforesaid.
1 1.
Complainant alleges, and Bristol has all the while
claimed, that there was no defaut on its part on July 3, 1941,
or when Industrial commenced drilling the well described. He
alleges that Industrial had no right to then drill at all upon
leases owned by Bristol, except under such terms as it might
impose; that it did not have the right to .charge the cost thereof
to· Bristol or to deduct and apply any part cf the
page Io ~ admitted amounts due it for gas furnished, or to
assert or have any lien which may effect the liens
held by complainant. Complainant is advised that such drilling costs may not be imposed against Bristol or a lien fixed
upon or against its property, and that he has a right to fore-.
close and sell under both de,:ds of trust free and clear of any
liens asserted by Industrial, or which may be asserted by it; and
further that said leases have been properly cancelled unless within fifteen days from and after November 24, 1941, Industrial
shall pay all amounts due by it for gas furnished in September
and October, 1941.
12.
Certified and compared copies of the deeds of trust
and other agreements and conveyances herein described are filed
herewith as exhibits and asked to be considerd as a part of this
bill, as follows:

(a) Deed of trust from Davis Elkins to Hedges and
Hodges, Trustees, dated April Io, 193 7.
(b)

Assignment and agreement Davis Elkins and wife

Davis Elkins vs. ~ristol Nat. Gas Corp. t1 Inds. Gas Corp.
to Bristol Natural Gas Corporation, dated May 4,

I

4I

9 3 7.

(c) Agreement between Bristol Natural Gas Corporation
and Industrial Gas Corporation, dated November 29, I 93 7.
( d) The supplemental agreement between same parties,
dated December 13, 1938.
( e) Deed of trust Bristol Natural Gas Corporation to
Donald T. Stant, dated May 3 I, I 94 I.
I

3.

Complainant therefore prays:

(a) That proper process issue and that defendants be required to answer this bill, but their respective answers under
oath are waived.
~

(b) That all proper references be had and accounts ordered and taken, and specifically showing
the liens and priorities of the two deeds of trust, and whether
Industrial is entitled to .charge Bristol with expenses of the
well now being drilled, and if so, whether Industrial is entitled to a lien or charge against any part of Bristol's property,
leases, etc. and the status thereof as to priority.
page

11

(c) That the original and supplemental agreements be
construed and a declaratory judgment rendered as to the rights
of the parties thereto, so far as concerns the right to liens or
charges against any part of the property conveyed by either of
the deeds of trust.
( d) If the amount due by Industrial to Bristol for gas
furnished in September and months following be not paid.
that the agreement and supplemental agreement between them
be cancelled and removed as a cloud upon the title of Bristol.
and that the deeds of trust be declared to have priority over the
same.
(e) If a controversy arises between defendants involving
the right to .cancel said agreement and supplemental agreement.
that defendants be required to litigate their rights in this proceeding.
(f) That defendants be enjoined from prosecuting in any
other court or proceeding any of the controverted items alleged
herein, and be required to do so by filing their answers or other
appropriate pleadings herein, so that one reference may settle all
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controversies and thereby enable this court to determine all liens
and priorities before ordering a sale of the property.
(g) That the property in question be ordered sold and
conveyed under the direction of this cou.~t.
page

~

(h) That all such other, further and general relief be granted complainant as the equities of ~is case
may require, or to a court of equity shall seem meet and proper.
12

DONALD T. STANT,
Attorney for· Complai~ant
page 13 ~ AMENDED AND SUPPLEMENTAL BILL
File.cl December 3 I, 194 I
TO THE HONORABLE J. L. CANTWELL, JR., JUDGE:
Davis Elkins,. complainant above named, respectfully
shows unto the court:
I.

On November

29, I

941, he filed his original bill here-

in against defendants above named, returnable to December 8,
1941, a day of the December term of court, to· which no an·swers or other pleadings have been filed at the time of the
preparation of this amenped and supplemental bill.
Particularly with reference to the allegations of sections 8, 9, 1 o and 11 of the original bill, and supplemental
thereto, compl~inant alleges that Industrial failed to· pay Bristol
for gas furnished in September, I 941, within the period of
fifteen days mentioned in cancellation notice given by Bristol
to Industrial on November 24, I 941; that Industrial has likewise not paid Bristol for gas furnished in October and November, and on the contrary has alleged that it does not intend to
pay any of said bills, or for gas which may later be used by it
and sold to East Tennessee Light ~ Power Company, c-r any
of its own customers, but intends to apply the same on expenses
of drilling the well not about to be completed. Complainant
is advised that for the month of November East Tennessee Light
~ Power Company will be due Industrial under the contract
between said companies approximately the sum of $2500.00,
and substantially the same amount each winter month of r 94 1 4 2: that if the contract between Bristol and Industrial has been
2.
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properly cancelled, Industrial has received, and will continue
to receive from said power company, unless enjoined by this
court, money from the sale of gas which does not belong to it
and which is the property of Bristol; that Industrial is taking
and using gas from leases and wells owned by Bristol, on all of
which property complainants has liens as described
page 14 r in the original bill, thereby depleting complainant's
security and leaving Bristol without funds to pay
well rentals, land rentals, salaries and labor; that Bristol does
not own the pipe line through which the gas is transported to
Bristol and sold the power company and others, and that the gas
is for the time being practically worthless unless and until transported to a market and sold; that the leases, wells and other personal property belonging to Bristol, without a pipe line and
market, are not believed to be sufficient in value to pay off the
liens against the propertie~.
3. That Industrial owns only a four inch pipe line· about
ten miles in length and a few distribution lines inside the corporate limits of Bristol, certain meters, regulators, etc. Its indebtedness is not known to complainant. Complainant is advised
that Bristol's co,ntract with Industrial has been properly can.celled and that he is entitled to have preserved the gas· so being
used from the leases and wells of Bristol, or to have Industrial
enjoined from collecting from East Tennessee Light 8 Power
Company and its other customers under the contract between
them until the rights of the parties. of this suit are finally determined, and in the meantime is entitled to have said amounts
paid to the general receiver of this court, or to one appointed
especially for the purpose of receiving said funds and of holding
and disbursing
the same in accordance with the orders of .this
.
'.
court.
4. Complainant, therefore, prays that it be permitted to
file this its amended and supplemental bill; that proper process
isssue thereon requiring defendants to answer the same, but
their respective answers under oath are waived; that pending a
determination of liens and priorities and of the rights of the
parties asserted in this suit; Industrial be. enjoined from making
further collections from gas furnished East· Tennessee Light ~
Power Company and its other customers, and that said power
company and other customers be enjoined from making further
payments except in accordance with the orders and decrees of
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this court, and that the general receiver of this court, or a special
receiver, be authorized to collect said funds pending such determination of rights, and when collected to hold and distribute
the same under the orders of this court. And complainant prays
for general relief.
DONALD T. STANT,
Attorney for Complainant.
(Sworn to by Davis Elkins,
December 29, i: 941)
page 16 ~ ANSWER OF BRISTOL NATURAL
GAS CORPORATION
Filed Decmber 3 I, 1941
For answer to the original hill and amended and supplemental bill filed by complainant herein, or to so much thereof
as this defendant is advised it is material should be answered,
this defendant says:
As to the original bill, sections
sive, are admitted.

1

to 7 thereof, both inclu-

The allegations of section 8 are admitted. Defendant
specifically claims that it was under no obligation, contract or
otherwise, to commence the drilling of another well at the
time demand by Industrial was made upon it, or at the time
it moved in upon the Hubert Miller lease described in the bill
and commenced drilling a well thereon, over the objection and
protest of this defendant.
This defendant was much inclined to ask a court of equity
to enjoin such drilling by Industrial on its property, but was
moved not to do so because of the understanding that Industrial
was obligated by its contract with East Tennessee Light 8
Power Company to furnish more gas if possible, and it was anxious not to stand in the way of an adequate supply of gas
being furnished to customers of the power company and to customers of Industrial. However, in finally determining not to
seek such an injunction it was clearly within the letter and the
spirit of the correspondence between the two defendants herein
that Industrial would actually pay its own drilling expenses as
the work proceeded, if not enjoined from drilling by this defendant, and it in fact did so, without making any demand upon
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this defendant until after this defendant had completed the well
then being drilled by it, as shown in the original
page 17 ~ bill. In order that the court may fully understand
what did take place in this respect, this defendant
exhibits as a part of this answer the following correspondence:
(a)

Copy of letter from Industrial to Bristol dated June

23, 1941.

(b)

Reply of Bristol dated July 3, 1941.

(c)

Reply of Industrial dated July 16, 1941.

( d) At this stage there was presented to Industrial by the
attorney for this defendant a draft of proposed letter from
Bristol dated July 24, 1941, which contained the clause that
"all expense of drilling is to be paid by you as the work progresses." The President of Industrial agreed to sign the notation written O·n the bottom thereof for his signature in case Bristol would authorize the sending of such a letter, but Bristol
did not then so authorize it, but insisted that Industrial should
state in advance that no claim would be made under the contracts for drilling expense. This was the only question between the parties at the time, and there was never any question
but that Industrial would pay its own drilling expense as the
work progressed. A copy of said unsigned letter and the notice
thereon dated July 24, 1 94 I, is at(ached as an exhibit, for the
purpose of showing the real understanding of the parties.
(e) Failing in the respect mentioned, Bristol wrote Industrial on July 29, 1941, and a copy thereof is exhibited.
(f) Industrial' s reply dated August 16, 194 I, is likewise
exhibited in which its position as to "eventual payment of the
cost of the well" is stated as remaining the same.

Defendant alleges that this letter, and the entire correspondence as well, show that it was the agreement of the parties and
the actual intention of Industrial to actually pay the cost of
drilling as the work progressed, and it was never intended or
contemplated that amounts to be owing Bristol by Industrial
under their .contracts should be held up pending such drilling.
(g) Letter of October
tol is likewise exhibited.

20, I

941, from Industrial to Bris-
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(h) Reply by Bristol's attorney to the New York Counsel of Industrial dated October 2 3, 1 941, is likewise exhibited.
The allegations of section 9 are admitted, and this
page 1 8 ~ defendant files as an exhibit herewith a copy of its
cancellation notice dated November 24, 194 I.
which was given and mailed strictly in accordance with the provisions of the contracts in question and was actually received by
Industrial. This defendant is advised that said original and
supplemental contracts have been and are properly cancelled,
and joins in complainant's request that they be declared cancelled by decree of this .court and removed as clouds upon its
title.
The facts and allegations of clause Io are likewise admitted, and this defendant joins in the conclusions therein expressed and alleged.
The allegations and conclusions. of se.ction
wise admitted.

11

are like-

As to the amended and supplemental bill to be filed, this
defendant has been furnished a copy thereof and admits all of
its allegations.
Defendant shows unto the court that its property and assets consist of the leases, gas wells and equipment described in
the exhibits to the original bill, and its receivables consist of
what may be due from month to month under sale of gas made
Industrial. From these funds it has certain obligations in the
way cf land rentals for leased property and of well rentals on
leases where producing wells have been drilled. At the date of
the filing of the original bill it was due the sum of $ 100.00 to
two land owners for quarterly well rentals; it was due land
rentals in approximately the sum of $75.00 for leases on which
no drilling has yet been done, it was due for labor on th'e well
recently completed, as alleged in the bill, the sum of approximately $300.00; and was also due about $2,000.00 for material and supplies used in drilling said well, and premium due
on Workmen's Compensation insurance, which insurance has
since been cancelled for non-payment of premium. Industrial
ewes this defendant approximately the sum of $704.50, for
gas furnished in the month of September, $858.60 for October,
$1201.40 for November, and $1119.60 for December, and it
is continuing to take through its pipe line, to use and sell this
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defendant's gas, notwithstanding cancellation of contract herein _set out, which it deliberately made no effort to keep in good
standing within the fifteen day period after notice of cancellation. This defendant has no other receivables and has all along,
with exception of sales to Industriat been dependent upon advances by .complainant herein, who has advanced
page 1 9 ~ a l~rge sum of money in testing the gas fields in
Scott and Washington Counties and in drilling
thereon, for the greater part of which he has not asked to be secured by this defendant.
This defendant is advised that Industrial has no authority
or right to continue appropriating its gas and selling the same
to its customers, and at the same time refuse to pay under the
contra.cts mentioned, and that it has no right whatever to even
use said gas since the termination of the contract, as herein and
in the original and amended bills set out. It is advised that
such acts will be enjoined by this court pending the determination of rights between the parties, and that a receiver should be
appointed to collect the proceeds of all sales made by Industrial
pending a final decree herein.
And having answered all material allegations of the original and amended and supplemental bills, this defendant joins
in the prayer of said original bill' and prays to be dismissed at
the proper time.
DONALD T. STANT,
Attorney for Defendant.
(Sworn to by T. Frank Burk, President
of Bristol Natural Gas Corporation,
December 29, 1941)
page

20

~

SECOND AMENDED AND SUPMENTAL BILL
Filed February Io, 1 942.

TO THE HONORABLE J. L. CANTWELL, JR., JUDGE:
Davis Elkins, complainant above named, respectfully
shows unto the Court:
1.
On November 29, 1941, he filed his original bill
herein against Bristol Natural Gas Corporation and Industrial
Gas Corporation returnable to December 8, 1941, a day of the
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December term of court, and process thereon was issued and
served on each of said Defendants. Bristol answered, but Industrial has not yet answered or filed any other pleadings.
On December 31, 1941, complainant filed his amended
and supplemental bill which has been answered by Bristol, but
as to which Industrial has filed no answer or other pleading~
All allegations of said original and amended and supplemental
bill are relied upon as fully as if herein again set out.
2.
Notice d application for temporary injunction by
complainant and Bristol was served upon Industrial and the
power company, not then a party to this suit, on December 3 o,
1941. On January 1 2, 1942, counsel for Industrial moved
for a continuance of the hearing on said motion upon the ground
that he was then a member of the General Assembly which was
about to convene, and the Court thereupon continued said application for injunction.

On January 14, 1942, the same parties again pretheir application for injunction without
' notice, but the Court in view of its former decree
declined to hear said application.

page

2 l

r sented

3. At the time said notice of application for temporary
injunction was given, defendant power company cwed Industrial the sum of $. . . . . . . . . . for natural gas purchased and
used in the month of December, 1941. Following the entry
of said decrees complainant and Bristol contended with the
power company that it should net make said De.cember payment because of the pending application for injunction which
had not been acted upon because of Industrial' s motion made
therein, but the power company on January 20, 1 942, paid
said December bill to Industrial. Complainant is advised that
said power company did so because it had not been enjoined
from so doing, and because it was not then a party to this suit
and not bound by the proceedings had and to be had therein~
Complainant does not .concede the correctness of this contention, but now seeks to render same by making said power company a party hereto.

In this connection plaintiff shows unto the Court that the
power company is now due Industrial a further sum for gas
purchased and used in the me-nth of January, and that payment
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thereof will be made not later than February 20, 1942, unless
enjoined by this court or withheld by reason of being made a
party to this suit.
Complainant is advised that if Bristol has
cancelled its contract with Industrial.
which it is alleged in the bill and amended and supplemental bill has been done and is likewise alleged in the answer of Bristol, and not to this time denied in any answer or
pleading filed by Industrial, then said power company is receiving and selling natural gas from leases and property owned
by Bristol for which Industrial is not entitled to receive payments, and complainant's security is thereby and to that extent
being lessened and depleted. In such event, complainant is advised that it is entitled either to have the gas remain in, upon.
and under the property covered by his deeds of trust, and which
he is seeking to enforce herein, or is entitled to enjoin the power
company from making further payments to Industrial and to
have the same made to a receiver of said fund to be appointed by
this Court; that Bristol is entitled to retain said gas and its
property thereby kept in its present state of value, in part for
its lien creditors including complainant, o.r failing therein that
complainant is entitled to such injunction and receiver. Without gas, O·r in event said property and leases are depleted, there
-is not sufficient security for the satisfaction of compfainant's
liens asserted herein.
4.

page

22

r properly

5. Complainant prays that he be permitted to file this his
second amended and supplemental bill; that proper process issue thereon as to the original defendants and as· to East' Tennessee Light 8 Power Company as an additional defendant,
requiring each of them to answer the ·original and
page 2 3 ~ each of said amended and supplemental bills, but
their respective answers under oath are waived;
that pending a determination of the liens and priorities and of
the rights of the parties asserted in this suit, Industrial be enjoined from making further collections from East Tennessee
Light 8 Power Company and other customers, and that said
power company and other customers be enjoined from making
further payments to Industrial except in accordance with the
orders and decrees of this Court; that all the other relief prayed
for in said original and first amended and supplemental bills
be granted, and that pending the granting of a temporary in-
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junction or a receiver of said funds, a decree be entered permitting East Tennessee Light·~ Power Company and any other
customers of Industrial to pay into this Court from time to
time the amounts due, or to fall due, by them to Industrial.
And complainant prays for general relief.
DONALD T. STANT,
Attorney for Complainant.
page 24 ~ SEPARATE ANSWER OF EAST
TENNESSEE LIGHT ~ POWER
COMPANY
, f'.iled Mar.ch 2 7, I 9 4 2
TO THE HON. JOS. L. CANTWELL, JR., JUDGE OF
SAID COURT:
The separate answer of East Tennessee Light ~ Power
Company to the original bill and first and semnd amended bills
filed by the complainant, Davis Elkins, in this cause.
This respondent answering said bill in so far ai-: it deems
it necessary or proper for it to answer same, answers and says:
This respondent is not informed as to the matters in controversy between the complainant and co-defendants, Bristol
Natural Gas Corporation and Industrial Gas Corporation as set
forth in the pleadings in this cause and does not attempt to make
any statement with reference thereto.
It is true, however, that this respondent has a contract
with defendant, Inklustrial Gas Corpo,ration, dated Feb. 8,
1939, by virtue of which said Industrial Gas Corporation sells
and delivers to this respondent certain natural gas for distribution by this respondent to its customers in Bristol, Va. and
Bristol, Tenn., this natural gas being distributed by this respondent to heme owners and industries in Bristol, Va. and
Bristol, Tenn. for the purpose of heating, .cooking and other
domestic purposes. The delivery of this gas is a matter of great
public interest in that many homes and places of business in
said cities are dependent on said gas for their heating and cooking facilities and the interruption of said service
page 25 ~ would be of material inconvenience and damage to
the public.
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This respondent, therefore, hopes and believes that whatever may be the outcome of this suit that the Court will not
permit any interruption of the continued delivery· of said natural
gas pursuant to the provisions of said contract of February 8,
1939.

Respondent further states that it paid .co-defendant, the
Industrial Gas Corporation, the amount due for the gas delivered in December, 1941, and also paid said lndustria] Gas Corporation for the gas delivered in January 1942 because these
amounts were due under said contract of Feb. 8, 193 9, and because at that time no injunction had been granted enjoining this
respondent from making said payments and because this re-·
spondent at the time said payments were made was either not a
party to this proceeding or had no notice of being m2de a party
thereto.
J

This respondent has not paid the Industrial Gas Corporation for the gas delivered during the month of February 1942
amounting to $2078.38 because by agreement of all parties to
this suit the payment for the February gas was to be withheld
by this respondent until the application for a prelimina_ry injunction in this proceeding is passed upon the court. This respondent stands ready and willing to pay said sum of $2078.38
for the gas delivered in February to whomsoever the .court may
direct that said payment shall be made.
And now having answered all that this respondent
it necessary for it to answer, it asks to be
hence dismissed with its reasonable costs in its behalf expended.
page

26

r deems

EAST TENNESSEE LIGHT

~

POWER CO..
By Counsel.

H. G. LAVINDER,
Counse 1 for East Tennessee
Light~ Power Company
page 27

r SEPARATE ANSWER AND CROSSBILL OF INDUSTRIAL GAS
CORPORATION
Filed March 3 o,

I

942.
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In the Corporation Court for the City of Bristol, Virginia:

Davis Elkins ..
vs.
Bristol Natural Gas Corporation
and Industrial Gas Corporation
TO THE HONORABLE J. L. CANTWELL, JR., JUDGE:
The Separate Answer and Cross-Bill of Industrial Gas
Corporation to the Bill of Complaint and the Amended and
Supplemental Bill of Complaint of Davis Elkins filed in the
Corporation Court for the City of Bristol, Virginia, and to the
Answer of Bristol Natural Gas Corporation filed therein.
The defendant, Industrial Gas Corporation (hereinafter
called Industrial), reserving unto itself the benefit of all just
exceptions to said bill of Complaint, Amended and Supplemental Bill of Complaint, and Answer, for answer and reply
thereto or tc so much thereof as it is advised it is material that it
should answer, answers, replies, and says:
r. Industrial admits the allegations of section r of the
original bill.
2.
Industrial admits the allegations of section 2 of the
original bill, except the allegation that all of the oil and gas
leases, leasehcld e[tates, rights, etc., gas wells already drilled,
drilling equipment, and other personal property located in the
Counties of Scott and Washington, in the State of Virginia,
which were owned by complainant, were transferred and conveyed by complainant to B1"istol Natutal Gas Corporation
(hereinafter called Bristol), as to which last menpage 28 ~ tioned allegation Industrial has no knowledge or
information sufficient to form a belief and therefore calls for strict proof thereof.

3. Except as hereinafter in this section admitted, Industrial denies all of the allegations of section 3 of the original
bill. Industrial, however, admits that by an assignment dated
May 4, I 93 7, recorded as alleged, complainant and wife conveyed certain oil and gas leases and the other property in said
assignment described to Bristcl, subject to the notes aggregating
$12,000 secured by the deed .of trust cf April ro, 193 7, and
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that by said assignment of May 4, 193 7 Bristol assumed only
the land rentals, well rentals and other charges and obligations
existing by reason of the leases so assigned. Industrial also admits that certain shares of stock of Bristol were issued to complainant as the .consideration for said assignment of May 4,
r937.
4. As to the allegations of section 4 of the original bill,
Industrial admits that the notes aggregating $ 1 2, ooo secured
by the deed of trust dated April Io, 193 7, were not paid at
their maturity; that after the maturity thereof. complainant,
being the maker thereof, paid said notes; and that said notes
were thereupon turned over. to complainant without endorsement. Industrial denies all other allegations of said section 4.

5. Industrial denies all of the allegations of section 5 of
the original bill, except that it admits the execution and recordation of the deed of trust dated May 3 1, 1941, to Donald T.
Stant, Trustee, to secure certain purported notes therein described.
·
6. Industrial has no knowledge or information sufficient
to form a belief as to the facts alleged in section 6 of the original
bill, but, so far as any of the facts alleged therein may be material. Industrial calls for strict proof thereof.
7. The allegations of section 7 of the original bill
are admitted, and Industrial avers that said agreement, dated November 29, 193 7. was recorded in
Washington County, Virginia, on April 22, 1940.
page

29

~

8. As to the allegations of section 8 of the original bill.
Industrial admits the execution, at the time alleged, of the Supplemental Agreement dated December 13, 1938, which was recorded as alleged, the date of recordation in Washington
County, Virginia, being April 22, 1940. The terms and provisions of said Supplemental Agreement speak for themselves.
1ndustrial further admits that at the time of the execution of
$aid Supplemental Agreement Bristol had drilled four producing
natural gas wells on its leases, and that thereafter Bristol drilled at least one additional well thereon. Industrial further admits
that it is drilling a gas well on the Hu1'ert Miller Lease in Scott
County, Virginia, which is owned by Bristol, and that the drilling of said well was started by it subsequent to certain nego-
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tiations and an exchange of correspondence between Industrial
and Bristol, and Industrial alleges that said well is now nearing completion. Industrial· further admits the terms and provisions of the actual correspondence, but not of the purported
unsigned and unsent letters alleged to have been prepared by
Bristol. Except as above admitted, Industrial denies each and
every allegation of se.ction 8 of the original bill, and particularly
denies all the conclusions therein contained.
Answering the allegations of section 9 of the original
bill, Industrial admits that on and after October 20, 1941, it
declined to currently pay in cash for gas furnished by Bristol,
and admits that it gave a notice to Bristol which included the
language quoted in said section 9. Industrial further admits
that Bristol protested, but that no current cash payments for
gas have been sin.ce made. Industrial further adpage 30 ~ mits that on or about November 30, 1941, it received a letter from Bristol purporting to be an election by Bristol to cancel the agreement of November 29, 193 7.
Except as above admitted, Industrial denies each and every allegation and conclusion set forth in Section 9 of the original bill.
9.

1 o.

As to the allegations of section Io of the original
bill, Industrial admits that it claims that the cost of the drilling
of the Hubert Miller well constitutes an advancement on account. of the purchase price for gas, and that the drilling of said
well and the recovery of the cost thereof, is expressly authorized under certain of the provisions of the agreements between
Industrial and Bristol, and that Industrial has a lien on all of
Bristol's property and inccme to secure the repayment of the
cost of the Hubert Miller well. So far as it is material to answer the other allegations of, and conclusions· contained in, section Io of the original bill, Industrial denies each and every
such allegation and conclusion, and Industrial expressly avers
that it has a lien for the repayment of the cost of drilling said
well which is not only prior to the lien of the deed of trust'
dated May 3 1, 1941, but is prior to the purported lien of the
deed of trust dated April Io, 193 7, all as hereinafter more fully
set forth.
11.
Industrial respectfully shows that the purported allegations in section 11 of the original bill are only self-serving
conclusions in express conflict with the terms and provisions
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of the agreements between Bristol and Industrial. So far, however, as it is material to reply to the same, Industrial denies each
and every such conclusion or purported allegation, and in further reply thereto refers to the agreements in effect between
the parties, upon the terms of which Industrial will rely.
page 3 I

t

The allegations of section I 2 o.f the original
bill, and the terms and provisions of the instruments therein referred to, are admitted.
J. 2.

The allegations of section
Supplemental Bill are admitted.
1 3.

I

of the Amended and

14. Without admitting the conclusions contained in section 2 of the Amended and Supplemental Bill, Industrial admits
that it did not currently pay in .cash to Bristol for gas furnished
in September, October and November of 1941, and admits that
it has refused to currently pay all future gas bills until such
time as all gas for which it has paid in advance, as hereinafter
set forth, shall have been delivered. Industrial further admits
that certain payments will be due it from East Tennessee Light
~ Power Company for gas furnished and to be furnished. Industrial further admits that Bristol does not own the pipe-line
through which gas is transported to Industrial' s customers. Except as above admitted, Industrial denies each and every allegation and conclusion contained in se.ction 2 of the Amended and
Supplemental Bill.
·
1 5.
lndustrial. . admits that it owns a pipe-line about ten
mil!es in. length, and distribution lines, meters, regulators, etc.,
but denies each and every other allegation and conclusion contained in Section 3 of the Amended and Supplemental Bill.

I 6.
Industrial denies each an·d· every affirmative allegation contained in the Answer. of Bristol and all conclusions
drawn therefrom, except that Industrial admits that it made no
demand for reimbursement of its .cost of drilling the Hubert
Miller well until after the completion of the well most recently
completed by Bristoi and except that Industrial admits that
Bristol may have certain obligations for lease rentals and on account of operating and drilling its leases.

r

I 7.
Further answering said original and amended and supplemental bill of complaint and said answer, and as a basis for affirmative relief, Industrial avers that,

page 3 2
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on or about April Io, 193 7, complainant executed the deed of
trust as alleged in the original bill, covering certain oil and
gas properties and equipment owned by complainant, which
said deed of trust was given to secure an aggregate of $ 1 2, ooo
principal amount of non-negotiable promissory notes to be
executed by complainant, and payable on April 1, 193 8 to John
C. Adams Co., Inc. of Delaware, said notes being hereinafter
for convenience sometimes referred· to as the "Adams notes".
Said Adams notes were to be given for advances made, or from
time to· time to be made, by John C. Adams Co., Inc. of Delaware up to said aggregate of $ r, 2,000, and Industrial further
avers that pursuant to the pro.visions of said deed of trust complai,nal)t executed and delivered one such non-negotiable note~
dated April 1',0, 1937, in the principal amount of $6500, payable to John C. Adams Co., Inc. of Delaware, and another such
non-negotiable note,. dated July

I,

1937, in the principal

amount c.f $5500, payable to Natural Gas Investment Company, succe!sor to John C. Adams Co., Inc. of Delaware, by
change of name only, both of which said notes were payable on
April 1, 193 8, and together aggregated $ 1 2, ooo.

18. Industrial further avers that, after the execution and
delivery of the deed of trust of April 10, 193 7, and on or about
May 4, 193 7, complainant executed and delivered the assignment referred to in section 3 of the original bill, by virtue of
which complainant conveyed to Bristol certain oil and gas
leases and equipment, including the properties described in the
deed of trust of April Io, 193 7. Said assignment was made·
subject to the Adams notes but Bristol did not assume the payment thereof by said assignment, or in any manner become obligated or liable for the payment of the Adams
page 3 3 ~ notes until thereafter when, on Dec em her 1 3, 1 9 3 8 ,.
Bristol, after the maturity of said Adams notes, assumed to a limited extent the payment thereof, all as more fully·
hereinafter set forth. Industrial is informed and believes, and.
therefore avers, upon information and belief, that the sole consideration on the part of Bristol for the assignment of May 4.
193 7 was the issue by it to complainant or his ncminees of all
of the issues and outstanding capital sto.ck of Bristol. and that at
all times since such issue thereof, all of said stock has been owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by .complainant, and that
at all times complainant has been the president of Bristol and
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has solely managed its business and controlled its policies.
19. Industrial further avers that, on or about November
29, 193 7, Industrial entered into the contract of that date with
Bristol, being the contract referred to in section 7 of the original

bill, whereby Industrial· agreed to purchase all of the gas from
Bristol's leases and wells. Said agreement of November 29,
193 7 was executed for Bristol by complainant, acting as its
controlling stockholder and president, and complainant caused
Bristol to include in said agreement of November 29, 193 7 an
express covenant to warrant generally the gas thereby sold, and
to indemnify and save harmless Industrial from any and all
suits, actions, debts, liens, and expenses arising from or out
of adverse claims of any and all other persons (including complainant) to the gas sold by virtue of said agreement. Indus"'.'
trial therefore avers that, because of such warranty and such
agreement to indemnify, complainant, after having paid the
Adams notes, of which he was the maker, as hereinafter alleged, is estopped from asserting, now or at any time hereafter any
claim or lien against Bristol or against any of its properties and
assets under or by virtue of the deed of trust of April 1 o, 193 7.
page 34 ~

20.
Industrial further avers that under said agreement of November 29, 193 7, Industrial was required to advance up to the sum of $12,000 in payment for gas
to be delivered, and all of the leases and properties of- Bristol
were assigned to Industrial free and clear o.f all liens, including
the lien o.f the deed of trust of April Io, 193 7, as security for
the repayment of said $12,000 to be advanced. Industrial
from time to time thereafter advanced said sum of $12,000,
under the provisions of said agreement of November 29, I 93 7,
all of which remained unpaid on De.cember 13, 1938.

On said December 13, 193 8, and after the maturity of the
Adams notes, Bristol and Industrial entered into the Supplemental Agreement described in section 8 of the original bill.
Said Supplemental Agreement provided in part as follows (the
Buyer referred to therein being industrial) :
''Fourth, the total cost of drilling, equipping, shooting and
completing each and every well which may be drilled by the
Buyer under the provisions of paragraph Third hereof, as well
as all other wells at any time drilled by the Buyer, shall be considered and treated as, ·and shall constitute additional advances-
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in payment for gas to be delivered under the Principal Agreement, and additional loans thereunder by the Buyer to the
Seller, and shall become and be subject to all of the provisions of
paragraph 5 of the Principal Agreement to the same extent as if
expressly set forth therein, so that all of the provisions of $aid
Paragraph 5 of said Principal Agreement, providing for the
repayment and the securing of the repayment of the Twelve
Thousand ($12,000) Dollars mentioned therein shall apply
with equal force and effect to the total cost of drilling, equipping, shooting and completing each and every well which may
be so drilled by Buyer; provided, however, that the repayment
of the cost of drilling, equipping, shooting and completing each
and every well which .may be drilled by the Buyer under the
provisions of paragraph Third hereof, as well as all .other wells
which may be drilled by the Buyer shall be, and hereby is ma~e
subject and expressly subordinated as follows:
(a) to, the repayment in full of said twelve thousand dollars ($12,000), and interest thereon, heretofore advanced by
Buyer to Seller under the provisions of said paragraph 5 of said
Principal Agreement, in the manner therein providpage 3 5 r ed, and after the repayment in full thereof.
(b) to the payment in full, in the manner hereinafter
provided, of the note or notes payable tc the order of John C.
Adams ~ Co.,. Inc. of Delaware, and interest thereon, secured
by a certain deed of trust dated April ro, 1937, from Davis
Elkins to Grover F. Hedges and Arthur B. Hodges, Trustees, of
record in the Clerk's Office of Scott County, Virginia, in Deed
Book 98, page 66, and in the Clerk's Office of Washington
County, Virginia, in Deed Book 165, page 39, to the lien of
which said deed of trust the Principal Agreement and this Supplemental Agreement are subject. Payment of said note or
notes, and interest thereon, shall be made as follows: Buyer
shall pay. to John C. Adams ~ Co., Inc. of Delaware the total
price f9r gas purchased provided to be paid to Seller under the
provisions of paragraph 3 of the Princip~~ Agreement, until
said note or nctes and interest thereon shall have been therebv
or otherwise paid in full; and for said purpose, but subject t~
the provisions of sub-paragraph (a) above, Seller hereby assigns, transfers and sets over unto the said John C. Adams ~
Co., Inc. of Delaware, said total price for gas purchased, together with all rights of the Seller in respect thereto, until said
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note or notes, and interest thereon shall have been' thereby or·
otherwise paid in full.''
A copy of said Supplemental Agreement is attached to the original bill and is hereby referred to.
21.
Industrial further avers that, by virtue of the provisions of the Supplemental Agreement of December 13, 1938
above quoted, which said SupJ?l~mental Agreement was lik~wise executed for Bristol by complainant, acting as its controlling sto.ckholder and president, Bristol, after the maturity
of the Adams notes, assumed the payment thereof to the extent, and to the extent only, provided in said Supplemental
Agreement, that is to say that Bristol therein agreed that the
total price for gas purchased from it by Industrial should, as
therein provided, be applied to the payment of the Adams notes
until said notes should be paid in full, and thereby assigned to
John C. Adams Co., Inc. of Delaware said total
page 3 6 ~ price for gas purchased until that. time, and Industrial further avers that John C. Adams Co., Inc. of
Delaware, or its said successor, then and thereupon agreed to accept such assignment and to accept payment of the Adams notes
in that manner and not otherwise to collect the same, and waived all rights to the lien originally created by the deed of trust of
April. 1 o, 193 7, and all rights of foreclosure thereunder, all
with the knowledge and consent of complainant, as an individual, as the maker of said Adams notes, and as the controll-·
ing stockholder and president of Bristol. Industrial further
avers that except as in this section 2 1 set forth Bristol did not
at any time or to any extent whatsoever assume or agree to pay
the Adams notes to John C. Adams Co., Inc. of Dela ware or to
its said successor, and that at the time of the payment of the
Adams notes by complainant, as hereinafter alleged, neither
said John C. Adams Co., Inc. of Delaware nor its said successor
had any right whatsoever to collect the Adams notes from
Bristol in any manner except as in this section 2 1 set forth.

22.

Industrial further avers that on or about July 15,

1939, and after the mat~rity of the Adams notes, complainant,

without being requested or required so to do by John C. Adams
Co., Inc. of Delaware, or its, said successor, voluntarily and
gratituitously paid the Adams notes of which complainant hi~self was the maker, as aforesaid. Industrial therefore respectfully shows that such payment by the maker thereof actually
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operated to· extinguish the obligation represented by said notes
and also the lien which had theretofore secured the payment
thereof, or, if said Adams notes and the lien securpage 3 7 ~ ing the payment thereof were not so extinguished,
that complainant, not being a purchaser for value
or in due course, took said Adams notes subject to all equities ·
then existing, and has only the same rights for the collection
thereof as his predecessor John C. Adams Co., Inc. of Delaware,.
or its said successor, then had.
23. Industrial further avers that after the execution of
the Supplemental Agreement the $12,000 which had theretofore been advanced under the agreement of November 29, 1937,.
in payment for gas to- be thereafter delivered, was, from time
to time, credited with the purchase price for gas actually thereafter delivered~ until the said total amount so advanced had
thus been fully paid, which _was on or about April 20, 1941,
and Industrial further avers that, under the provisions of the
Supplemental Agreement Industrial would then have been required, except for the payment of the Adams notes as aforesaid,
to credit said Adams notes with the total price for gas thereafter
delivered, but that, at all times after. April 20, 1941, complainant requested and permitted Industrial to pay said total
price for gas purchased by it from Bristol directly to Bristol.
instead of the ccmplainant. lridustrial therefore respectfully
shows that, if the obligation represented by the Adams notes
had not been the~etofore extinguished by complainant's payment thereof as aforesaid, or if said Adams notes have not now
been actually paid by Bristol to· complainant as hereinafter alleged, complainant is now· estopped from asserting any lien
against Bristol for the payment thereof, and from otherwisecollecting said notes, except subject to the rights and lien of Industrial under the agreement of November 29, 1937.
24. Industrial new further avers, upon information and
belief, that after the payment of the Adams notes by complainant, as aforesaid, complainant, acting as the conpage 3 8 ~ trolling stockholder and president of Bristol, caused Bristol to pay to him a total amount equal to
the principal of and interest on said Adams notes either in cash
or by new notes of Bristol, and further, that to the extent such
total amount equal to said principal cf and interest on said
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Adams notes has not been paid by Bristol to complainant in
cash, new notes of Bristol have been issued to .complainant, and
that said new notes are a part of the notes described in, and
purported to be secured by, the deed of trust of May 3 1, 1941
executed by Bristol to Donald T. Stant, Trustee, referred to in
section 3 of the original bill, and Industrial, therefore, respectfully shows, that if the obligation represented by said Adams
notes has not been otherwise ex:tinguished, said obligation has
been paid by certain new notes purported to be secured as aforesaid.
25. Industrial further avers that for a long period of
time prior to June 23, 1941 Bristol had been in default under
the provisions of paragraph 7 of the agreement of November
29, 193 7, in that it had consistently failed and refused to maintain a pressure of I oo lbs. or more per square inch at the measuring station referred to in said agreement of November 29, 193 7,
which pressure had at all times prior to June 23, I 941, and has
at all times since, been required to enable Bristol to· deliver the
amount of gas which it had contracted to deliver to Industrial
under said agreement· of November 29, 193 7; that the failure
of Bristol to maintain such pressure resulted from its failure and
!4efusal to drill a sufficient number of wells on its oil and gasleases; and that, under the provisions of paragraph 1 5 of said
agreement of November 29, 193 7, Industrial had the right,
upon the failure or refusal of Bristol so to do, to
page 3 9 ~ drill one or more wells upon the oil and gas leases
of Bristol, and to collect from Bristol for the expense incurred "from the entire income of the property". Industrial further avers that, therefore, on June 2 3, 194 I. Industrial sent to Bristol the notice dated June 23, 1941, which is attached as an exhibit to the answer of Bristol, and that, from
time to time thereafter, the letters referred to under sub-paragraphs (b), (c), (e), and (f) of Bristol's answer and which
are also attached thereto as exhibits, were received and sent by
Industrial, and that on or about July 29, I 941, Industrial started the drilling of the well on the Hubert Miller lease. Industrial here denies that it ever agreed to advance the cost of drilling the Hubert Miller well to .completion, and avers that it
would not have signed the purported letter dated July 24, 1941,
referred to in sub-paragraph (d) of Bristol's answer, and attached thereto as an exhibit, because of the language therein con-
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tained. Industrial further avers that Bristol requested Industrial to endorse Bristol's letter of July 29, to evidence Industrial's agreement to the conditions thereof, which Industrial refused to do because of the following language therein contained;
''And pay all drilling expense as the work progresses, as you
indicate you intend to do·". Industrial, however, acknowledged
receipt of said letter of July 29, by lndustrial's own letter of
August 16, 1941 above referred to.

26. Industrial further avers that at the time the drilling
of the Hubert Miller well was started by Industrial, Bristol was
then drilling a well on its oil and gas leases, which it claimed to
be drilling under the provisions of paragraph First of the Supplemental Agreement, and that Industrial initially advanced the cost of drilling the Hubert Miller
page 40 ~ well; that the well which Bristol had been drilling,
as aforesaid, was completed by it on or about October 15, 1941, and upon completion thereof the open flow thereof was not sufficient to enable Bristol to comply with the provisions of either paragraph 7 of the agreement of November 2.9,
1937, or of paragraph First of the Supplemental Agreement;
that therefore Bristol was thereupon immediately required to
start the drilling of another well and that, there then being no
· question as to Bristol's obligation to then drill or to pay the
cost o.f drilling an additional well under the provisions of paragraph First of the Supplemental Agreement, as well as under
the provisions of the agreement of November 29, 193 7, Industrial, on or about October 20, 1941, sent the letter referred
to in sub-paragraph (g) of Bristol's answer, and attached thereto as an exhibit, which said letter fully states the reasons for the
sending thereof; that thereupon Bristol's attorney wrote the
letter to Industrial' s attorney dated Octo her 2 3, 1941, referred
to in sub-paragraph (h) of Bristol's answer, and attached
thereto as an exhibit; following the receipt c.f said letter by
Industrial' s .counsel, and after certain telephone conversations
between counsel for Bristol and Industrial and certain immaterial correspondence, counsel of Industrial sent a certain letter to counsel for Bristol, dated November I 9, I 94 I, a copy
of which is exhibited as a part of this answer and Cross-Bill,
marked Exhibit 1; that thereafter on or about November 24,
1941, the notice of Bristol, designated in Bristol's answer as its
"cancellation notice", and attached to said answer as an exhibit,.
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was sent to Industrial and received by it on November 28,
1941, and on or about November 29, 1941, this
page 4 I r suit Was instituted; and that Industrial replied to
said so-called cancellation notice by letter dated ·
December 8, 1941, a copy of which is exhibited as a part of
this answer and Cross-Bill, marked Exhibit 2, which said last
mentioned letter partially sets forth certain of the reasons for
lndustrial's refusal to .currently pay in cash the bills for gas
purchased by it from Bristol and upon which Industrial now
relies.
2 7.

Industrial further avers that up to the first day of
December, 1941, it had expended, or contracted to expend, for
the drilling, equipping, shooting and completing the said Hubert Miller well the sum of approximately $17,000, and that
the total cost thereof will be approximately" said amount; that
Industrial has credited against said total cost the amounts of
the respective ·gas bills which would otherwise have been payable
on the 20th days of October, November, and December, 1941,
and that Industrial expects to continue such credits until the
· full cost of the drilling of said well has been thus recovered.
Industrial further avers that, by virtue of the provisions of the
Supplemental Agreement of December 13, 1938, hereinbefore
quoted, the lien of the agreement of November 29, 193 7 was
extended to all future advances which might be made by Industrial on account of the cost of drilling, equipping, shooting
and completing each and every well which might thereafter be
drilled by Industrial, whether under the provisions of the agreement of November 29, 193 7, or under the provisions of said
Supplemental Agreement and that therefore Industrial has a
lien against all of the properties, assets and income of Bristol,
as security for the repayment to it of the .cost of
page 42 r drilling and equipping said Hubert Miller well and
interest on such cost; that the lien of the deed of
trust of April Io, 193 7 has been extinguished, as aforesaid, or,
in the alternative, that Industrial' s lien under the agreement of
November 29, 193 7, as extended by the Supplemental Agreement, is prior to said lien of said deed of trust of April Io.
193 7; also that Industrial' s lien under the agreement of November 29, 193 7, as so extended, is prior to the lien cf the deed of
trust of May 3 1, 1941, all as herein before set forth.
Industrial therefore respectfully shows that it had the right
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to withhold the amounts of the respective gas bills, as aforesaid, and has the right to withhold all further payments on account of gas bills until it shall have recovered the cost of drilling and equipping the Hubert Miller well, together with interest on said cost, which cost and interest thereon constitutes an
advan.ce in payment for gas, all as provided in the agreements
between Bristol and Industrial, and that there has been no, default by Industrial under the agreement of November 29, 1937
or under said Supplemental Agreement, but that said agreements
are in full force and effect.

28. Industrial further avers that it is in sound financial
condition and has a net worth of approximately $57,000, all
as will appear from its balance sheet, a copy of which is exhibited as a part of this Answer and Cross-Bill, marked Exhibit
3; that its financial condition is such that it is, and, unless its
income is cut off, will at aU times hereafter be, able to pay
all of its bills for gas purchased from Bristol, accrued or hereinafter accruing; that Indusq.·ial is currently applying all of the
amounts which would otherwise be due to Bristol for gas purchased from it by Industrial to the payment of the cost of drilling, equipping, shooting and completing the Hubert Miller welt
which well is owned by Bristol and is located on its property;
that, therefore, all amounts which would otherwise
page 4 3 ~ be due to Bristol are being applied for the benefit
of Bristol, and that neither complainant nor Bristol is, under these facts and .circumstances, entitled to have the
receipts from Industrial' s customers paid to a receiver. Industrial further avers that it is a public service corporation created
under the laws of the State of Virginia, selling and distributing
natural gas to governmental, industrial and domestic consumers, and to East Tennessee Light f6 Power Company, which in
turn distributes natural gas to domestic and industrial consumers: that if deprived of its in.come Industrial would be unable
to continue to serve the public and the appointment of a receiver, as prayed for by complainant, would deprive Industrial of
all of its income.
Having answered all material allegations of the original
and amended and supplemental bills, and of the answer of Bristol filed in this cause, Industrial prays to be hence dismissed,
with its reasonable costs in this behalf expended, and that the
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relief prayed for by the complainant be denied, o,r, in the alternative, that the following relief be granted:
(a) That the notes originally executed by complainant
to John C. Adams Co., Inc. of Delaware, and to its said suc.cessor, and the obligations represented thereby be decreed to be
fully paid, discharged, and extinguished;
(b) That the lien created by the deed of trust of April
1 o, 193 7, be decreed to be discharged, extinguished and terminated, or that such lien, if any shall presently exist, be decreed
to be subject to the lien of the agreement of November 29,
1937 and the Supplemental Agreement of December 13, 1938;
(c) That if the lien created by said deed of trust
page 44 ~ of April Io, 193 7 shall not be decreed to be discharged. extinguished and terminated, that then
any decree for the sale of the property described therein, to enfor.ce such lien, be made subject to said agreement of November
29, 193 7 and to the Supplemental Agreement of December 13,
1938;

(d) That if a sale shall be decreed to be made under said
deed of trust of April I o, 1 9 3 7, such sale shall be decreed to be
made separately and independently of any sale which may be
decreed to be made under the deed of trust of May 3 1, 1941 ;
(e) That Industrial be decreed a lien under the agreement of November 29., I 9 3 7, and under the Supplemental
Agreement of December 13, 1938, to secure the payment of all
amounts advanced and paid or incurred in the drj}}ing and
equipping, shooting and completing of the Hubert Miller well,
and to secure any and all other advances which may at any time
hereafter made by Industrial under the provisions of said
agreements and that such lien be decreed to be prior to the lien
created by the deed of trust of April Io, 193 7, and prior to the
lien of the deed of trust of May 3 1, 1941 ;
(f)

That any sale under said deed of trust of April Io,
1 94 I, be decreed
to be made subject to the lien of Industrial for all advances
made or to be made, as aforesaid;
193 7, or under the deed of trust of May 3 1,

(g) That the agreement of November 29, 1937, and the
Supplemental Agreement of December 13, 1938, be decreed to
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be in full force and effect and that no default on the part of
Industrial under either thereof has occurred or now exists;
(h)

And that all such other, further and general relief
be granted Industrial as the equities of its case may
page 45 r require, or to a court of equity shall seem meet and
proper.
GEORGE M. WARREN,
H. E. WIDENER,
Attorneys for Industrial Gas
Corporation.
(Sworn to by Hirst F. Broom, Secretary
of Industrial Gas Corporation, January 8, 1942.)
(Exhibits I and II to above answer and cross-bill, not
copied here but appear as exhibits 13- I and 13-L in exhibits filed as evidence).
1

EXHIBIT III
BALANCE SHEET -

November 30, 1941

INDUSTRIAL GAS CORPORATION
Assets and Deferred Charges
Property, plant and equipment
Less reserve for depre.ciation

Current assets
Cash in banks
Accounts receivable
Material and supplies

$49,077.28
8,849.74
7,431.34
3,312.80
1,251.10

Prepayments
Insurance
Advances for gas well construction
account of Bristol Natural Gas
Corp.
16,783.54
Less credits of gas purchased
2,764.50
Balance due from Bristol Natural
Deferred Charges:

I

1,995.24

3.94

r4,019.04
6,674.87

Davis Elkins vs. Bristol Nat. Gas Corp.~ Inds. Gas Corp.
Amount withheld by customers to
apply on purchase price for '
pipe line construction by them
costing $847.25, which becomes the property of the
company upon payment of
said amount
Jobb1ng work in progress

Liabilities, Capital and Surplus
Capital stocks
Preferred stock "6 % cumulative"
authorized and issued 5 oo
shares par value $100 a share$
Common stocks
Authorized and i s s u e d , 1oo
shares par value $1 o a share

67

206.57
14.61

50,000.00

r, 000.00
51,000.00

Current liabilities
Notes payable banks
Accounts payable
Due affiliated company
Customers deposits
Accrued Liabilities
Federal income tax accrued
Social Security tax
Interest
Taxes
Insurance

15,000.00
246.71
574.04
40.00

33.82
44.92
26 r.67
85.00
6 I 7.09

Earned surplus
Net Worth
page 47 ~

15,860.75

5,238.56
$56,238.56
ANSWER TO CROSS~BILL
Filed March 30, 1942

The joint and separate answers of Davis Elkins and Bris-
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tol Natural Gas Corporation to a cross-bill of complaint fil~d
against them by Industrial Gas Corporation in the above styled
suit, in which Elkins is complainant and Industrial and Bristol
are defendants. For answer to said cross-bill these respondents
say (using the same section numbers of answer and cross-bill of
Industrial) :
I 8.
The allegation that Bristol did not, by the assignment of Mar:ch 4, I 93 7, from Elkiris, assume or in any manner become obligated or liable for payment of the Adams $ I 2, 000.00 notes until December 13, 1938, is denied, as is the
further allegation that the sole consideration for said assignment was the issuance of shares of capital stock. In support of
this denial respondents exhibit as a part hereof a copy of minutes
of first meeting of Directors of Bristol, held April 20, 193 7, the
original of which minutes will be produced at any preliminary
or final hearing in this proceeding. When John C. Adams,
who controls Industrial in the manner hereinafter shown, failed to endorse said notes, as sho,wn by correspondence herein·after exhibited, Bristol by and through its Treasurer, noted
thereon the fact that the notes had been assumed
page 48 ~ by it, had been paid by Elkins at its request, on account of its inability to do so, and that they belonged to him as of the date of their payment' on· July 13, 193 9.
Ever since the assignment referred to and the action of Bristol's
directors, as aforesaid, said Adams obligations were carried on
the books of Bristol as its direct obligation, as will be sho,wn
by original entries. The other obligations by said assignment
assumed, or as to which it was made subject, have ever since
been carried and taken care of as direct obligations of Bristol.

Elkins was the President of Bristol until the annual meeting of its stockholders held March 26, 1941, since which time
T. Frank Burk, its former Treasurer, has been the President
and Treasurer.
I 9.
Respondents deny that the covenant referred to in
this section of the answer and cross-bill (being clause 17 of the
November 193 7 agreement) was intended for, or has any such
meaning as the cross-bill, at this late date, and for the first
time attempts to attach to it. Obviously it covers no such situation; the covenant was not made by Elkins as an individual.
He is not estopped ·from asserting the same lien which the holder
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of the Adams notes had before their payment. No such claim
as this was made when Adams was requested to endorse a notice
showing how and by whom the notes were paid, and respondents believe and allege that this allegation is a pure afterthought and without foundation in law or in fact. The further
fact is that any cost of drilling, etc. on wells properly drilled by
Industrial under the supplemental agreement, is
page 49 ~ thereby expressly made subject to the lien of said
Adams notes secured by the Hedges and Hodges
deed of trust. Complainant alleges that Industrial desired the
lien of these notes to be prior to everything as long as they
were held by Adams or his controlled companies. Apparently
it did not occur to Industrial that the notes might properly
come into other hands, and sin.ce they have, it is now the desire of Industrial to destroy the lien it so ingeniously attempted
to keep first and prior to any other rights which might accrue
to Industrial under said contracts.
20.
As shown by the bills and by the answer and crossbill, the $ r 2,000.00 advanced to Bristol under the November
r 93 7 agreement has been paid, which, however, is ·not alleged
in this section of the cross- bill, and the materiality of the alle·
gations, therefore, becomes doubtful. However, respondents
are unable to find in said agreement a provision that the leases
and property of Bristol were assigned free and clear of all
liens, including the lien of the April 193 7 deed of trust, and
the allegation is, therefore, denied. It is not dear how Bristol
could include the lien of this deed of trust as security for the
$12,000.00 advanced, when the Adams notes secured by said
deed of trust were at that time held by him or his contro\lled
companies.

It is true that the date of the supplemental agreement is
December r 3, r 93 8, which was after maturity of the Adams
notes, as shown by the April, 1937, deed of trust. Howev·er,
said notes were not paid until July 13, 1939. and
page 5 o ~ the allegations of section 4 of original bill are erroneous as to date of payment.
21.
Respondents deny all allegations and conclusions alleged in this section of the cross-bill, except that the date of the
supplemental agreement was after maturity of the Adams notes,
but before their actual payment. If the assignment part of ,b),
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Clause 4 of supplemental agreement, applies to the Adams
notes dated April 10, 1937, it is ma_de expressly subject to the
provisions of (a) of said clause, dealing with the $12,000.00
advancement under the original agreement between Bristol and
Industrial, which was not paid out by deductions from gas
sales made by Bristol until long after payment of the Adams
$12,000.00 notes secured by deed of trust.
Up to the time of
their payment in July 1939, John C. Adams Company had not
made any such agreement with Bristol as is now for the first
time alleged, and had no interest in making or attempting to
make such an agreement after their payment, and did not do so.
either with or without the knowledge and consent of Elkins.
This is another allegation never before heard of.
That the holders of said $12,000.00 notes at the time of
their payment had no right to collect the same from Bristol.
except through the assignments above mentioned, is another
entirely new afterthought, and is denied. There was at no
time any attempt to pay these notes by crediting gas sales, and
such could not have been done because they were being credited
· all along. and even after payment of said notes, on
page 5 I r the April I 93 7 $ I 2,000.00 obligation. The correspondence following payment of these notes in
July I 9 3 9 makes no such claim as is here for the first time alleged. It is alleged that Adams· actually mentioned the, possibility of his foreclosing said notes under the very deed of trust
which it is now alleged was not effe.ctive as a lien. As security
for the payment of certain notes, Natural Gas Investment Company actually assigned these notes to Merchants National Bank
of Fort Smith, Arkansas, on October 27, 1938, and they were
held by said bank when paid on July 13, 19319. Copy of the
assignment and resolution of Board of Directors of Natural
Gas Investment Company furnished one of respondents is attached as an exhibit hereto.
Respondents deny that said Adams notes were paid
in July, 193 9, by Elkins voluntarily and gratuitously, or that
his actions extinguished the lien of the deed of trust securing
same. As alleged in section 4 of original bill. Elkins was at
that time secondarily liable for the payment of said notes, as
Adams was promptly advised by letter from complainants counsel dated July 22, I 93 9. In addition thereto, respondents ex22.
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hibit as a part of this answer the reply of Adams dated July 24,
193 9 ( which in.cidentally separates and distinguishes the two
$12,000.00 obligations and describes the November 193 7 advancement, then not fully paid, as constituting a lien on the
gas, but makes no such claim as to the $12,000.00 secured 'by
the April 1937 deed of trust) ; the reply of compage 52 r plainant's counsel dated July 31, 1939. another
·
letter from him to Adams dated September 23,
193 9, another from said counsel to Adams dated December 8.
1939; reply of Adams dated December 12, 1939; letter from
Adams to complainant dated February 6, 1949, which was forwarded by .complainant to his counsel for reply: the reply of
said counsel to Adams of March 5, 1940, and the final request
of complainant's counsel to Adams dated May 30, 1940, following which on July 14, 1940, the two notes were returned
without comment by Hirst F. Broom, Treasurer of Natural Gas
Investment Company, a Delaware corporation, and affiliate of
Industrial.
As respondents believe appears from the aforesaid correspondence, or· at least between the lines thereof, Adams discovered, after payment of the notes as aforesaid, that complainant was the holder thereof, and his plan appears to have been
to draft some new agreement, instead of complying with the
simple request to sign the suggested endorsement on said notes,
and all the allegations of this section of the answer are believed
by respondents to be pure afterthought in an effort to get rid
of the lien of said notes theretofore claimed to exist.
23. Respondents deny the .construction of the supplemental agreement as herein alleged, or that there would have
been any such absolute requirement on the part' of Industrial.
The allegation that complainant requested and permitted Industrial to pay the total price for gas purchased by it from Bristol
directly to it instead of complainant is something
page 53
new to respondents and is untrue. The $12,000.00
advanced under the 1937 agreement would necessadly have been required to be paid off before the terms of the
advancement mentioned could have been operative as to the
Adams deed of trust notes, and in fact the supplemental agreement so expressly provides. The so-.called assignment therefore, at no time became effective, and was not used, and perhaps

r
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not thought of by any of the interested parties. The so-.called
estoppel and rights of Industrial are alike denied.
The allegations of section 24 furnish an example of someone connected with Industrial making allegatiO\nSI c'arelE\gsl;y
and recklessly. These allegations are emphatically denied in
all particulars. A comparison of the date of notes described in
the May 3 1, 1941, deed of trust from Bristol with the beginning date of the drilling of Well No. 6 will reveal that drilling was commenced on August 7, 1939, and that the first substantial amount thereafter so secured was a demand note dated
August 10, 1939. This and the two notes following, dated
October 14, and November 1, 1939, represented advancements
made at the time for the ne.cessary purposes of the company.
The Hunsucker Well No. 7 was begun May 12, 1941, and
the note of May 31, 1941, for over $9500.00, represented advancements made in connection therewith, and perhaps to some
extent for other necessary purposes of Bristol.
25. All allegations of default herein alleged are denied.
and it is likewise denied that any failure of Bristol to maintain
sufficient pressure resulted from its failure or repage 54 ~ fusal to drill a sufficient number of wells on its
leases. It has already been alleged, and is here denied, that Industrial had the right to drill as and when it did,
and to charge the expenses thereof to or against Bristol, or to
assert a lien therefor against any of its property.

In further explanation of this denial, and intended to be
in contrast with the general allegations by Industrial of Bristol's
alleged breach of duty, respondents allege that the questions of
pressure and of open flow did not arise and gave no con.cern
until after the date hereinafter mentioned, because all requirements of Industrial were up to that time met by the gas delivered to it by Bristol. As long as such requirements were so met.
there was no default, no claim of default, and neither party was
immediately concerned with flow or pressure.
The first difficulty ( with exception of an unavoidable
temporary shut-down of one well caused by water in the gas
and well) followed an extremely cold spell in Mar.ch 1941,
after the normal winter season had about passed. By that time.
and during the winter of 1941, the Power Company had con-
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tinued to increase its sales, including heating the two housing
authority projects in Bristol, Virginia, and the contractors on
said projects had used to a limited extent, in the winter and
spring months of I 94 I, gas for testing heating equipment and
heating and drying the buildings before occupancy.
The Power Company's requirements began with an
of 98,000 .cu. ft. of gas per day for the
first full month's use in the month of June 1939;
increased to an average of 259,000 cu. ft. per day in January
I 940, and further increased until during the month of February 194 I it purchased from Industrial an average daily requirement of 400,000 cubic feet, 11,241,000 cubic feet having been used during the entire month, and March was slightly
less, which with Industrial' s other requirements required under
the contracts an open flow of I ,900,000 cubic feet in order to
thereafter meet said .contract ·requirements. No such extensive
sales had theretofore been made or required by Industrial or
the Power Company, and such has been made or required by
either since.
page 55

r average

There is exhibited herewith a statement prepared from the
records by W. 0. Clarkson, who has for a long time been in
the employment of both Bristol and Industrial, showing the
monthly purchases of gas from Bristol by Industrial since January 1939, and its monthly sales to the power company since
June 1939.
Between date of supplemental agreement and the end of
March 1 9 41, Bristol had drilled one producing well, known as
Margaret Sproles No. 6, which was commenced August 7, I 939,
and completed February 20, I 940. By reason of the aforesaid
events of March I 941, Industrial found it necessary to request
certain of its industrial customers to restrict the use of gas temporarily, in order that the power company might
page 5 6 r not be required to further use gas from its holders,
and that company was for the first time ,except in
the emergency shut-down already mentioned) required to mak~
use of gas stored in its holders for emergencies, breakdowns.
etc., on Mar.ch 13, 17, 18 and 19, 1941, and until after said
date~ when the cold spell was over and milder weather followed. On said dates the power company used and paid for $481,-
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ooo, 514,000 497,000 cubic feet of gas, as shown by Industrial's meter.
In this manner occasion then arose to take and know the
open flow of all Bristol's producing wells. This procedure is
only resorted to when believed necessary, because it requires
blowing gas into the open air for several hours from each well
before measurements of open flow may be taken and ascertained,
and the consequent large waste of gas. When so taken it was
found for the first time that the wells did not then produce an
open flow equal to four times the February or March requirements aforesaid.
Whereupon, and in the orderly course of events, and after
conferences among all three interested corporations, the drilling of well No. 7 was begun by Bristol on the J. Willis Hunsucker estate on May 12, 1941, and completed October 13,.
1941.

Respondents are advised and allege that the power company, beginning with sometime in March 1941, exerted repeated pressure upon Industrial, with which it had a contract ( to
which Bristol was not a party) requiring it to drill two wells
more than Industrial had required. of Bristol, to drill or cause
to be drilled additional wells. During this time Inpage 5 7 ~ dustrial did not suggest to Bristol or request it to
drill more than one well at a time, doubtless because
of the contract provision in that respect, although as early as
March 20~ 1941, the power company insisted upon Industrial
causing three wells to be drilled to completion before December
of that year.
Instead of asking Bristol to furnish it a lease or leases upon
which dril a.t .its own expense, in case it considered itself bound
to do under its contract with the power company, Industrial
waited more than one month. after Bristol had commenced the
drilling of well No. 7 and then wrote it the letter of June 23,
1941, exhibited with Bristol's answer to original and amended
bills, which letter is is replete with erroneous statements, even
as to the number of wells drilled since the supplemental agreement of December 1938. Neither the well completed February 20, 1940,. nor No. 7 was "after repeated notice of defaults" nor "in an effort to cure such defaults", as the letter
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incorrectly recites and states; but as heretofore shown; represented an orderly and business-like drilling, commenced in the
light of past experience and probable future needs and requirements.
Respondents allege_ that B~istol has at no time refuse·d to
drill in accordance with its contracts, and· Industrial in its letters exhibited, and in its answer and cress-bill filed herein. llas
all along and does now ignore certain. facts c1i;id certain provisions
of the supplemental agreement, including: ·
Not until after the March 1941 events mentioned
page 58 ~ was it found by, actual measurements that the combined open flow was less than that then required- as
a result of the heavy and unexpected gas requirements of February and March 1941, and Bristol was nof obligated to even
use its best efforts to increase such open flow until after it was
"determined from the sale of gas" that a larger ·open flow was
necessary or required, as provided by the first .clause of the
supplemental agreement; and following the date of said supplemental agreement, regardless of increased requiremnts of Industrial; regardless of open flow or pressure, and regardless of
anything and everything else, so far as concerns Bristol "all additional wells shall be commenced _and completed one at a timetf.,
Industrial had no right to drill orr Bristol leases ( except by its
grace and consent) or to charge the expense- thereof against it,
unle&S and until Bristol should "fail to commen.ce or complete
any well required to be drilled by ittf; and this it has not failed
to do.
·
When the 193 7 agreement was executed Industrial knew
that Bristol and complainant, its predecessor in drilling and in
title, owned and had only one drilling outfit in the Early Grove
field, and that only one at a time had been there since the drilling of No. 1 well which was commenced· July 24, 1930. In
193 7 that one drilling outfit was probably the only one in the
entire State of Virginia, and it was not contemplated or provided by the parties to the contract that more than one
page 5 9 ~ drilling operation should be going on at the same
time, so far as Bristol was obligated, and this is
true regardless of pressure, reserves or requirements of Industrial, which requirements were almost entirely based upon sales
made by the power company.
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Responde~ts deny the amazing statement that Industrial
would not have signed the form of letter dated July 24, 1941,
because of its language, and that it refused td do so because of
language therein to the effect that it would pay all drilling expense of well No. 8 as the work progressed. It is worthy of
consideration that the allegations of the original bill and. of Industrial' s answer thereto show that these negotiations were had
between Bristol and J. C. Blair, President of Industrial (but
understood not to be a stockholder, or if such to a very limited
extent) in the City of Bristol, while the answer and cro~-bill
is not sworn to by him, but by Hurst F. Broom in New York
City, who is employed in the office of John C. Adams, and his
associates and affiliated companies, and who had no part in
said negotiations. Respondents emphatically allege that said
unsigned letter was prepared while said Blair was in the Bristol office of Industrial; that he stated he would telephone New
York as to whether he could sign the endorsement thereon; that
he did telephone someone, respondents believe the New Yark
attorney of record for Industrial, and thereafter reported that
he had authority to sign the notation on the letter, if signing
an·d delivering it should be authorized by Bristol. Thereupon
a representative of Bristol was called by telephone
page 60 ~ by ·counsel for respondents and authority was not
given to sign the letter for the reason stated in Bristol's answer to original and amended bills .
.The letter from Bristol to Industrial which followed this
failure of ;effort, dated July 29, I 941, uses much cf the same
language as contained in the proposed letter of July 24th, and
in replying thereto on August 16th, Industrial did not challenge the correctness of any of the recitals of said letter, but in
fact stated that its position as to eventual paymem of cost of
drilling remained the same. Respondents are advised that to use
the underscored words at that time, and under the circumstances
outlined, was a recognition that Industrial was to pay drilling
expenses as the work progressed, and after completion of the
well, to take up with Bristol the question of who should make
such eventual payment. If Industrial r~fused to sign the letter
of July 24th for the reasons in the cross-bill alleged for the
first time, complainant alleges that normally it would have taken issue with the same.' language used in Bristol's letter of Ju)y
29, 1941.
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Attention is .called to the fact that Bristol was seriously
consideri-n-g applying for an inj:unction to prevent Industrial
from going upon its leases and drilling well No. 8. Respondents
allege it would have been an absurd and abnormal thing for
Bristol to have followed with the letter of July 29, 1941, if it
had been understood that upon completion of well No. 7, Industrial would discontinue making actual payments for the
.expense of dn1Iing well No. 8, started over the
page 6 1 ~ protest of Bristol, and the expenses of which were
iR fact actually pa.id in the beginning, with no claim
o.f the right to discontinue payments of amounts due for gas
purchased from Bristot o,r to apply the same against the cost and
expense- of drilling well No. 8.

26. All allegations and conclusions. of this section are
emphatically denied unless herein or in pleadings previously
filed spedfically alleged or admitted.
Bristol was not required to immediate! y start the drilling
of another well after completion of No. 7. It had the right
after such completion to redetennin-e -whether there existed sufficient reserve for Industrial' s requirements. Not until the completion of well No. 7 in October, l 941 ,. followed by such red-eterm.ination, and the then failure- of Bristol to "commence
any well required to be drilled by it,.'' did Industrial have the
right to make any demands. or to do anything, a.nd then after expiration of the events mentioned its sold remedy was to "drill
additional wells to develop and maintain such gas reserves and
charge the seller the cost of drilling''. It had no such right
as to a well begun by it when. ~ristol was not in default, and
was itself engaged in drilling.

In view of the letter from Industrial dated November 19,
1941, there is also filed as an exhibit the reply of complain-

ant's counsel thereto, dated November 25, 1941.
The cancellation notice of November 24, 1941, was mailed by registered mail on said date to Bristol, Virginia, in accordance with the terms of the contract, and when it
page 62 ~ may have been received in New York is immaterial.
Respondents. are advised that lndustrial's letter cf December 8, 1941, filed as exhibit No. 2, is largely self-serving, and
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was written after the institution of suit. It is also inaccurate
in certain respects, as the allegations hereof will show.
2 7.
Respondents are without information as to amount
expended up to Decem her I, I 94 r, as drilling costs of well No.
8, and calls for proof thereof when reference is made to a commissioner, if deemed material. The existence of the lien claimed
for such advances is again denied, as well as all other allegations and conclusions of said clause of the cross-bill.

28. Respondents are not advised as to Industrial' s financial condition, other than as already alleged in their pleadings, and proof is called for if the issue is material. It is hete
alleged, however, that all or practically all of the stock of Industrial is owned by the family of John C. Adams, or an affiliate corporation believed to be Natural Gas Investment Company, and his wishes control the action of Industrial, even
though another has been ele.cted by him as President. Its books
·and records are not kept at its principal office in Virginia, but
in the City of New Yark or in the State of West Virginia.
Whether Industrial is able to pay Bristol depends upon what it
may do with its liquid assets. There is noted a discrepancy between the financial statement exhibited and clause 2 7 of the
answer and cross-bill with reference to drilling expage 63 r pense of well No. 8. At any rate, Industrial has
collected from the power company and other customers since effective date of cancellation notice approximately
the sum of $7084.00, all of which belongs to Bristol and its
creditors if said cancellation is held to be proper and effective.
The statements shows liquid assets of less than $ r 2,000.00,
over half of which was then cash, and readily subject to change,
and .current liabilities exceed such liquid assets. This total item
of liquid assets is more than wiped out if the $ I 4,000.00 charged to Bristol and carried as an asset is found to be a liability instead of an asset. ·
It is denied that any amounts have been or can be applied
for the benefit of Bristol.
As to the allegation that if deprived of its income Industrial will be unable to continue serving the public, respondents
allege that withholding amounts due Bristol for gas sales by it
has the identical effect upon Bristol so far as payment to its
creditors and of land and well rentals are concerned; that In-
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dustrial deliberately ele.cted not to pay for gas used by it, as it
had a right to do within fifteen days following notice of cancellation; that it could have avoided the danger of effective
cancellation by paying its contract obligations until completion
of well No. 8, in January, 1 942, and then making an orderly
d~mand upon Bristol for reimbursement, followed by suit if
necesary. Having deliberately elected to refuse to pay for gas
taken from Bristol and sold by it, in accordan.ce
page 64 ~ with its contract, respondents are advised the court
should waste no sympathy upon the result of Industrial' s. own deliberate action, taken as respondents believe
with the deliberate view of oppressing Bristol and forcing it to
borrow money from Industrial to carry on its regular business.
This belief is based upon the fact that Industrial has since proposed to continue applying payments for gas on the expense of
well No. 8, and at the same time to lend Industrial mQney for
its obligations and requirements with its lessors and creditors.
There is exhibited herewith a statement prepared by W. 0.
Clarkson showing well numbers, locations, dates of beginning
and .completicn of all wells drilled by Bristol.
By the supplemental contract, the limit of wells to be
thereafter drilled by Bristol is four in number, limited and
qualified by the further provision that the drilling by it at any
time of two dry or commercially unproductive wells, successively or otherwise, should terminate its liability to drill. Respondents are advised and allege that Industrial' s contract with
the power company contained a similar provision and limitation, except that it might be required to drill or cause to be
drilled a maximum of six wells.
However, if Bristol should drill two dry holes and not
thereafter voluntarily continu!e 'drilfing, lndush\Lal seems to
.claim that it may continue such drilling and charge
page 6 5 ~ the expenses thereof to Bristol. If such was the
claim at any time, and if it should be the correct
construction of the contracts, the question has not arisen and
will not hereafter arise, as since the institution of this suit Industrial has claimed to the Power Company that well No. 7
drilled by Bristol, and No. 8 drilled by it, are non-commercial
wells or dry holes in meaning, and that it is relieved from all
further drilling under their contract, to which construction
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-the power com.pa.ny has assented and agreed; and the power
company will necessarily hereafter restrict its sales accordingly
and according to the known present flow a,nd capacity of the
existing wells.
Sfnce the completion by Bristol of well No. 7, Industrial
has not requested or demanded that Bristol .commence the drilling of another well.
Respondents specifically deny every al!l:egation of the
cross-bill, unless specifically admitted herein or admitted or alleged in the o,riginal and amE!nded bills, o-r as to Bristol by its
answer thereto.
And now, having answered all allegations of said crossbilf that they are advised it is material or necessary for them to
answer, they pray to be hence dismissed with their reasonable
costs.

DA VIS ELKINS,
BRISTOL NATURAL GAS CORPORATION,
By Counsel.
DONALD T. STANT,
Coti\llsel for Respondents.
(Sworn to by T. Frank Burk.• President
of Bristol Natural Gas Corporation·,
March 30, 1942.)
page 66 ~

OPINION
Filed June 5, 1942

Davis Elkins
vs.

Bristol Natural Gas Corporation and
Industrial Gas Corporation
This cause involves a three-cornered controversy between
complainant and defendants growing out of the development
of a natural gas deposit. Senator Davis Elkins commenced the
development of the field. Later. by assignment dated May 4,
1937 (Exhibit 5) he assigned all his property therein to defendant, Bristol Natural Gas. Corporation; and in co,nsideration
therefor be.came the owner of 500 shares of its capital stock, according to the minutes of the first meeting of directors of Bris-
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tol, April 20,; I 93 7 (Exhibit 4). According to the evidence
this is all of the outstanding stock of Bristol.
Defendant, Industrial Gas Corporation, had acquired a
right-of-way for a pipe line from Bristol's leases to the City of
Bristol.
As a consequence of these holdings, defendants, Bristol
and Industrial entered into a written agreement dated November
29, 193 7, (Exhibit 1) for the sale by Bristol to Industrial of
"such gas as the buyer is able· to take u11der the terms of this
agreement.''
·
l~dustrial later became engaged in negitiations for a contract with East Tennessee Light~ Power Company of Bristo~.
Virginia-Tennessee, to deliver all of its requirepage 67 } ments of gas in Bristol, Tennessee and Bristol, Virginia, as a .consequence of which Bristol and Industrial entered into a supplemental agreement dated December
13, 1938 (Exhibit 2). Under the terms of the supplemental
agreement the same was to have no binding force or effect un less the contract between Industrial and the Power Company
was consummated, and all of the terms of the ''Principal agreement'' not inconsistent with the supplemental agreement w~re
to remain in full force and effoct. The contract with the Power
Company was consummated, and all went smoothly between
the parties so long as productidn from the gas deposits was
adequate to supply all demands.
·
However, on March I 3, 1941, for the first time, the undisturbed flow of the well fell short of producing enough gas to
maintain a pressure sufficient to supply the demands of the
Power Company and other customers of Industrial. This condition was repeated on several other dates around the I 7th and
18th of March 1941.
These occurrences led to the controversies involved in this
cause.
Just prior to the corporate action of Bristol, leading to the
assignment from Elkins to Bristol, Elkins by deed of trust dated
April Io, I 93 7 (Exhibit 3) conveyed to Hedges and Hodges,
Trustees, all of the leaseholds and personal property of the gas
field, as detaHed therein, to secure to John C. Adams ~ Com-
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pany not exceeding $12,000.00 advances to Elkins
to be represented by notes. In this instrument it is
stated that Elkins has given an option to J. C. Blair
to purchase the gas produced from said field, a}nd that in event
the option is exercised Elkins assigns to John C. Adams~ Company ten cents per thousand feet of the purchase price of gas delivered to Blair or his assigns. It is further agreed that in the
event of the contract between Elkins and Blair, Elkins shall be
released from any personal obligation for the indebtedness
thereby secured, and the creditor shall look solely to the provisions thereby made and the properties described, and the maturity date shall be extended to April I, I 942, but Elkins shall
have the right, nevertheless to repay the debt'or any part at any
'
time.
page 6 8

~

Under this deed of trust Elkins borrowe.d $12,000.00 represented by one note dated April 10, 1937, due April 1, 1938.
for $6,500.00 and another note dated July 1, 193 7, due April
I, 1938, for $5,500.00.
The assignment of Elkins to Bristol made May 4, I 93 7, is
made subject to notes aggregating $ r 2,000.00 secured by this
above deed of trust, but the notes are describsd in the assignment as dated April 1 o, r 9 3 7. In the assignment Bristol agrees
to pay all land rentals and other charges a.n.d obligations existing by· reason of the leases to E.lkins. However, when we come
to consideration of the corporate action of Bristol authorizing
it to become a party to the assignmeht, the resolution (Exhibit
4) recites as consideration, in addition to the stock.
page 69 ~ the assumption of "all other obligationc; of Davis
Elkins under the leases and assumption oJ "all
other obligations of Davis Elkins of -every kind and character
which have been i"ncurred by him in and about the securing of
said leases and drilling done' and drilling about to be .commenced" - but then continues, "and subject to notes aggregating twelve thousand dollars ($'I 2,000.00) secured by deed
of trust from said Elkins to Grover F. Hedges and Arthur B.
Hodges, Trustee".

In the principal agreement between Bristol and Industrial.
no reference whatsoever is made to this deed of trust lien;
but on the contrary, in paragraph 17 Bristol warrants generally
the gas sold against adverse claims. to· gas or royalties thereon.
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and proceeds to assign to Industrial the gas wells, leases, contracts, and gathering lines, with the right, under certain circumstances, to take them over and operate them, as security for the
repayment of $ I 2, ooo. oo advanced by Industrial to Bristol as
a part of that transaction. This $12,000.00 is net to be confused with the Elkins $12,000.00 ·notes to Adams Company.
However, when we come to the supplemental Agreement,
we find an agreement with reference to secunty to Industrial for
the repayment by Bristol of the cost of drilling wells which may
be drilled by Industrial thereunder. It secures the payment of
such costs by all the provisions of the principal agreement securing the $12,000.00 loaned thereunder but expressly subj-ect
and subordinate to: (a) The payment of the $12,000.00 advanced under the prmcipal agreement and (b) To
page 70 ~ the payment in full, in the manner thereinafter
provided, of the notes secured by the Hedges ~
Hodges deed of trust ''to the lien of which said deed of trust the
principal agreement and this· supplemental agreement are subject." It then proceeds to provide for payment by Industrial to
Adams Company of the full purchase price of gas due by Industrial to Bristol, until the Adams notes are paid, and assigns
to Adams Co., but subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph
(a) such purchase price. Sub-paragraph (a) is the paragraph
referred .to above as securing the repayment by Bristol to Industrial of the $12,000.00 advanced by Industrial in connection
with the principal agreement. It is not contended by anyone
that either Bristol or Industrial ever paid to Adams Co., the
price of any gas sold by reason of any of the assignm.ents o-f such
sums to Adams Company.
·
The foregoing facts have been dealt with at length because
of the matter next referred to.
On July 6, 193 9. Elkins wrote to Adams Company as follows: (Exhibit 12c).
"Ycu hold two notes of mine for $6,000.00 each, which
notes please forward to the Dominion National Bank, Bristol.
Virginia, who have been instructed to pay same, including interest due thereon.
Please advise when the notes are sent to the Dominion
National Bank."
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page-' 7 I ~ This quotation constitutes the entire text of that
letter.
Adams Company answered, correcting Elkins impression
that the notes were for $6,000.00 each and advised that it was
arranging to present the notes for collection. The notes were
sent to Dominion by an Arkansas Bank to whom they had been
pledged by Adams. The amount of the notes, with interest,
was collected and forwarded by Dominion according to the
correspondence in Exhibit I 3 sometime betw~en July Io, and
July 13, 1939.
Thereafter followed a long series of correspondence between Adams Company or its counsel and counsel for Elkins
commencing July 22, 1939, and ending June 14, 1940, seeking
to have Adams Company endorse thereon an assignment to
Elkins, which Adams Sompany refrained from doing (Exhibit
12g to 12q).
The result is that one of the contentions ·of Elkins in this
cause is that he became surety for the payment of these notes,
and is entitled to have the lien of the deed of trust kept alive to
secure the payment by Bristol to him of the ·amount of these
notes, thereby constituting him holder of a first lien.

It should .be added here that the balance of the $12,000.00
advanced by Industrial to Bristol under the principal agreement
was repaid in May 1941.
The next major ·.contention concerns the rights of Industrial to recover from Bristol the cost of drilling well No. 8
whether the amount thereof is a lien against Brispage 72 ~ tol's property, and, if so, the order of its priority.
An examination of the contracts and facts with
reference to the drillin.g of wells is therefore in order .
According to the list of wells drilled (Exhibit 11) four
wells had been completed at the date of the principal agrfement,
November 20, 193 7. The only obligation to drill imposed
upon anyone by this agreement is found in paragraph 6. Bristol agrees to drill a well on the E. D. Smith tract, comme41.cing
on or before December 15, 193 7. Exhibit 11 shows that weII
No. 5 on the E. D. Smith farm was commenced January 3,
1938, and completed April 25. 1938. The supplemental agree-
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ment dated December 13, 193 8, recites that Bristol has drilled
four producing wells; however, since five had been drilled prior
to that date according to the list, it must be concluded that one
was not considered as producing in paying quantity. The conclusion is further supported by the testimony of W. 0. Clarkson, a witness for complainant, that the figures in the supplemental agreement as to the open flow was made up from open
flow tests on No. 1 and No. 3 and the open flow results of No.
4 and No. 5 determined at the time of .completion. Apparently No. 2 was ignored in arriving at the figures used.
The supplemental agreement is primarily ccncerned with
the drilling of additional wells. Under the first paragraph
Bristol agrees to drill not exceeding four wells, one at a time,
only after gas sales show an insufficient reserve as therein defined. The second paragraph modifies the first
page 73 ~ to the extent that if Bristol· drills any two wells,
successively or otherwise, which are abandcned because gas cannot be produced therefrom in paying quantities,
Bristol shall not be required ~o drill any further wells. Under
the third paragraph, if Bristol fails to drill as required by the
first paragraph, or the event covered by the second paragraph
o.ccurs, Industrial has the right to drill wells until the four have
been ccmpleted, and to continue drilling others so long as necessary to maintain the reserve, and the right to charge Bristol
the total cost of drilling and completing every well drilled by
Industrial. Paragraph four makes the cost of any wells completed by Industrial under paragraph three, as well as all other
wells at any time drilled by it, additional advances and loans,
and provides that all the terms of paragraph 5 of the principal
agreement providing for repayment of the $12,000.00 advance
shall apply to the cost of such wells, but makes the lien for such
advances subject first, to the $12,000.00 advance and second,
subject to the debt secured by the Hedges and Hodges deed of
trust.
After the execution of the supplemental agreement, Bristol
drilled well No. 6 beginning August 7, 193 9. According to
the evidence, no one made any complaint as to the gas reserve
until after the dates of the pressure shortages of March 13, 17,
18 and 19, 194 1. The chart introduced by Clarkson shows
that tbe pressure on these dates fell far belcw the requited re-
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serve. On March 17, 1941, Industrial wrote to
page 7 4 ~ Bristol, following complaint to Industrial from
the Power Company asking Bristol to immediately
start drilling an additional well as provided in the Supplemental
Agreement (Exhibit 148). Again on May 8, 1941, Industrial wrote to Bristol enclosing a copy of a letter from the Power
Company reviewing the situation and asking what further plans
they had for augmenting the supply (Exhibit 14d ~ e). On
May 12, 1941. Bristol commenced the drilling of well No. 7.
Somewhere in Clarkson' s evidence he made the statement, in effect, that they all realized they should have two wells by
winter.
Beginning with July 23, 1941. there ensued correspondence (Exhibit 13) concerning the decision of Industrial to·
drill No. 8 while the drilling of No. 7 by Bristol was stiFl in
progress. To sum up the result of this correspondence, if Bristol did not attempt to enjoin Industrial from drilling, it still
reserved the right to deny liability for the expense thereof. and
Industrial determined to proceed .with drilling without prejudice to any claim of Bristol regarding liability therefor, and
without prejudice to Bristol by reason of any failure to enjoin.
The tenor of the correspondence is that ultimate liability would
be determined at some indefinite future time.
After the completion of No. 7 by Bristol, Industrial pursuant to letter of Oct. 20, 1941, to Bristol (Exhibit 13g).
commenced withholding all payments due by it for gas, to be
applied against the cost of No. 8. Thereupon, Bristol by letter
of November 24. 194 I, (Exhibit 13j) gave notice
page 75 r to Industrial of intention to cancel the contract
under clause 13 of the principal agreement, unless
payments then due were made within the fifteen day period.
Within this period, to.:.wit: on November 29, 1941, this suit
was commenced.
· · These fatts cover the se.cond and third contentions of complainant; namely. that it is not liable for the cost of drilling
well No. 8, and that the contract between Bristol and Industrial
has been effectually terminated.
There are other facts not included in the above outline.
which will be referred to at the proper time.
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It is the opinion of the court: ( 1) that the $12,000.00
Adams notes have been paid by Bristol, and the lien of the
Hedges and Hodges deed of trust discharged; ( 2) that Industrial
has a lien for the repayment of the cost of drilling Well No. 8,
and that the monthly payments for gas, after paying over to
Bristol the "aggregate amount of lease rentals, taxes and operating labor and repairs" may be retained by Industrial and applies to the repayment of such cost, as provided by Paragraph 5
of the principal agreement and paragraph 4 of the supplemental
agreement, such deductions to commence with the payment due
January 2 I. 1942; ( 3) that the contracts between Bristol and
Industrial are still subsisting and binding obligations between
the parties; and that any sale under the deed of trust from Bristol to D. T. Stant, Trustee, dated May 31, 1941, must be made
subject to the interests acquired by Industrial under its contracts with Bristol.
page 75-a

r

The reasons for these conclusions will now be
outlined.

Elkins contends that he is purchased of the Adams
notes and entitled to subrogation to the lien securing them. It
is true that he immediately evidenced his intention to so claim
by requesting a written assignment from Adams Company.
However, the right to subrogate flows from the acts of the parties interested and the circumstances of a transaction. and not
from something written afterward. The assignment, if given as
requested, would have added nothing to the right, if any, existing in favor of Elkins as a result of the payment. On the other
hand, Industrial claims that the notes were discharged when
paid by Elkins, and that the doctrine of subrogation cannot be
invoked because the circumstances here are such that Elkins and
Bristol are one and the same and payment by Elkins was payment by Bristol.
As the court views the matter, there are at least

page 76

r three theories upon which the notes must be treated

as paid and the lien securing them discharged, that
is, as between complainant and Industrial. The notes were,
under the facts, actually paid and discharged by Elkins. Cmsen v. Brandt, 97 Va. 1. Then the question arises as to whether
Elkins is entitled, in equity, to have the lien kept alive, and
be subrogated to the rights of Adams Co. The court is of
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opinion that he is not so entitled; first, because by the .conduct
of Elkins, Industrial has. been led to believe Elkins, himself,
treated the lien as discharged, and changed its positio!1 upon the
strength of that conduct; second, the evidence clearly demonstrates that Bristol is a mere business conduit of Elkins, for his
convenience, his alter ego, as a consequence of which this court
will disregard the corporate entity of Bristol for the purposes
of this transaction, holding that payment by Elkins was payment by Bristol. The third theory is vital, not only in its bearig upon the other two theories, but also because it appears, independently to be conclusive of the question. "The documentary evidence in the case shows that even though Elkins may
have become the owner of the notes, and under .circumstances
entitling him to subrogation, Bristol has settled the amount due
Elkins. The assignment (Exhibit 5) from Elkins to BristoL
and the corporate minutes of Bristol approving the same (Exhibit 4) show that all of the assets of the gas development were
sold by Elkins to Bristol in exchange for 5 oo shares of its
stock. The ledger sheets of the account between
page 77 ~ Elkins and Bristol (Exhibit 1 5) show that Bristol
credited Elkins with $80,818.oo for the assets,
but when it enters the charge against him for the stock, it only
charges him with $50,000.00. The two entries must balance.
Since there is a difference of $30,818.oo then all of the debit
balances against Bristol at the end of ea.ch year should be decreased by $30,818.00. The result would be that as of February 28, 1941 (the last entry on the sheet) Bristol would have
a credit balance of $1,162.04. Since the amount of lhe Adams
notes with interest, $12,145.99, has been credited to Elkins
in this account as of June 22, 1939, any supposed indebtedness
of Bristol to Elkins thereon has been paid. This ended for all
time any indebtedness upon these notes, certainly as between
Elkins and Industrial. This is positively demonstrated from
Bristol's own records, regardless cf whether Bristol is willing
to assert the defense against its ''lord and master'' Elkins.
Let us now consider the right of Industrial to assert a lien
for the cost of drilling Well No. 8. After the gas fell below
the required pressure, Industrial requested additional drilling.
as a result of which Bristol began Well No. 7 on May 12, 1941.
While this was in progress, Industrial demanded a further well.
Bristol .correctly relied upon its contract right to refrain from
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drilling more than one well at a time. However, all conceded
the necessity of a well in addition to No. 7. Thereupon I>n.dustrial commenced drilling No. 8 making no demand for payment of the cost thereof until Bristol completed
page 7 8 r No. 7. Thereupon Industrial commenced drilling
No. 8 making no demand for payment of the cost
thereof until Bristol completed No. 7. Immediately following
its completion on Oct. 13, 1941, Industrial by letter of Oct.
20, 1941, (Exhibit 13g) commenced withholding payments
for gas, beginning with the payment due Oct. 20, for September
sales. Following the drilling well No. 7, it was the duty of
Bristol to drill No. 8 or Industrial might proceed to do so at
the expense of Bristol, since No. 7 did not materially improve
the pressure. In other words, No. 8 must ultimately have been
drilled at the exp(~se of Bristol, so that the only proper' complaint on the part of Bristol is as to the date when it should
commence to be so burdened. If Industrial had waited for Bristol to do the drilling, the burden would not have commented
until Bristol had had sufficient time following the completion of
No. 7 to move the equipment to No. 8. There is no exact evidence as to what would have been a reasonable time, unless we
consider that No. 7 was requested on March 1 7, 194 I ( exhibit
14b) and commenced May 12, 1941, nearly sixty days. Surely allowance of that length of time would be adequate. Then
No. 8 would at least have been commenced during the first half
of December I 941. Thereafter, operating under the terms of
paragraph 5 of the principal agreement, Bristol would have, on
January 15, 1942, furnished Industrial an itemized statement
of the amount payable by Bristol for lease rentals. taxes and
operating labor and repairs during the month of December
1941. and Industrial would have on January 20, 1 942, paid
this amount on gas purchased during December
page 79 r I 94 I and applied the balance to the cost of drilling. Consequently the .court will, as nearly as possible, place the parties where they would have been if No. 8 had
not been drilled out of turn. Accordingly it is the judgment
of the court that Industrlai pay to Bristol all sums due for gas
purchased during the months of September, October and November 194 r, that Bristol furnish to Industrial the lists of expcfoditures as required by paragraph 5 of the principal agreement beginning with the month of December 1941, and that In-
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dustrial pay to Bristol the amount of such expenditures beginning with December 194 I (payable January 20, 1942) and
retain the balance of the monthly amount payable for gas and
credit the same upon the cost of drilling well No. 8 and continue
so paying the monthly expenses and retaining the balance until
it has thus recovered the cost of well No. 8.
The court is of opinion that it would be inequitable to declare the contract between Bristol and Ind~strial cancelled, for
a bona fide dispute existed between the parties as to their rights
and duties with regard to the cost of drilling Well No. 8, and
with regard to the consequent rights and duties as to payments
for gas. Further, this suit was instituted before the cancellation notice became effe.ctive, thus submitting to the court for
determination all the issues between the parties. Industrial
did not wilfully refuse to pay, but withheld funds available for
payment, under a claim of right thereto. The effect of the cancellation notice should abide the conduct of Industrial in paying
the· sums adjudged to be due by it herein.
Complainant prays a sale of the property to satisfy
page 80 ~ the indebtedness due him under the deed of trust
from Bristol to D. T. Stant, Trustee, dated May
3 1, 1941. The notes listed under (a) in the deed of trust appear to correspond as to dates and amounts with certain entries
as credits to the account of Elkins -in Exhibit 1 5. If so, then
the additional debit against Elkins already referred to in this
opi1nion resulting from the purchase of assets in . exchange for
stock created a credit balance in favor of Bristol against Elkins
as of February 28, 1941, in the amount of $1,162.04; the result of which would be payment of the items listed in (a) of the
deed of trust. At all events, an accounting of liens will be
necessary before a sale is decreed.. Su.ch sale, if had, will be subject to all rights a(n.d interests acquired by Industrial under the
principal and supplemental agreements.
The court is of opinion that the costs thus far accrued
should be awarded against the defendant, Industrial Gas Corporation.
In reaching a decision, the court has .not cited any authorities as the facts were foreign to any usual pattern.
Let a decree be entered in accordance with the foregoing
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views, and the cause be continued for further proceedings.
June 5, 1942.
JOS. L. CANTWELL, JR.,
Judge.
page 81 ~

DECREE
Entered June 5, 1942.

Davis Elkins
vs.

Bristol Natural Gas Corporation and
Industrial Gas Corporation
This cause heretofore came on to be heard upon the complainant's bill, upon the amended and supplemeintal bill filed
December 3 1, 1941, upon the answer of Bristol Natural Gas
Corporation, upon the joint notice of application for temporary
injun.ction filed by complainant and the defendant Bristol
Natural Gas Corporation, upon the second amended and supplemental bill filed February Io, 1942, upon the answer of
East Tennessee Light and Power Co. to all of the bills, upon the
answer and cross-bill of Industrial Gas Corporation to all of the
bills and to the answer of Bristol Natural Gas Corporation, and
upon the joint and separate answer of Davis Elkins and Bristol
Natural Gas Corporation to the cross-bill and upon due replication to all the answers, and upon the evidence heretofore heard
are tenus and exhibits filed therewith and was argued by counsel for the parties.
Thereupon the court not being advised, took time to consider, and now having maturely considered the cause doth adjudge and decree as follows, for reasons stated in writing and
hereby made a part of the record:
That the indebtedness secured by the deed of trust
from Davis Elkins to Hedges and Hodges. Trustees.
dated April Io, I 93 7, has been fully paid so far as
the rights of Industrial Gas Corporation are .concerned, and the
lien of said deed of trust is discharged.

page 82

~

That Industrial Gas Corporation has a lien under the principal agreement and supplemental agreement between it and
Bristol Natural Gas Corporation, for the repayment of the
cost of drilling and completing Well No. 8 prior in order to the
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lien of the deed of trust from Bristol Natural Gas Corporation to
D. T. Stant, Trustee, dated May 31, 1941, and that the monthly payments for gas purchased by Industrial Gas Corporation
from Bristol Natural Gas Corporation, after paying over to the
latter the "aggregate amount of lease rentals, taxes and operating
labor and repairs" may be retained by Industrial Gas Corporation and applied to the repayment of such cost, as provided by
Paragraph 5 of the principal agreement and paragraph 4 of the
supplemental agreement, such deductions to commence with the
payment due January 20, 1942 for gas purchased during the
month of December 1941. Accordingly, it is adjudged that
Bristol Natural Gas Corporation recover of Industrial Gas Corporation, the sum of $2,764.50, being the amount due for
gas purchased during the months of September, October and
November, 1941, with interest on $704.50 thereof from Oct.
20, 1941, on $858.60 thereof from Nov. 20, 1941, and on
$1201.40 the balance thereof from Dec .. 20, 1941,
page 83 ~ and that upon the furnishing by Bristol Natural
Gas Corporation to Industrial Gas Corporation of
the list of expenditures by the former, beginning with the month
of December 1941, for lease rentals, taxes and operating labor
and repairs, Industrial Gas Corporation pay to Bristol Natural
Gas Corporation the amount of such expenditures, to the limit
of the amount of gas purchased within such month, beginning
with the payment due January 20, 1942, to and including
the amount due May 20, 1 942, and retain the balance of the
monthly amount, if any, payable fer gas and credit the same
upon the .cost of drilling Well No. 8 and that Industrial Gas
Corporation continue so paying such monthly expenses and retaining the balance until it has thus recovered the cost of Well
No. 8.
It is further adjudged and decreed that the principal agreement dated November 29, 193 7, and the supplemental agreement dated December 13, 1938, between Bristol Natural Gas
Corporation and Industrial Gas Corporation are subsisting and
binding obligations between the parties.
The court doth further adjudge and decree that the lien
of the deed of trust from Bristol Natural Gas Corporation to
D. T. Stant, Trustee, dated May 31, 1941. is subordinate and
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subject to all rights and interests acquired by Industrial Gas Corporation under the principal and supplemental agreements.
page 84

r

The foregoing in.eludes a response to the prayer in
the pleadings for a decree declaratory of the rights
of the parteis.

The injunction prayed for is denied.
The parties not desiring a reference at this time, and having expressed their desire to ascertain whether they can agree
upon the cost of Well No. 8, an accounting is not directed at
this time.
It is adjudged that complainant and defendants Bristol
Natural Gas Corporation and East Tennessee light and Power
Co., recover of defendant Industrial Gas Corporation. the costs
of the cause thus far accrued.
To all of the action of the court as embodied herein, the
complainant, and the defendant Bristol Natural Gas Corporation by counsel, duly excepted, and signified their intention to
apply for an appeal herein to the Supreme Court of Appeals.
And this cause is continued.
page 85

r Virginia:
In the Corporation Court for the City of Bristol.

Davis Elkins,

Complainant
IN CHANCERY

vs.

Bristol Natural Gas Corporation, and
Industrial Gas Corporation,

Defendants.

The following evidence on behalf of the Complainant and
Defendants, respectfully, together with the rulings thereon, and
original exhibits identified by the Judge, as hereinafter denoted,
is all of the oral evidence that was introduced and proceedings
had, on the trial of this case on April 1, 1942:
APPEARANCES:
D. T. Stant, Esq., of Bristol, Virginia,
Counsel for Complainant.
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Frank R. Hurlbutt, Esq., of New York City,
Geo. M. Warren, Esq., of Bristol, Virginia,
H. E. Widener, Esq., of Bristol, Virginia.

page 8 6 ~ By the Court:
Are you gentlemen ready to proceed?
By Mr. Stant:
Yes, sir. If the Court please, I think it will be appropriate
to state that we have had sort of a pre-trial conference among
the attorneys, not with the Court, with a view of getting these
various exhibits in evidence, and hope they will be better understood by the .court as it considers the case. It is difficult without some consideration to state which of them would be introduced properly on behalf of Elkins as complainant, and which
on behalf of the Bristol Company as a defendant; so I shall
speak of these indistriminately in introducing them and ask
the Court to consider such of them as apply to Sen. Elkins'
claim and what Elkins has to prove as introduced in support of
his allegations, and the same thing, naturally, to Bristol. Of
course there is only one defendant, so that doesn't arise in its
case.
The exhibits we will introduce are originals where we
found we had them, in one or two cases .copies certified by the
court clerk, and in a few cases carbon copies where we couldn't
find the originals. But in all of these cases we have
page 87 ~ agreed that thes~. ~ay be treated as though they
were originals, and that it shall not be necessary
to call a witness to introduce or identify any of these exhibits.
Is there anything else, Mr. Widener?
By Mr. Widener:
Of course the exhibits to be introduced by Industrial before the hearing is over, or as the hearing proceeds, will be identified as Industrial' s exhibits.
As I understand it also objections to any particular exhibit by any party may be made for any reason as the matter
proceeds.
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By the Court:
Do you propose to identify the exhibits in the record, Mr.
Stant?
By Mr. Stant:
That is correct:

If the Court please, under the above statement as to exhibits, we introduce the following:
Exhibit No. 1-Certified copy of Agreement of November 29, 1937, between Bristol and Industrial.
Exhibit No. 2-Certified copy of Supplemental Agreement between the same parties, dated December 13, 1938.
Exhibit No. 3-Certified .copy of Deed of Trust
page 88 ~ from Elkins to Hedges and Hodges, Trustees, dated
April 10, 1937.
Exhibit No. 3A-Two original notes of Davis Elkins secured by Hedges and Hodges deed of trust, and described therein, one for $5,500.00 and the other for $6,500.00, with endosement on the back of each, and the envelope in which they
were produced here by Mr. Burk.
Exhibit No. 4-0riginal minutes of first meeting of Directors of Bristol, April 20, 193 7.
Exhibit No. 5-0riginal Agreement and Assignment, dated
May 4, 193 7, Elkins and Wife to Bristol.
Exhibit No. 6-0riginal Minutes called meeting of Directors of Bristol, May 19, 1941.
Exhibit No. 7-0riginal Minutes called meeting of
Stockholders of Bristol, May 30, 1941.
Exhibit No. 8-0riginal Deed of Trust dated May 3 1,
1941, between Bristol and Stant, Trustee.
Exhibit No. 9-0riginal Demand, Elkins to Bristol. dated
November 1, I 94 I, with receipt acknowledged thereon by
Bristol.
Exhibit No. 1 a-Statement of Gas Sales having thereon
the signature of W. 0. Clarkson.
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Exhibit No. 1 1-Statement showing location of
I to 8, both inclusive, with beginning and
completion date of each well, having the signature
thereon of W. 0. Clarkson.

page 89

r Wells

Exhibit No. r 2-Certain papers and original letters.
fastened together, as follows:
r 2-A-Original Assignment Natural Gas Investment
Company, formerly John C. Adams~ Company, Incorporated,
of Delaware, to the Merchants National Bank of Ft. Smith.
Arkansas, dated October 27, 19·38.
12-B-Certificate dated October 27, 1938, addressed to
said Bank, quoting copy of resolution of that date passed by
Directors of Natural Gas Investment Company.
12-C-Original letter, Elkins to John C. Adams and Company, July 6, 1939. (Defendant Industrial's Exhibit.)
r 2-D-Letter from Natural G,as Investment Company to
Elkins, July 7, r 939. (Defendant lndustrial's Exhibit. )
r 2-E-Original letter The Merchants National Bank to
Dominion National Bank of Bristol, July r o, r 93 9.
r 2-F-Carbon .copy of letter, Dominion Bank to Guaranty
Trust Company of New York, July 13, 1939.
r 2-G-Original letter, Stant to Adams, July 22,

I

939.

r 2-H-Original letter, Adams to Stant, July ~4. 1939.
r 2-I-Original letter, Stant to Adams, July 3 r, 1939.
12-J-Original letter, Stant to Adams, September 23,
1939.
12-K-Original letter, Stant to Adams, December
page 90 ~ 8, r 939.
I
I2,

2-L-Original letter, Adams to Stant, December

1939.

I 2-M-Carbon copy of letter, Adams to Elkins, February
6, 1940.

r 2-N-Original letter. Adams to Elkins, February 26,
1940.
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2-0--0riginal letter, Stant to Adams, March 5, 1940.

r 2-P-Original letter, Stant to Adams, May 3 o,

I

940.

r 2-Q-Original letter, Natural Gas Investment Company
to Stant, June r 4, I 940.
By Mr. Widener:
Industrial objects to the introduction of the foregoing ~orrespondence contained in the batch of letters, Exhibit No. 12,
because immaterial to the issues in the case.
By Mr. Stant:
Exhibit No. 1 3-A batch of correspondence fastened together, generally covering Well No. 8.
By Mr. Widener:
Without detailing the objection to each letter that might be
contained in that batch as offered by the Complainant, or by
Bristol, Industrial objects to the batch of correspondence so offered insofar as it would tend to vary the original
page 9 1 ~ contract and the supplemental contract heretpfore
exhibited in evidence. Industrial introduces whatever the batch of letters may contain of the correspondence for
the purpose of contradicting letters of the plaintiff and Bristol
which may be admissible-without prejudice, of course, to the
original objection.
By the Court:
As I understand your original agreement, as stated at the
beginning, is that these exhibits are to be read into the record.
subject to any objection that any party may want to make, to be
ruled upon later in adjudicating the merits?
By Mr. Stant:
That is right.
By Mr. Widener:

That is right.

We just want the record to show that ob-
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jection. The statement just made by counsel for Industrial applies to batch No. 13.
By the Court:
As I understand it, the objection just made is in connection with letters about to be introduced in connection with Well
No. 8?
By Mr. Widener:
That is correct.
page 92 ~ By Mr. Stant:
13-A-Original letter, Industrial to Bristol, June
13, 1941.
13-B-Original letter, Bristol to Industrial, July 3, 1941.
13-C-Original letter, Industrial to Bristol. July 16,
I

94 I.

·

13-U-Carbon copy of an unsigned letter, Bristol to Industrial,. which was not mailed, July 24, 1941.
By Mr. Widener:
This unsigned letter is objected to because wholly immaterial and incompetent. It is an attempt to vary the meaning
of the letter and the spirit of the original and supplemental
written agreements heretofore introduced. This same objection
applies to all of the correspondence tending to show, or offered
for the purpose of attempting to show, ·a variance from the
original agreement, and we do not waive these objections in
offering to introduce for Industrial its correspondence with reference to the same subject.
By Mr. Stant:
13~E-Original letter, Bristol to Industrial, July 29.
1941.
13-F-Original letter, Industrial to Bristol August 16.,
1941.
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13-G-Original letter, Industrial to Bristol, Octo-

page 93

r ber 20,

I

94 I.

13-H-Original letter, Stant to Hurlbutt, October
23, 1941.
13-I-Original letter, Hurlbutt t~ Stant, November 19,
1941.

13-J-Original registered letter, Bristol to Industrial, November 24, 1941, being cancellation notice.
13-K-Original letter, Stant to Hurlbutt, November 25,
1941.
13-L-Carbon copy of letter, Industrial to Bristol,
December 8, 194 r. (Industrial' s Exhibit.)
r 3-M-Original letter, Industrial, by Hurlbutt, to Stant,
February Ir, 1942. (lndustrial's Exhibit.)
13-N-Carbon copy of letter, Stant to Hurlbutt, February r 6, I 942. (Industrial's Exhibit.)
By Mr. Stant:
Elkins and Bristol take the view that Industrial' s Exhibits
13-L. 13-M. and 1'3-N, can serve no useful purpose as evidence
because written after all rights had accrued, and after the institution of this suit. and particularly after the co,ntracts had
been cancelled. If we are correct in our position, .particularly
is this true of the February letters r 3 -M and 1 3 -N.
page 94 ~ By Mr. Stant:
Exhibit No. r 4-A batch of correspondence, marked
in pencil at the top: Re: Well No. 7.
By Mr. Widener:
The letters and correspondence offered as Exhibit No. r 4
in regard to Well No. 7 are objected to as immaterial to the .
issues in this .case, and such as may be introduced by Industrial
are introduced without waiving our objections to the remaining correspondence.
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By Mr. Stant:
14-A-Copy of letter, Power Company to Industrial,
March 14, 1941.
14-B-Original letter, Industrial to Bristol, March 17,
1941.
14-C-Copy of letter, Power Company to Industrial,
March 20, 1941.
14-D-Signed copy of letter, Industrial to Bristol, May 8,
1941.
14-E-Copy of letter, Pow·er Company to Industrial,
April 29, 1941.
14-F-Copy of letter, Power Company to Indu~trial, February r 7, 1942.
By Mr. Widener:
The letter just mentioned of February 1 7, 1942, being
Exhibit 14-F, from the Power Company to Industrial, is objected to for the further reason that it was written
page 9 5 t long after all the rights between the plaintiff and
the two original defendants had accrued, and after
the institution of the suit, and effects rights, if any, other than
between Complainant Bristol and Industrial.
By Mr. Stant:
In response, we say that the letter is material when considered in conne.ction with the original and supplemental contracts between Bristol and Industrial, and for other reasons as
is shows the Power Company and Industrial agreed to treat
Wells Nos. 7 and 8 as unproductive, and therefore that Industrial has no further obligation to the Power Company as to
drilling. If Industrial has none to the Power Company, Bristol
has none to Industrial.
By Mr. Widener:
Of course one reply to that, among others, is that Bristol's
duties to Industrial would not be affected by the letters so introduced, and there is no privity between Bristol and the Power
Company-that is contractually.
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T. Frank Burk
By Mr. Stant:
We are ready, then, to have Mr. Burk and Mr. Clarkson
sworn.
NOTE: The witnesses were sworn by the Clerk.
page 96 r By Mr. Stant:
Perhaps I should state in the record here as to this
oral evidence, it is offered as I say, indiscriminately, as I attempted to explain with referen.ce to the exhibits, whatever applies to the indebtedness asserted by Senator Elkins is offered
for that purpose, and whatever applies to the rights of Bristol
is intended to be offered for that purpose also.

By Mr. Warren:
I take it that it goes in for any purpose affecting the mind
of the court.

By the Court:
I understand what he means. You might say ycu are presenting the theory of both the complainant and the defendant
Bristol by the same witnesses, and without discrimination as to
the person on whose behalf he is undertaking to speak. Naturally the evidence would be interpreted in accordanc with what
it shows, regardless of whom it may affect, as in all other instances.
You may proceed with the evidence.
page 97 ~ T. FRANK BURK the first witness, being first
duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION

By Mr. Stant:
Q. 1 Mr. Burk, what is your residence and your business,
and with what companies, or interests, are you employed or affiliated?
A. My residence is Morgantown, West Virginia. I am
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T. Frank .Burk
vice-president of the National Fuel Company, the greater part
of which is owned by Senator Elkins. I also act as attorney in
fact, in other words handle the records and money of Davis
Elkins, Trustee, which operates a number of oil and gas wells
in Roan County, West Virginia. I am also president and treasurer of the Bristol Natural Gas Corporation.
Q. 2 Do you keep the books and records of Bristol at
Morgantown?
A. I do.
Q. 3 Who owns all the issued and outstanding shares
of stock of Bristol?
A. Davis Elkins.
Q. 4 At the time of the assignment on May 4, 1937,
Exhibit No. 5, and the corporate meeting of Bristol held before that time in which this assignment was referred to and
stock was to be issued, when you issued those shares
page 98 ~ to Senator Elkins, what did you do with it on his
accounts? How did you handle it on your books?
A. His account was charged with $50,000, being as wa~
then interpreted the value of the 500 shares of stock of the Bristol Natural Gas Corp.oration that was given to him as per the
minutes. That was applied as against his account representing
advances made by him.
Q. 5 . I take it you mean by his account the one showing
advances made for this Virginia drilling prior to the incorporation of the company?
A. That is right.
Q. 6 Mr. Burk, it appears that these Adams notes, as
I will .call them, for $5,500 and $6,500, Exhibit 3-A, were
paid by Senator Elkin~ at th~ Dominion National Bank on
J:uly 13., 1.939; Jp~y, as we know, are signed by Senator Elkins,
and they are dealt with in the assignment mentioned between
him and the corporation. How did you handle that indebtedness, beginning with the time Elkins paid off these notes
through the Dominion Bank with his personal funds, how did
you handle them on your corporation books?
A. I would like to go backBy Mr. Widener:
Objection is made to this testimony and to this line
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T. Frank Burk
page 99

r of testimony

because the dealings between Senator
Elkin~ and his company, Bristol, would not affect
the rights of the defendant Industrial.

By the Court:
Let him answer, subject to the objection.
my ruling on the objection.

I will reserve

Q. 7 Just answer it in your own way.
A. At or about the time these notes were issued they were
entered on the company's books as an obligation of the corporation, that is the Bristol Natural Gas Corporation, and was
entered in the account termed ''Notes Payable" of value of
$ I 2,000. In other words, that is as we termed it at that time
Note No. I. When these notes were paid by Senator Elkins
they were taken out of that, $ I 2, ooo was taken out· of the notes
payable account and credited to his account as an advance to the
corporation because he paid for the corporation these two notes,
and it was.entered on the books as $12,000 plus $145.99 worth
of interest that he paid at the time he paid these notes.
By Mr. Widener:
The answer is objected to and we move to strike it because
it is not responsive to the question.
By the Court:
page

I 00

Let him answer subject to the objection and the
to remain in subject to the objection.

r answer is allowed

Q. 8 Did you bring, at what you understood to be the
request of Industrial, your original ledger sheets showing this
transaction you have just mentioned, and did you on yesterday
exhibit them to counsel for Industrial?
A. I brought with me my ledger sheet of the account with
Davis Elkins, which showed his advances and also showed this
particular transaction. They were shown to .counsel on the
other side yesterday ·afternoon.
Q. 9 Now, Mr. Burk, there has been exhibited certain
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correspondence under Exhibit 1 2 with reference to the time this
note was paid and your request, on behalf of Senator Elkins,
for a certain endorsement on it from Mr. Adams. Following
the return of these notes by Industrial on June 14, 1940, without the requested endorsement, will you state whether in respons to a suggestion of Senator Elkins' counsel, that you as
treasurer of Bristol made the endorsement which appears on
the back of each of these notes, these Adams notes?
By Mr. Widener:
We object to that because Industrial was not a party to the
transaction, it being a private transaction between Elkins and
Bristol.
page

IO I

t

By the Court:

Naturally the evidence wouldn't bind Industrial
unless it was a party to it in some way, but if it is admissible as
evidence of the transaction between Bristol and Elkins, of course
it would be admissible for that purpose. That is the only way I
can see to handle it at this time is to allow him to answer subject to the objection.
By Mr. Widener:
Of course our objection went to the point that it wasn't
binding on Industrial.
May we say, for the purpose of saving time, that when an
obje.ction is made. unless the court wants to make comment on
it, that it will be taken subject to the objection without asking
for a ruling?
By the Court:
Yes, sir.
By Mr. Stant:
I might add on behalf of Elkins we conceive it to be our
problem to establish this as a primary indebtedness against Bristol. and that is the purpose of this type of evidence.
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By the Court:
Certainly this evidence might be proper as between complainant and one of the defendants, and not binding upon the
other. The only thing I can do is allow you all
page r 02 ~ to register your objections and take them into consideration in adjudicating the merits.
A. I made the endorsement on these two notes in this
manner and at the suggestion of the attorney for Mr. Elkins.
The endorsements on the notes were made shortly after the return of the notes on June 14, 1940.
Q. 1 o Now, Mr. Burk, as far as Bristol and Elkins are
concerned, have these Adams notes ever been paid by Bristol
the way you have carried them on your re.cords?
A. They have never been paid. They represent an advance made by the Senator to the company, and the company
has never reimbursed him for it.
Q. r r In order that I may not overlook it. I will ask
you now whether or not these Adams $12,000 notes constitute
any part of the twenty-five thousand and more dollars secured
by the 1941 Deed of Trust of Bristol to Elkins, or are these
notes in addition to that amount?
A. Those notes are shown in that deed of trust as an
independent item. There were other advances besides that
sum. In other .words, this $12,000 is not combined with any
other advances.
Q. 12 So, therefore, it is in addition, as far as
page 103 } Bristol is concerned, to those items described in the
deed of trust?
A. Yes, sir, in addition to those separate items described
in the deed of trust as advances.
Q. 13 Coming down now to this May 3 1, 1941, deed
of trust which lists various notes. Will you state generally
whether .all of those notes described in here, including the open
.account on the J. W. Hunsucker well ad~ances, are yet unpaid
by Bristol?
A. None of these obligations, or amounts represented in
this deed of trust have been reii:n,bursed by the company to
Senator Elkins.
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Q. 14 Who holds those notes and obligations?
A. Outside of these two notes here, all of these other
·notes represented as given ·to Senator Elkins are in his possession.
By Mr. Widener:
Of course it is understood that our objection as to the
binding effect of any of these transactions are not binding on
Industrial, and any questions involving that question are objected to.
By the Court:
Yes, sir.
By Mr. Stant:
Again I say we are just proving our indebtedness.
page

I

04 ~ The court will have to decide the priority.

By Mr. Warren:
Industrial waives the production of the notes set forth
in the deed of trust of May 3 i, 1941, a.nd admits the genuineness of the description ·set forth therein.

Q. 1 5 I have one other question on that, Mr. Burk.
These notes we are just talking about, will you state whether or
not they were exeq.1t~d at __the time of the advancs, executed
and delivered, that is at the time o.f the various dates mentioned
in here?
A. They were, at or about those dates.
Q. 16 In your own language, what did they represent?
They were advances by Senator Elkins, you said, but what was
the money used for?
A. The money was used principally for the drilling of the
wells and meeting general expenses, as we had no receipts at all
until the second $12,000 note was paid through the sales of ga,s.
After that date, which was along in May of last year, we
thought we began to receive money, but before that date we
received nothing and had no income at all other than throurgh
advances from Senator Elkins.
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Q. 1 7 Mr. Burk, as I understand the matter, the
· page i 05 ~ $12,000 advanced Bristol by Industrial under the
November, 193 7, agreement was repaid to Industrial from time to time and finally paid out in May, 194 I?
A. That is .correct.
Q. 18 And after May, 1941, and until the gas check was
stopped in the fall of 1941, during that short time you did
get actual money income from the gas sold from Industrial?
A. That is right.
Q. 19 With that one exception did Bristol from its incorporation to now ever have any income whatever except
moneys advanced by Senator Elkins-I say with the exception
of the $12,000?
By Mr. Widener:
Of course we consider that immaterial as far as Industrial
is .concerned?
.By Mr. Stant:
I don't think you have to repeat that objecti~n each time..
A~ Senator Elkins advanced us money at that time, and
that was the only source, except we made two loans at the
Dominion National Bank here in Bristol.
Q. 20 That is the $12,000 he endorsed?
A. Yes, he endorsed. it.
Q. 2 1 The deed of trust of May, I 941, also secured certain advancements as described in the paper, which might be
made for the purpose of drilling. on the J. W.
page 106 ~ Hunsucker land, that is Well No. 7, up to $10,000 .. and somewhere in here it has been stated, or
furnished by you. that those advancements actually amounted
to $7,778.89. Will you tell us whether that figure I gave you
is .correct or not?
A. Yes,. that is correct at that date.
Q. 22 Have those advances been repaid to Elkins?
A. They have not.
Q. 23 There is also secured a thirty-day note of Bristol
in the same deed of Trust, dated May 3 1, I 941, payable to
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Elkins for $9,633.0 r, with six percent interest from its date.
Why was that note given, or why was that amount put into the
form of a note at that time, and state whether it has been paid,
or anything paid on it?
A. That was the aggregate total of certain advances between certain dates for which at the time the advances were
made no separate notes were given.
Q. 24 Do you recall whether those notes followed the
giving of the demand notes-I mean whether those amounts followed the giving of the demand notes in dates?
A. They do; and then one note was given for all that.
and that has not been paid or returned to the Senator in any
way.
Q. 25 There has been introduced a cancellation
page r 07 ~ notice of Bristol to Industrial, dated November
24, r 94 1, with your signature as president. Will
you state whether that was mailed on that day by registered mail
to Industrial at Bristol?
A. It was.
Q. 26 With reference to those Adams notes which were
paid in July, r 939, and which Elkins claims Bristol was primarily liable for, was Bristol able to pay those notes at their
maturity in 1938, or at any time thereafter, except or unless
it did it from borrowed money or money advanced?
By Mr. Widener:
This question is objected to because it is contrary to the
terms of the written agreement, and especially the supplemental
agreement. It doesn't matter to Industrial at this stage as to
whether or not Bristol was able to pay the notes, as indicated
·
in the question.
By the Court:
The objection is overruled. As I understand it the purpose
of this evidence is to show the true status of the account between
the complainant and the defendant Bristol under the .alleged
lien or liens.
A. It is true the Bristol Natural Gas was never able from
its own funds to pay the two notes in question.
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CROSS EXAMINATION

By Mr. Widener:

X. I Referring to Exhibit 4, Mr. Burk, which is the
minutes of the first meeting of the directors o.f Bristol Natural
Gas Corporation of April 20, I 93 7, I will ask you whether or
not you are familiar with all the minute books and records of
the Bristol Natural Gas Corporation?
A. Yes, sir, I am.
X. 2 Are these the only minutes of that corporation
referring to the original assignment of May 4th, as well as to
the obligations mentioned in the minutes?
A. I believe that is the only minute that has reference to
that.
X. 3 Either of the directors or stockholders-confine
your answer to the assignment.
A. That is right.
X. 4 Are there any other minutes of either the directors
or stockholders referring to the deed of trust, the Hodges and
Hedges deed of trust of April Io, 193 7, which is Exhibit No. 3?
A. There is none.
X. 5 Now with reference to Exhibits Nos. 6
page I 09 r and 7, Exhibit 6 being the minutes of the called
meeting of the directors of Bristol Natural Gas
Corporation of May I 9, I 94 I, and the minutes of the called
meeting of the stockholders of Bristol Natural Gas Corporation
held May 3 o, I 941, which is Exhibit No. 7, are there any other
minutes of the corporation pertaining to the obligations secured
by the deed of trust, Exhibit No. 8?
A. There is none.
X. 6 Those are the only minutes affecting that deed of
trust, which is the second deed of trust?
A. There is none other.
X. 7 Now, Mr. Burk. as I understand it, Senator
Elkins owned all of the stock of the Bristol company?
A. That is right.
X. 8 And all of the policies of the company, its contracts and transactions, are absolutely controlled and dominated by him?
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A. That is right.
X. 9 You were the president of the corporation when
the instruments which have been introduced here were executed?
A. I have been president of the company just during the
past year, in other words since March of last year, I believe the
date-March 26, 1941.
page r Io ~ X. r o Who preceded you as president?
A. Davis Elkins.
X. 11 He was always president until the time you became president?
A. Y se, sir, up until that time.
X. 1 2 You are an employee of Senator Elkins in your
capacity?
A. Yes, sir. I have been treasurer of this corporation
since it was started.
X. r 3 And all of that was at the will of the Senator?
A. Yes.
X. 14 Do you know of any written contracts of any
kind or character between Senator Elkins and the Bristol corporation?
A. There are no other contracts except what has been
shown here that I know of.
X. 1 5 His own personal wishes and desires, as far as
Bristol is concerned, are the controlling influen.ce on the acts
of the Bristol Company?
A. Yes.
X. 1 6 I mean his personal wishes and desires?
A. Yes.
page I 1 1 ~ X. r 7 The corporation can do nothing without
him?
.,
By Mr. Stant:
Isn't that a matter oflaw, your Honor? Isn't that a matter
of law as to what a majority or sole stockholder can do? What
is the use of getting Mr. Burk' st ideas on that?
By the Court:
Overrule the objection.
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X. 18 I will ask another question on that. You have no
discretion or authority on any matters other than what Senator
Elkins gives you personally?
A. I don't know that I have.
X. 19 And no other official has?
A. No.
X. 20 I notice a notation on the back of the envelope
exhibited as a part of Exhibit No. 3-A, being the envelope enclosing the two notes, a certain notation under the heading
"Property of Davis Elkins". In whose handwriting is the
notation?
A. My handwriting.
X. 21 And of .course I take it that was put there-I will
ask you when the notation was made?
A. I can't give the exact date, but it was made when Senator sent me these notes for safekeeping.
X. 2 2. That was, of course, after the notes were paid?
A. Oh yes, after the notes were paid. It is a
page I I 2 r very common practice for him to send me papers
to keep for him in all t:\le companies.
X. 2 3 You have handed me certain · original ledger
sheets, being the account appearing on sheet number one, and
account No. 71 o. I notice two items on there, one of February
28th, I believe it is, "on account advance, Folio 69, $3,000,"
and one of March 3 I, 1938, folio 74, of $2,000. To what account were those items credited?
A. These two items you refer to, you see on here he was
charged with that on account of advances roughly about a
month apart--one is of $3,000 and one for $2,000. That was
a return to him of those two items as against the aggregate advances made by him on that date-the exact date of the advance was February 23, I 93 8, and it was entered on the books
as of February 28, 1938, and the other advance being on the
same date as indicated in March, the 31st, $2,000.
X. 24 Are they included in any deed of trust?
·
A. No, sir, they are not.
X. 25 Do they appear in any note?
A. No, sir, they do not.
X. 26 Then he was given credit for those two items
without reference to any particular account, is that correct?
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A.

No, he was not given credit-he was charged
them, without referring to any particular
advance.
X. 2 7 He was paid those two amounts?
A. Yes, sir, he was paid those two amounts, and they do
not cover any one particular advance, nor can they be identified
against any particular advance.
X. 28 You have nothing against which to apply them
particular! y?
A. No, ·sir, they were a return of advances, and in the
preparation of the deed of trust that $5,000 was excluded and
deducted - In other words, to illustrate, suppose that the advances aggregate $25,000. Now he had been paid $5,000.
Therefore we owed him $20,000. That is what is referred to.
as an illustration, in this deed of trust, as an open item unpaid.

page
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NOTE:

A discussion was here had off the record.

By Mr. Warren:
We will not ask for the filing of the ledger sheets because
of inconvenience to the Complainant, in as mu.ch as the witness
admits payment of $5,000 to Elkins, as revealed by his answer.
X. 29 Mr. Burk, with reference to the income
have mentioned, the $ I 2,000 mentioned by
you was from income, wasn't it, that the company received?
A. What do you mean? The $12,000X. 3 o The payment of the advances to Industrial.
A. Yes. I meant to say the second $ r 2, ooo note was
to be paid by the company back through sales of gas.
X. 3 2 After that note was paid, they paid you on up to
the time when the question arose about Well No. 8?
A. Four or five months.
X. 3 3 After that?
A. Yes.
X. 34 Do you know now from your books when they
ceased paying you and began withholding it?
A. I believe they started to owe ns-put it that way-or
page

I 14

r you
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started to withhold the gas sales for September, which would
come into us in October, 1941.
X. 3 5 I believe those endorsements on the Adams notes
which have been exhibited were made on or about June, 1941?
A. On or about that date, yes, sir.
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Stant:

In view of the questions asked you about
$5,000 credits to Elkins in February and March, 1938, I will ask you if your
ledger sheet there does not show three credits to him in 193 7,
August 4, $2,000, August 28, $1,300, and October 5, $1,800,
a total of $5, 1oo. That was not represented by these notes?
A. That is true.
Q. 2 In other words, the $25,489.01 secured by the
1941 deed of trust is the amount after crediting the $5,000 you
have just been asked about?
A. Yes, sir, that is right.
Q. 3 Do you happen to own any stock in any of the
companies or interests of Senator Elkins?
A. Outside of Bristol, I do.
Q. 4 Now you were asked questions about Senator
Elkins, who was the sole stockholder, dictating the policies, and
so forth. Do you mean by that answer that you never have
any ideas of your own about how things ought to be done in
the Bristol .company, and you do not have any differences in
viewpoint with Senator Elkins, or that your own views never
prevail, or that he is an ogre dictator who won't listen to anybody?
A. No, I don't mean that.
Q. 5 Explain in your own way, tn view of
page I I 6 r those questions, what you mean.
A. He leaves to me the handling of all the
money, and I use my own judgment after I get the money as to
what I do with it.
Q. 6 In view of that question I will ask you further in
matters of the Bristol company there have been different view

Q.

page
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entertained by Senator Elkins and by you in which your own
views have prevailed after you argued it out?
By Mr. Widener:
I don't think that is a proper question.
By Mr. Stant:
I am only developingBy Mr. Widener:
Withdraw the objection, and let him go on.
A. No, as to matters of policy I don't know that there
has ever been anything of that kind to come up where an argument has arisen.
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr. Widener:
X. 1 If it would come up and the Senator told you as
owner of the company, "I tell you this is the policy," you
would follow the Senator's advice?
A. I expect I would.
X. 2 You would have to, wouldn't you?
A. I don't know.
page 1 1 7 r X. 3 YOU would, wouldn't you?
A. I expect I would.
X. 4 Do you know from what source this $5,000 came
from we were talking about on the ledger sheet?
A. I don't believe I .can answer that question.
X. 5 There are two items, one of $3,000 and one of
$2,000. Do you know the source of those two funds?
A. You have reference to the two items here?
X. 6 Yes.
A. I know this positively it did not come from gas sales.
X. 7 What about the $ I 2,000 that Adams loaned the
company-do you know it didn't comP. from that?
A. No, it didn. t.
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X.

8 How do you know?
A. That is the first $12,000. My understanding was
that money was used for drilling purposes.
X. 9 Do you know that?
A. I can't state it as an absolute fact, no.
X. 1 o Where else could it have come from if there was
no income?
A. I am unprepared to say the exact time, but around
that time we borrowed $10,000 from the bank here in Bristol,
but I can't positively state further on what we are
page 1 1 8 ~ talking about.
X. 11 You can't say whether the money came
from the bank in Bristol or from Adams?
A. I .can't say, no.
Re-DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Stant:

Q. 1 About how many years have you been connected
in your work with Senator Elkins, and the Elkins family or
interests?
A. I went with them first about the 16th of December,
1906. In fact I could date it farther back than that. I am a
public accountant by profession, and I went with the Elkins interests, taking his grandfather Senato·r Henry G. Davis, in
November, 1903. I have worked for them since, for Senator
Davis, and Senator Stephen B. Elkins, the father of Davis
Elkins-I worked for them for a period of three years, and then
I went to settle in Morgantown in December, 1906, and have
been there with them ever since.
EXAMINATION BY THE COURT

Q. 1 As I understood you, you stated that the notes for
$12,000, the Adams notes for $ I 2,000, when the holder was
satisfied, were removed from the notes payable of
page r 19 ~ Bristol and treated as advances by Senator Elkins.
What entry was made on your ledger sheets showing notes payable?
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A. That account was charged-it was taken out of that
account and credited to his account as shown. I can show you
here. (Indicating.)
Q. 2 What was the nature of the entry on your notes
payable account?
A. That the note was paid by the Senator and his account was credited therefor. (Indicating .on ledger sheet.)
Q. 3 In other words, the only written matter on the
account in response to the question I asked "June 22, 1st note
pd. folio 56, $12,145.99".
A. Yes, sir, that is the journal where that came from.
By Mr. Stant:
The entry just quoted in response to his honor's question is
from the Elkins' ledger sheet?
By the Witness:
The Elkins' ledger-no, this is the ledger sheet of the Bristol Natural Gas Corporation. I don't keep any of his personal
records. Those are kept by his secretary. This is frcm the
general ledger sheet of the Bristol Natural Gas Corporation.
Q. 4 The ledger sheet you have here which was
page I 20 ~ quoted from is not the notes payable account?
A. No, sir, I didn't bring that along with me.
This is the advance account of Senator Elkins.
By Mr. Stant:
Does that mean you took it out of the notes payable account and entered it on Senator Elkins' account?

By the Witness:
A.

Yes, sir, and that reduced the notes payable.

By Mr. Warren:
We have decided, although it may inconvenience Mr. Burk,
for which we are sorry, to insist on that ledger sheet being introduced as an exhibit.
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NOTE: A discussion was had off the record.
(Said ledger sheets heretofore identified by the witness, were thereupon received in evidence, marked Exhibit
No. 1 5 (Industrial Exhibit filed by Burk),, and is filed
herewith.)
Witness stood aside.
page
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0. CLARKSON the next witness, being first
duly sworn, was examined and testified as fol-

lows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Stant:

Q. 1 Mr. Clarkson, I believe your legal residence and
that of your family is at Charleston, West Virginia?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. 2 Before your joint employment by Bristol and Industrial how long had you been in and around Bristol for the
Elkins or Bristol Interests in connection with these drilling operations?
A. Since February, 1930.
Q. 3 You have been here, you came then the same year
No. 1 well was drilled?
A. I .came and took the leases when the project was
· started over here.
Q. 4 When were you in charge, complete charge of the
drilling operations and everything else of Bristol?
A. Early in 1 9 3 7.
Q. 5 Since what date have you been employed jointly
by Bristol and Industrial?
A. Probably February or March, 193 8.
page I 22 r Q. 6 Has that continued every since?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. 7 Mr. Clarkson, preliminary to my question I will
say there is an erroneous allegation in the original bill to the effect that the Adams $12,000 notes were paid by Elkins at maturity. They matured April 1, 1938, and were not paid until
July, 1939. I want to ask you whether or not you were pres-
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ent on any occasion or occasions with John C. Adams and Senator Elkins between the maturity of these notes, and the day
Elkins paid them off, in which a)nything was said by Adams
to Elkins as to foreclosure, or probably demanding payment of
the notes, and if so, just what was said?
A. My re.co,llection is that at the time they were negotiating the supplemental agreementBy Mr. Widener:
This question is objected to because whatever might be or
might have been in the conversation between those parties is
not binding on Industrial.
By the Court:
Who was the holder of the notes at the time they were paid?
By Mr. Stant:
Adams, and he is interested as a stockholder of Industrial.
By Mr. Hurlbutt:
There is no allegation of that sort.
page

I 2
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r By Mr. Stant:

Yes, there is, but in any event the notes are payable to John C. Adams~ Co.
By Mr. Widener:
That was a corporation, wasn't it?
By the Court:
Until I have examined all the exhibits there is nothing to
show that these notes were not at the time of their maturity,
and of this negotiation he is about to testify about, held by
Adams and Company, so the objection is overrulP.d on that
basis.
NOTE:
witness.

The question and answer were read to the
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By the Witness:
(Continuing.) They were over at Charleston in a room
in the Kanawha Hotel, and Mr. Adams saidBy Mr. Widener:
I think I had better put this objection in now. If there
was a conversation previous to the execution of the supplemental agreement, certainly it was merged in the supplemental
agreement, and the conversation would be illegal testimony.
By the Court:
Let him answer subject to the objection.
page

I
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r By the Witness:

(Continuing.) Mr. Adams said to Mr. Elkins in
effect, "If you don't want to go ahead and make this supplemental agreement, you .can just go ahead and pay the notes."
I think that is the material part of the conversation.
Q. 8 That is the only conversation you heard it discussed between them?
A. That is the only occasion that I heard it discussed.
Q. 9 All these records, or such records as have been
kept, the charts and things of that sort, of Bristol and Industrial have been, of course, available to both of the companies
and to you?
A. Yes, sir, that is right.
Q. 1 o Something was said in the answer to the cross bill,
the answer of Bristol to the cross bill, and in certain correspondence exhibited, about some difficulty with the pressure
and supply of natural gas in the month of February, 1941.
Will you explain what that difficulty was and how it came
about?
A. I think on that occasion I happened to be at home, in
Charleston, and that was in my recollection the first time that
there was ever any shortage of gas sufficient to
page 125 ~ supply the East Tennessee all of their needs, and
the other customers. At that time our No. 5 Well
apparently had some water in it. Earl Ridgeway, our field
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man, .called me and told me that No. 5 had water in it and that
due to that the pressure had gone down on that dayBy Mr. Warren:
What was that date, Mr. Clarkson?
By the Witness:
About the 20th of February, 1941. I immediately came
back over to Bristol that night after I talked to him, and the
next day we went out and turned the well into the air and found
it did have some water in it, and we found some water in the
line between the well and the regulator, which we proceeded to
remove. We also blew the well at that time and got what
water there was in it out. I think that answers that.
Q. I I Did that necessitate the shutting off of that well
from the line that came into Bristol?
A. Yes, while the procedure of getting the water out of
the well was going on it necessitated having the well shut down
to get the water out of it.
Q. 1 2 That well was out of production, so to speak,
while that was being remedied?
A. Yes, it was shut down while we were getting the
water out.
Q. 13 Was that anybody's fault or just one of
page I 26
those things that happen?
A. I would say it was no one's fault, because it
was just water in the well. It comes from the bottom and no
one put it in there. It is a condition w;hich oc.curs in many
fields on many occasions, which you can't see.
Q. I 4 When you blow a well as you mentioned, what
does that mean? Does that mean to open it up wide and let it
blow in the open air?
A. Well, as we speak of it to blow a gas well, if you want
to get the water out of it, if it has water in it and you wish to
remove it, you have to shut it down until you get sufficient
pressure so that when you turn the well in the air you will have
sufficient gas reserve behind it to pick this water up out of
the well and blow it out of the top of the well when you open

r
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the well in the air and let it blow until it carries this mist or
volume of water out of it.
Q. 1 5 That affects the pressure of that well for approximately how long, if you remember?
A. I would say they turned the well in the air before they
called ;me-they blew it and got some water out of it. I came
over that night and the following afternoon we blew the well
again and got some more water out of it-pospage I 2 7 ~ sibly parts of two days.
Q. r 6 Then when you shut it in did you immediately put that ha.ck into the line, or did you have to wait until
the pressure came up?
A. We had to wait until the pressure built up from atmospheric pressure to line pressure, which was certainly not
over a couple of hours, if that long.
Q. I 7 Now, Mr. Clarkson, will you look at this Exhibit
No. Io, that is if you have to look at it, and tell us in this
month of February, 1941, we are talking about, how that
month's use of gas furnished by Bristol to Industrial, and by
Industrial to the Power Company, compares with months prior
to that or months since. I wish you would show that to the
court.
A. These figures are in thousand cubic feet. For instance, in February, 1939, we sold to Industrial Gas Corporation-I mean in February, 1941, we sold them 13,306,000
cubic feet, or an average of 475,000 cubic feet a day-this
figure divided by twenty-eight gives this answer. (Indicating
on exhibit.) This is the average sales per day for this month.
This is what they sold out in the field to Industrial, and this
is what Industrial sold to the East Tennessee Light and Power
Company.
Q. 18 That figure I am looking at in the second
page 128 ~ column opposite February 1941, of 475 means
what?
A. That is the average amount of gas sold that month to
the Industrial Gas Corporation. That is the average per day in
thousands.
Q. I 9 That is the average per day in the month of February of 475,000 cubic feet of gas?
A. Yes.
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Q. 20 Over in the opposite column where I see the figure 400, I understand that means the average daily amount of
natural gas which the Power Company consumed in that month
of February. Is that right?
A. That is right.
Q. 21 The question I asked you was how do those figures compare in volume with months prior or months since
then?
A. In the same month of February, 1940, 8,373,000
against 13, 306,000-that is an increase of over one half.
Q. 22 And how about the Power Company's :use?
A. The Power Company's use is practically twice as
much as it was in the February prior to that.
NOTE: At this point, an adjournment was taken
for lunch, after which the witness resumed the stand for
further direct examination, as follow~:

Q. 2 3 Mr. Clarkson, with the exception of this
page 129 ~ February occurrence you testified to just before
lunch, what and when was the first thing that
happened to interfere with the furnishing by Bristol of the requirements of Industrial?
A. I think it was about the I 3th of March and also on
the I 7th-I just have those from my memory-194 r, the
year in question.
Q. 24 Now in that connection I notict this Exhibit 1o
of yours, that shows the same information with referen.ce to
March as you explained to the court with reference to February,
does it not?
A. The relation?
Q. 25 The same explanation you made to the court this
morning about the month of February applies on here with
the slightly changed figures?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. 26 That seems to indicate in the month of March.
r 94 r, the average furnished daily, the number of thousand
cubic feet of gas furnished Industrial was 45 r ,ooo, as against
475,000 in February, is that correct?
A. That is right.
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Q. 27 And according to this, the month of February,
1941, is the highest daily average in cubic feet used shown on

this entire chart. Am I right about that?
That is right.
Q. 28 And March was slightly less?
A. March is slightly under that.
Q. 29 Now let me ask you this, Mr. Clarkson, I see a
recital in the supplemental agreement of December, 193 8, to the
effect that Industrial has completed its four-inch pipe line to
Bristol, and that Bristol has drilled four producing wells upon
the leases, "which wells have a present aggregate daily open
flow of between three and four million cubic feet of gas." Do
you know whether before that supplemental agreement was entered into the four wells that were then there were blown or
tested jointly by Bristol and Industrial in order to determine
the then open flow?
A. I think that figure referred to in the supplemental
agreement is made up from open flow tests made on Wells Nos.
1 and 3 by Mr. Blair and others prior to the making of the
contract, and the open flow results of Well Nos. 4 and 5, which
were determined at the time the wells were completed.
Q. 3 o Now between the making of that supplemental
agreement and lndustrial's contract with the Power Company,
which I believe followed shortly after, between that time of
the Power Company's contract-that is the bigger use-and
these incidents of February and March, or March,
page 13 1 r I will say, 1941, had there been any question of
the ability of Bristol to furnish the requirements
of Industrial? Had the question ever arisen in any form?
A. Not to my knowledge. That was the first occasion
that it ever occurred, where it was shown that they did not have
the pressure they probably thought they had.
Q. 3 1 And as long as Bristol furnished the requirements
of Industrial was there any occasion for either company to
bother about pressure or reserves, or did they bother about it?
A. Not that I know of before the happenings in March.
Q. 3 2 There is some reference in the contract to pressure at the measuring station-that means where Bristol assem hies the gas and puts it through a meter to Industrial, does
it not?
page

I 3o

r A.
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A. Yes, sir.
Q. 3 3 Now up until this March incident do your records
show that I oo pounds pressure was maintained up to that
time?
A. Up to this March incident there were times, and a
great number of times, where we didn't attempt to carry at the
measuring station the pressure, the I oo pounds
page I 3 2 r pressure referred to, for convenience of operation,
as we didn't think it was ne.cessary at all times to
keep that much pressure or more there, and that was in agreement with Mr. Blair.
Q. 34 You mean that was by consent of both parties?
A. That was by consent.
Q. 3 6 As long as the requirements of Industrial were
met was that an important feature, the exact pressure at the
measuring station?
A. I would say no, as long as the requirements were met.
Q. 36 Do you happen to have a sheet or sheets made up
from your daily charts which you can put out here on the table
and show the court and counsel how the pressure did in fact
run at the well?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. 3 7 Where is it?
A. It have them in the roll on the desk there.
Q. 3 8 Will you get it and let me ask you about it. What
day are you going to begin with?
A. Any time, in 1940 for instanceQ. 39 Did you make this? (Indicating chart.)
A. I made it myself from the pressure records
page r 3 3 r over there on the table. It was made up from
readings from cur pressure gauges taken usually
twice daily. These lines here-Each different color is a well.
Wells Nos. 3 and 4 were never operated behind the regulator.
When they were worked they were worked wide open into the
pipe lines. During the year I 940 with the exception of some
tests we took here, shown here in probably July, the pressure up
at the metering station, or up at the regulator behind the metering station, was never less than r oo pounds, as shown here,
b~cause this line here is I oo pounds pressure line. It averaged
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probably 140 to 150 pounds-that is what we tried to carry
behind the regulator-that is for the year 1940. These other
lines, the irregular lines, represent in pounds, as shown by the
relation on the chart, the pressure on the other wells-that is
Nos. 1, 5, 3, 4, and 6. This is the pressure behind the regulator
at the metering station.
Q. 40 Is there any substantial difference in the pressure at the metering station and what you just testified to?
A. Yes, there was at times. We carried a maximum of
I oo pounds on the pipe line, which would give at times a minimum of around 80 pounds by arrangement and for .convenience,
although this pressure as shown here was available up to the
regulator behind the metering or measuring station.
Q. 41 It was available if it had been needed or
page

I

34

r called

for?

A. It was available if needed up to the regulator
behind the measuring station. That is for the year I 940. (Indicating on chart. )
Q. 42 Now go to 1941.
A. This first line is January 1, 1941, and it shows up to
this point here, which was March 12, which was the first time
that the pressure available behind the regulator ever got below
1oo pounds-also on March 16th and 17th-that is this curve
here. It shows that all the wells were below the I oo pounds
pressure there. It wasn't available. Up to that time we could
have because it was there.
Q. 4 3 According to what we are looking at after the
February occurrence, which you say no one was responsible for,
didn't you run this line pressure below I oo pounds?
A. The avtailable line pressure, that is right. The·se
records here, each point here, each day, it shows the sale from
the Bristol Natural to Industrial, and this line here shows the
average for that month. In other words, in February, 1941,
the average was 475,000 cu. ft., and that line there is supposed
to be 475,000-that point there is 400,000, and that point is
475,000. In other words, that is the average
page 13 5 r daily sales for the month of February, from the
first of February to the first of March. That is a
picture of that-it is just a graph where you can see it. (Indicating.)
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Q. 44 This chart seems to end sometime in June, I 94 r.
Have you don.e the work to complete it since that time?
A. No, I haven't done any work on it since that time.
Q. 45 Mr. Clarkson, if I may put it this way, and you
tell me whether this is right or wrong: If I understand your
testimony, your verbal testimony and the .chart we have just
looked at, it is that up until the March occurrence in 1941 Bristol had an available gas pressure in the lines back of the metering
station where you sold it to Industrial of I oo pounds and over,
that it was there if Industrial had ocdasion to call for it and use
it. Have I got that right?
A. Yes, I think that is right.

By Mr. Warren:
For the purpose of the record we are objecting to all testimony with reference to the map or .chart and the pressure prior
to March 13 and March I 7, 1941, whatever those dates may be,
and move to strike it as being wholly irrelevant and 1mmaterial
to any issue in the case.
page 136

r By the Court:
Let him answer subject to the objection.

Q. 46 Now with reference to reserves or open flowI called your attention to that recital in the supplemental contract-between the time of the supplemental contract and this
occurrence in March, 1941, was there any occasion to, or any
request by anybody, request or demand, to blow the wells and
make a test of the open flow?

By Mr. Warren:
Same objection.
By the Court:
Overruled.
A.

Not that I know of.

I know of no call for a test, or
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I know of no occasion that necessitated the taking of a test until
this occurrence in March, 1941.
Q. 47 Would you say you would have known about
that? Would it have been part of your job to know of that?
A. Yes, it would have been.
Q. 48 In order to make that test, if there had been an
occasion for it, as I understand it, you would have to blow the
wells into the air. as you described before?
A. Yes. sir, for several hours before you could make an
accurate measurement of the flow.
Q. 49 As a matter of information I want to ask you
if you have furnished me, or if you know what it is, the field
sales from Bristol to Industrial on these March
page

I

37

r days you have mentioned in

I

941, the

I

3th, 17th,

18th, and 19th?
A. I haven't furnished them to you, but they are available if you want them. I don't have them here.
Q. 50 I believe what you did furnish me as to those items
was what the Power Company used from Industrial on those
days. and not the total amount that Bristol furnished Industrial.
Is that right?
A. That is right.
Q. 5 I I attempted to put them in the answer, didn't I?
A. Yes, sir. That is from their letter.
Q. 5 2 Can you answer that question with reference to
the uses of the Power Company on those days, what they got
from Industrial?
A. Yes, those are from their letter as to what they got.
Q. 5 3 Do you know whether that is correct or not from
your own charts and records?
A. I assume it to be correct.
Q. 54 These figures show for March 13th, 481 ,ooo .cu.
ft.; March 17th. 514,000 cu. ft.; March 18th, 497,000 cu. ft.:
March 19, 385,000 cu. ft.
A. That was furnished the Power Company.
page 13 8 r Q. 5 5 By Industrial on those dates?
A. Yes. sir. Those are correct figures.
Q. 5 6 Since it seems I didn't ask you for what I call the
field sales, meaning the amount that Bristol sold to Industrial
on the same datss-
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By Mr. Warren:
You rn ean to all customers?
By Mr. Stant:
Yes, everybody.

Q. 5 7 They would, of course, be larger?
A. They are refle.cted in those sheets. (Indicating.)
Q. 5 8 And woufd be larger because Industrial' s customers were in addition to the Power Company's?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. 59 Now, Mr. ClarksonBy Mr. Warren:
All this testimony 1s objected to because irrelevant and
immaterial.
By the Court:
Overrule the objection.

Q. 60 With reference to this March, 1941, incident,
what was the condition of the weather on those March dates?
A. Well, I would say it was extremely cold. My recollection is it was very .cold at that time. It was windy and it was
an unusually cold spell.
Q. 61 For that time of year, or for any time of
page

I

39

r year?

A. For any time of year I would say.
Q. 6 2 Did Bristol have any way of knowing in March,
1941, accurately the various additions that had been made of
customers by the Power Company? In other words was that
available to Bristol except as reflected by past sales from Bristol to Industrial?
A. I don't think so.
Q. 63 Now it appears that following this March incident that on May 1 2, 1941, Bristol commenced the drilling of
~11 No. 7. Let me call your attention to the fact that No. 6
Well had been completed en ~~srnser 20, 1940. Will you
'J-t,.{-.

,1(\ ''/
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tell the court whether between the time of those March days
and the time you began No. 7 on May 12th, whether that is in
your judgment a reasonable time in which to make preparations
and to start drilling another well, and give fo your answer why
you say so, and whether the No. 6 rig had to be taken down and
moved to No. 7, or anything else that enters into the answer
as to the reasonableness of that time.
A. I think after the occurrence in March of the shortage
of gas and pressure, that we immediately started to make arrangements with the proper persons to authorize the .commencing of the well, and we did get the well started and
page 140 ~ began spudding by May 12th, 1941. That necessitated the. making of a location, the selection of
the place, tearing down of the rig from No. 6 and moving it
there and rebuilding the rig and getting started to drilling.
Q. 64 Of course not all the drillers you require are available and live in this section of the country, do they?
·
A. No, sir.
Q. 65 I believe there are two that you all have sort of
educated?
A. That is right. We use two that live in this section.
By Mr. Warren:

If your Honor please, we think that is immaterial. We
are not responsible because they did not provide themselves with
proper equipment and rigs or competent employees.
By the Court:
Overruled. Let him answer subject to the objection.
Mr. Stant, can't we speed a long a little.
By Mr. Stant:
I think I am nearly through, your Honor.

Q. 66 I do want to ask you this, whether Bristol has
ever had more than one drilling outfit in this field, and whether
that was known to Industrial?
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141

~

By Mr. Warren:
That is immaterial.

That is not our fault.

By Mr. Stant:
I want to show what you knew.
By the Court:
Let him answer subject to the objection.
A. No, they have never at any time had but one drilling
outfit, and the Industrial knew that at the time. AH the time
they have known they have never had but one drilling outfit.
Q. 67 Mr. Clarkson, I think of one other thing. Following the writing of this letter in June, I 94 I, Exhibit No.
r 3-A, Industrial to Bristol, about the starting of a new well,
I want to direct your attention to this unsigned letter of July
24, I 94 I, and ask you on that day where was the equipment
which Industrial had brought in here to drill a well? Had it
arrived? Where was the equipment they brought in here?
A. My recollection is the equipment was either on the
way from Arkansas or was in the yard-it was here in Bristol
in the yard. I am sure it hadn't been unloaded at the time.
Q. 68 You mean in the railroad yard?
A. In the railroad yard. It was either in the yard or on
the way.
Q. 69 I don't know how much difference of
page I 42 ~ opinion will develop about the letter of July 2.i:1,
I 94 I, the unsigned one, but I wish you would tell
in your own way who was present and what you know' with
reference to the preparation of ·that letter, and what took place
about it with reference to Mr. Blair.
A. The situation, as I remember it, was this drilling
equipment was on the way to start this well, and Senator Elkins
was wanting to attempt to get an injunction to stop them
from drilling on this lease, and we tried to work it out in an
agreeable manner whereby they could go ahead and drill this
well-we all knew the necessity of it-
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By Mr. Warren:
Which well are you talking about now?
By the Witness:
No. 8. We were attempting to work out some agreement
whereby they .could go ahead and drill it agreeable to keep the
Senator from attempting to get an injunction to keep them from
doing it, and as I remember you and Mr. Blair, you wrote the
letter and read it over to himBy Mr. Widener:
If your Honor please, he is attempting to deal with an unsigned letter which in effect can only have one purpose, and
that is to vary the terms of the written contract.

page 14 3 ~ By the Court:
Suppose they did by agreement modify it, wouldn't it be valid?
By Mr. Widener:
But by that letter they didn't.

It was never' signed.

By the Court:
Overrule the objection.
By Mr. Widener:
Exception.
By the Witness:
(Continuing:) Mr. Stant prepared the letter and Mr.
Blair called Mr. Hurlbutt, as he said, and talked to him, and
my recollection is he read the letter to him over the telephone.
At the time we wanted this letter to show to Senator Elkins,
and we wanted to know would the Industrial approve the· terms
of it. After Mr. Blair talked to Mr. Hurlbutt, he reported to
Mr. Stant he saw no reason why he couldn't sign it. Then
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Mr. Stant and I called and talked to Senator Elkins, and after
reading the letter to him he wouldn't agree to sign it-he
wouldn't agree for Mr. Stant to sign it for the Bristol Natural
Gas Company, and so the matter was dropped there at the
time.
By Mr. Widener:

In view of that statement we move to exclude the letter and
the evidence regarding it. He had no authority to send it or
to write it, and Elkins didn't approve it.
page 144

r By the Court:

The motion is sustained. Of course the evidence
shows definitely it was an attempt to get together which failed.
That is all there is to it.
By Mr. Stant:
Our thought is what took place here that day has a very direct bearing on the next letter and the one that was signed, and
has something to do with the interpretation of what was meant
by that letter, in view of what Industrial says the .correspondence doesn't show.
By Mr. Widener:
Without anticipatingBy Mr. Stant:
I would like for the court to hear a few more questions,
if you will.
By the Court:
The objection goes to the binding effect o.f the letter. A
conference was held and such letter was drafted but never agreed
to between the parties.
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By Mr. Widener:
It shows the objection to what they are contending for in
their bill.
By the Court:
Go ahead with the other evidence. The court has ruled on
the letter. I will be glad to hear you if you want to argue it.
By Mr. Stant:
You mean-I don't want to follow that with another question in view of that ruling.
page r 4 5 ~ By the Court:
I don't know what the next question might be.
By Mr. Stant:
I intended to ask why Senator Elkins, what reason he gave
for not authorizing us to sign.
By Mr. Widener:
We object to that question.
By the Court:
Sustained.
By Mr. Stant:
I would like to avow the answer would be, since there is
no jury here, he would not authorize it to be signed unless Industrial agreed in advance that the well was not being drilled
under the contracts, and it was at their expense and not his.
By Mr. Widener:
Do you allege Industrial wouldn't agree to that?
By Mr. Stant:
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That is the reason that Elkins or Bristol would ,not
authorize his signature for Bristol.
Q. 70 Can you say whether or not Mr. Blair was requested to find out whether he could sign it in that form before we called Senator Elkins at all?
A. Yes.
By Mr. Widener:
We object, if the court please.
think that question is immaterial.

The letter is out and we

By the Court:
That question has already been asked and answered.
ahead with the next question.
page 146

r

Go

CROSS EXAMINATION

By Mr. Warren:
X. 1 Mr. Clarkson, on March 13th to 19th, probably
March 13th, 17th, 18th and 19th, I believe you stated you had
your first difficulty with reference to pressure at the measuring
station. Were these amounts at that time sufficient to supply
the demands of the customers, the amounts you had on those
dates?
A. Was the amount of pressure or flow?
X. 2 The amount actually delivered?
A. With the ex.ception-I would say no, because the East
Tennessee had to use the reserve.
X. 3 You stated awhile ago Bristol did not know of
the addition of customers from time to time. The business was
growing, I take it, and additional customers were added from
time to time-I believe you were employed by both Bristol and
Industrial?
A. That is right.
X. 4 As an employee of Industrial you knew of additions from time to time?
A. That is right, sir.
X. 5 Why, as an employee of Bristol, did you not ad-
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vise Bristol of this? What you knew as an employee of Industrial you knew as an employee of Bristol?
page 147 r A. That is right.
X. 6 You were manager at the field, weren't
you?
A. I was superintendent. What l mean is no formal request, no request was made for additional drilling up until that
time. Bristol and Senator Elkins were advised from time to
time as load was added on, but as to the exact amounts and
the exact dates they were not informed.
X. 7 Then you are bound to have been in error when
you said Bristol didn't know of the addition of customers from
time to time?
By Mr. Stant:
I think you are in error, Mr. Warren.
know except from these records.

He said he didn't

X. 8 As an employee of Bristol and Industrial at the
same time you knew every time a customer was put on the line,
didn't you, Mr. Clarkson?
A. No, I did not, Mr. Warren.
X. 9 How could it have been done without your
knowledge?
A. The East Tennessee was putting on the customers.
Industrial was not adding new customers.
X. 1 o But you found out as soon as Industrial
page 148 ~ did, because you were part of both?
A. That is right.
X. 11 How often did Mr. Butterworth tell you of additional customers from time to time?
A. I have no idea.
X. 1 2 You expe.cted them to do that and you knew they
should tell you promptly when they added customers?
A. Well, I was probably informed every two or three
weeks how many had been put on.
X. 1 3 Sufficiently to keep you advised?
A. Probably, yes.
X. 14 Now you say that after the incident of March in
which the pressure went down at the measuring station you im-
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mediately started to make arrangements. What necessity was
there for starting to make arrangements? Why couldn't you
start in to drilling that well immediately?
A. Because before we start to drill a well we see we have
get money enough to pay for it as we go along-that has been
our usual procedure-and had to get authority from Senator
Elkins to go ahead with the moving of the rig and commencing
of the well.
X. r 5 Was there anything in the contract that you could
delay that until you ascertained whether or not you had money
enough or whether Senator Elkins would agree to
page r 49 ~ it or not?
By Mr. Stant:
That is not a proper question, your Honor.

A.
X.

That is not my business, Mr. Warren.
But that was the fact. That is why you delayed

16

it?

A. I didn't say that.
X. 17 The real delay, as a matter of fact, Mr. Clarkson,
was inability to get Senator Elkins to agree, wasn't it? That is
a fact, isn't it? That was your difficulty?
A. That was the difficulty in getting the well started.
We had to get his permission before I could start the physical
machinery to move the outfit and start the work.
X. r 8 In reference to the well referred to, what number
is it we are referring to now?
A. No. 7.
X. 19 When did you actually start to drilling that well,
Mr. Clarkson?
A. We started May r 2th.
X. 20 You didn't start drilling at that time?
A. We started spudding-that is breaking ground-we
started the first licks on May 12th.
X. 2 1 But you didn't actually start drilling
page I 50 ~ with the bits in the ground until July, did you?
A. No, sir, in May. We started spudding the
well or drilling on May 12th. Prior to that the rig had to be
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moved, pipe lines laid, the location selected, the rig had to be
moved and rebuilt, and everything to get ready was done prior
to the spudding-that was done prior to May 12th.
X. 22 What do you man by spudding?
A. Picking the bit up and dropping it on the ground to
start the hole.
X. 23 Prior to that time isn't it a fact Industrial offered
to furnish you a rig?
A. Prior to that time?
X. 24 At any time along there?
A. No, not prior to that time.
X. 25 When did they agree to furnish you a rig? They
agreed to furnish you one to start No. 8, didn't they?
A. I have no recollection of that. If they did, they did it
by correspondence probably to the Bristol Natural Gas, to Mr.
Burk, who was then president.
X. 26 Do you deny you had knowledge of them doing
that?
A. Of them offering to furnish a rig?
X. 27 Yes?
page 15 1 ~ A. I think they attempted to offer a rig to drill
No. 8, but as we were drilling we were not interested in the offer.
X. 28 The fact you didn't have the rig would not have
been a reason for not starting it, would it, because you were
not interested in starting No. 8. You wouldn't have started
it if you had two rigs, according to your statement?
A. No.
By Mr. Stant:
Your question means at that time?
By the Witness:
At that time as we were drilling No. 7.
X. 29 You knew Industrial was insisting upon the drilling of another well after the incident of March, 1941, didn't
you?
A. Yes.
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X. 30 And they were continually urging that you drill
another well?
A. That is right, sir.
X. 3 r When did it first become evident there was not
sufficient gas to supply the Industrial Gas Corporation's customers?
A. In March, I 941.
X. 3 2 That is on these dates in March, 1941.
page I 5 2 r We were just talking about?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. 33 You stated the work was actually begun on No. 7
well in May?
A. The drilling was actually begun on May 12th.
X. 34 When was it evident that Bristol didn't produce
sufficient gas to maintain I oo pound pressure at the measuring
station?
A. March 13th, or the first occasion in the month of
March, which I ·think was March 13th.
X. 3 5 You stated that you all realized of course that No.
8 ought to be dug and that was when you first reached that conclusion that No. 8 should be dug?
A. In March?
X. 36 In order to supply the demand?
A. In March?
X. 37 Yes.
A. No, I didn't say that.
X. 3 8 When did you reach that .conclusion?
A. Sometime in the summer we thought we should have
two wells by the following winter. No. 7 was in the process
of drilling at that time.
X. 3 9 What other one could you have had from
page r 5 3 r March 13th, after you finished No. 7? What
other one could you have had to supply the winter demand?
A. It wouldn't have been possible upon the completion
of it from May to October - We decided at the time in the
summer as No. 7 was drilling that there would not be time· to
complete another well with the drilling outfit we had on hand
at the time then drilling No. 7 to complete another well or a
second well before the winter load came on.
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X. 40 Then it would have been impossible to finish No.
7 and finish another well after you finished No. 7 in time to
affect the winter load?
A. Yes, sir.
X. 41 And you say that although you realized it was
necessary to have No. 8 if that load was met, the winter load,
or another well after No. 7? That is bound to follow from
your answers isn't it?
A. Well, it is always nice to have another well.
X. 42 Is that your answer?
A. Yes.
X. 43 Assuming that No. 7 would have been a well of
normal flow, could you say that No. 7 with what you had then
producing would have supplied the winter demand of 1941 42?
A. When you say a normal flow, I don't underpage 154 ~ stand what you mean. You will have to define
that.
X. 44 Well, the average flow? What is the average
flow out there?
A. I would say the average of all the wells drilled would
be about 150 to 200,000 feet a day.
X. 45 If No. 7 had been producing to that extent would
it have met the demands of the winter of I 941-42?
By Mr. Stant:
Before that is answered I should like to object to that, and
to that type of question, just to get it in. the record, because here
was no obligation on Bristol to drill except one at a time, and
that based upon past gas requirements.
By the Court:
Let him answer subject to the objection.
A.

If it had been a normal well?

Q. 46 Yes, of average flow?
A. I think it would have.
X. 4 7 How many new wells do you think, considering
the average size of the wells previously driBed," would it have
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taken to have supplied the expected load of customers in the
winter of 1941 -42, to maintain the required pressure at the
measuring station?
By Mr. Stant:
We object to that as cross examination. If they want to put Mr.
Clarkson on as their own witness, it is all right,
page 155 ~ but it is not responsive to anything here, andBy Mr. Warren:
He has testified hereaboutBy the Court:
Let him finish the objection.
By Mr. Stant:
(Continuing.) -It is not based on any requirement put
on Bristol by the .contract which is as I quoted awhile ago.
By the Court:
Overrule the objection.
By the Witness:
I think if No. 7 would have been a normal well-

X. 48 I asked you how many wells would you think
would it have taken for that?
A. In addition to what we had?
X. 49 Yes.

A.

One.

X .. 50 Then why do you say in June you realized No. 8
ought to be drilled, that you all realized that?
By Mr. Stant:
Did he say June?
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By Mr. Warren:
Yes.
A. I don't know.
X. 5 1 You say No. 7 well was started in May?
A. Yes.
page 156 ~ X. 52 Would it have been possible to have
completed No. 7 and then to have completed No.
8 well before December, I 94!?
A. No, not with one drilling outfit.
X. 5 3 Would it have been possible if No. 7 had been
commenced as soon as it was evident that Bristol Natural Gas
could not maintain I oo pound pressure at the measuring station
to have completed No. 8 by December, 194 I? If you started
in March or April couldn't you have completed No. 7 and then
completed No. 8?
A. It might have been possible with exceptionally good
luck in drilling and with no trouble.
X. 54 Couldn't you have completed it if you had accepted Industrial' s offer of a rig to dig it with, No. 8?
A. That is impossible to say because conditions will arise
in wells, like fishing jobs. that can't be forecast.
X. 5 5 Barring misfortune, assuming you had average
success, don't you know it would have been impossible to finish
No. 8?
A. After finishing No. 7?
X. 56 Yes.
A. We started in May and finished in October. With
normal drilling time from October to December is too short a
time to drill a well in this country.
page 1 5 7 r X. 5 7 What w~s the result with No. 7? Did
you get any supply from it?
A. Some, at the time the well was finished.
X. 58 It was not considered a merchantable flow was
it, a commercial flow?
A. It was never a very large well.
X. 59 It was not considered a commercial we11?
A. It was not considered a profitable well.
X. 60 No. 7 had no effect on the pressure with reference
to furnishing a sufficient amount to supply the demand?
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A.
little.

Very little.

I would say it had some effect but very

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Stant:

Q. r Mr. Clarkson, I would like a little clearing up of
these expressions. I understood you to say in your opinion if
No. 7 would have been the normal well, as you and Mr. Warren
described it, you think it would have been sufficient, yet you
thought-that was your personal view, I take it and you meant
it was very comfortable to haveBy Mr. Warren:
I object to him interpreting the answer of the witness.

Q. 2 (Continuing.) -another well. Then
page 15 8 ~ the expression what "we decided" with reference
to another well. What does "we" mean in that
connection?
A. As to the necessity, or that it would be nice if we
did have another well for the following winter? "We" meant
Mr. Blair and I who did the operating end of the two businesses.
Q. 3 You mean that represented the joint view of you
and Mr. Blair?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. 4 And that would have been your view, as I understand you, for the reason you mentioned, even though you could
have known No. 7 would have brought in 150,000 cubic feet
a day?
A. If we had known it would have brought in that much
it would have still been our view that we should have had another well.
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr. Warren:
X. 1 After the incident of Mar.ch 17 and 19th, how
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many customers were necessarily cut off, if you know, because
of the decrease in pressure and inability to supply the demand?
A. At that time?
X. 2 Yes, and since that time?
page 159 ~ A. Whose customers?
X. 3 Customers of Industrial because you
couldn't supply them, or the East Tennessee Light and Power
Company I mean?
A. Speaking for the East Tennessee Light and Power
I don't know.
X. 4 Don't you know that lntermont College was cut
off?
A. I know it was not cut off.
X. 5 Are they still supplying them?
A. For cooking and certain purposes. They were not
.cut off from shortage at that time. In tact at that time they
were not burning gas for any purpose other than that.
X. 6 They did cut off their heating supply afterwards?
A. Not afterwards. They cut it off before that at their
own request.
X. 7 What other customers were cut off? Don't you
know who they were?
A. The City is the only customer I know we cut off after
that time. ·
By Mr. Stant:
When was the city discontinued?
By the Witness:
This winter.
By Mr. Stant:
In what month?
page

160

~

By The Witness:

For heating I think probably in January.
is my recoUection. I have a record of it at the office.

That
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By Mr. Stant:
1942?

By the Witness:
Yes, sir.
Witness stood aside.
By the Court:
Do you have any more witnesses for the complainant?
By Mr. Stant:
No, your Honor, in view of the ruling you made on the
letter, it rather relieves me of a feeling I might have to make a
statement, so we have no other evidence. That is all.
By Mr. Warren:

If the Court please, we want tc read this letter into the
record - Exhibit No. 13-M (lndustrial's Exhibit.)
NOTE: At this point Mr. Warren read to. the Court
Exhibit No. 13-M (lndustrial's Exhibit) being a letter
from Industrial to Stant, dated February I r, 1942.
By Mr. Warren:
Now, if your Honor please, we are now making this tender
into court and offer to comply with the terms and
page 16 r ~ conditions of that letter, and with that we leave
the case with the Court?
By Mr. Stant:
I would merely like to call the attention of the court, when
you come to read that, to the fact that there is a reply to it which
should be read, and that we have objected to it for the reasons
given when the letter was offered.
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T. Frank Burk, recal!ed
By the Court:
I would like to recall Mr. Burk for a question or two.
T. FRANK BURK being recalled by the Court, was examined and testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
By the Court:

Q. 1 You testified as to how the $ 1 2, ooo Adams notes
were handled as between the Bristol Natural Gas Corporation
and Davis Elkins. Was that with his knowledge and consent
that it was handled in that way?
A. Well, not from a bookkeeper's point of view, but it
was his understanding he was to get .credit for that as an advance to the company.
page 162 ~ Q. 2 You handled it under the authority you
testified about in handling his financial matters?
A. Yes, sir.
Witness stood aside.
NOTE: Counsel for both Plaintiff and Defendant
announced that they had concluded the introduction of evidence.
THIS WAS ALL THE EVIDENCE INTRODUCED.
TESTE: This the 17th day of July, 1942.
JOS. L. CANTWELL, JR.,
Judge.
page

I

63 ~ Virginia:

In the Corporation Court for the City of Bristol.
I, J. L. Cantwell, Jr., Judge of said Court, do hereby certify that the foregoing evidence was taken and heard orally before me, and was taken down and preserved as a part of the re.cord in this case; and, I further certify that the evidence and inci-
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dents of trial before me upon which this cause was decided, were
as follows:
( r) The foregoing transcript of evidence and incidents
of trial at the said oral hearing before me.
( 2) The exhibits filed with the foregoing oral evidence,
and certified by me, which original exhibits it is hereby ordered may be used at the nearing on appeal with the same- effect
as in this .court and need not be copied into the transcript.
I further certify that the items listed above include all of
the evidence and incidents of trial before me in said cause.
I further certify that due notice of application for this .certificate was given to counsel for the parties.
Given under my hand this the r 7th day of July, I 942,
within sixty days from the entry of the final decree in this
cause.
JOS. L. CANTWELL, JR., (SEAL)
Judge.
64 ~ It is agreed that the foregoing pleadings, exhibits,
opinion of court and decree, together with the evidence identified and certified by the Trial Judge, shall constitute the transcript of record for the purpose of applying for an
appeal, and that the original exhibits introduced in evidence,
identified by the Trial Judge and certified by the Clerk, shall
be forwarded by him to the Clerk of the Supreme Court qf
Appeals, to be there used as a part of the record in lieu of copy·
ing same. This the r 3th day of July, r 942.
page

I

DONALD T. STANT,
Attorney for\ Davis Elkins and
Bristol Natural Gas Corporation
GEO. M. WARREN,
H. E. WIDENER,
Attorneys for Industrial Gas Corp.
The foregoing is approved as the transcript of record for
the purpose of applying for an appeal, this July I 7th, 1942.
JOS. L. CANTWELL, JR.,
Judge.
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page 165 r
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
I, Dan Drinkard, Clerk of the Corporation Court of the
City of Bristol, do certify that the foregoing is the transcript
of record and agreement of parties for the purpose of applying
for an appeal in the chancery .cause of Davis Elkins vs. Bristol
Natural Gas Corporation and Industrial Gas Corporation, and
that notice of the application for this transcript has been duly
given to counsel for Industrial Gas Corporation, as required by
law.
Given under my hand this the 17th day of July, I 942.
DAN DRINKARD,
Clerk.
Clerk's fee for certifying, $5.00.
Stenographer's fee for transcript, $43.05.
A Copy-Teste:
J. W. HUTTON,
Deputy Clerk.
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